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This study we.s begun lrhile I vr?:,s employed by the Ce,pe Times Ltd. end 
I e,m extremely gre-,:teful for the me,nagemen.t 1 s permission and encoure.gement 
in undert,eJdng the ;:rork, even after I had left. As a meober of JrJne 
orge,nize,tion I was at some time or e,nother working vri th every department of 
the factory b.ere studied, and so '\te,s e,ble to describe in outline the functional 
relationship between the various depe,rtments pe.rtly from persone,l experience. 
But I should like to emphasize that the descriptions of each department are 
by no me~ns full; they ere merely to give some idea of the kind of 110rk done · 
in a. printing factory to those 't'fho e,re unfam.i liar -vii th the industry. 
My thanks ere especielly due to Mr. E.J ... Ce,tesby, formerly works 
me,nager of the. Ca:~e TC:,mes and now printing me,neger; to the pay office steff 
without -vrhose helpful coopere,·Hon this thesis would not heve been possible; 
and to Professor Edward Batson 11fho supervised the study. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The origino,l intention in approaching t\ study in this factory vms to 
invest.igate the possible statisticc.l correlo..tion of cwo.ilr::.ble peroonel 
characteristics. 
' i 
The rm -~h6cl >'ff',s tG be es follows: 
r.) to reproduce ·':.he pay office record ca,rds onto punched 
ca.rcls recorc~ing informati Jn regardinr:; factory department, 
e.ge, sex, race, mr~rital sta·tJus, gratie, wo..e;e, lengtb of 
service, area of residence, membership of voluntary 
organizations, and absenteeism. 
b) to sort the cards so tho..t tebles c ~uld be dra.vm up 
showing the relati :mship bet'ireen 91 pn~i-a of cha.re.c-
teristics. These possible tables are sho-rm diagranoatico.l-
ly in Fig. L 
Thus no particulc.r theory recarrdine; p::~ssi ble c :::lrrelati .:n wr:"s to be 
investigo..tec'q the study ·was to be as inclusive r.s p0ssible .• 
It soon becfl,me apparent 9 however, that ninety one t.e.bles were quite 
beyond the scope :.f r:. study of this size so that a. limitation of. S'Jme sort 
vms physi~r..Uy necessc.ry, ho·w·ever epistomobgico,lly undesirc:.ble. 1!.ccordingly 
the scope of the basic t~bles wes reduced tc• 
a) all the fr,ctors which c~u.ld be correlo.-tec~ with 
-dep~rtment since the social group is the subject 
matter of s3cic.l science ancl 
b) ell the fr:.ctors vrhich could be correlat,ed with lost 
time since e..bsenteeism is reganded es a problem by 
industrialists s.nd it has been sug~ested (l)that it c::-m be re-
go.rded as an imlex o:f morale. 
In o..ddition there vrere three correle.tion -t,o,bles c.lrea.dy dtme ·when the 
dec is ion to limit the scope was ts,ken. The tc,bles r,ctunlly prepc.red e>re 
marked 1x 1 on Fig. 1 and c'1n be c:lmpc.red wijrh the tot£:.1 number pJssible. 
As a result of this limitation the conclusions arrived at cannot be 
regc:.:rrded as finr-,1; they cc..n suggest hypotheses 11hich could only be \Verified 
by completing the other 64 basic to,bles and subjecting them to similar 
det,d led cmalysi s. 
The title of this thesis is therefore c. sm:m:.w.ry of vrho,t wo..s o..ctue..lly 
studied rr~ther thc.n o..n n. priori e,ssumption the,t e.ny feet or vroulcl be concooi to..nt 
·with r,bsentaeism. He,d none of the tc.bles yielded any correlo..~i 3n e..t o..ll this 
o.n':'..lysis 1'!ould still hn.ve been worthvrhile, I believe. It ·vrould be c.s 
significant~ t;) Imo-vr tho..t o..bsen·~;eeism is not correlnted wi·::.h arec, of residence, 
as in f::-,ct turned out to be the cc.se, ::::.s it ·would be to know thnt there is 
srich o.. relationship. 
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The nine hundred and ninety seven factory employees in this study were 
a) in the companies employ on June 30' 1955 
b) employed in the commercial printing factory at Pe.I?b'w. 
In order to confine the study as far as possible to those working, or 
most usually working under this one nine-acre roof, as opposed to those also 
concerned 1dth the ne1rspaper at Burg Street, Cape Tovm, the following 
exclusions were made: 
(i) those who work primarily in the factory office block 
which is si tur,ted e,loout fifty yards from the actual 
factory. Clerical workers within the factory building are, 
however, included.· 
(ii) those classified by the pay office as drivers for 
purposes of i·mge cost alloce.·t,ion. Drivers elloce,ted 
to the dispatch department are included in that 
department. 
{iii) those specifically classified by the pay office as 
messengers (chiefly concerned with taking corres-
pondence between Parovr and Burg Street.) 
(iv) those who work in the canteen which is housed in 
a separate building. 
The nine hundred e..nd ninety seven vrorker 8 on which this s·t,udy is based 
are dep~rtoentally distributed as sho-vm in ·fig. 2. 
Study group letters 
When the original departmental lists vrere drawn up it vre,s found that 
several departments were in themselves too small in number to bear easy 
statistical comparisGno So it was decided to group some departments to make 
up larger nunbers. The grouping had in mind two criteria: as far as possible 
to work with comparable numbers, and to put like with like. These groupings 
e.re inc1ice,ted in the· two columns on the righthand side of Fig. 2. With the 
exception of group E ( gre;vure') which numbers 89, all groups less than 30 ,·rere 
eliminated. The exception 1res ·cade because this section constitutes a 'lrhole 
process on its own and could not readily be grouped with other departments. 
Individual reasons for grouping 
.A. Composing: The four deprtments grouped here all fall under one departmental 
mane.g~r (who incidentmlly also controls department 30, the 
readers, but because that department cnnsisted off 30 people it was left on 
its O"l'rn) c.nd are all concerned -vrith composi·ug·hund or oecho.nical. 
B .Ancillary processes: The aspect common to thethJ•ee. departments grouped 
together here is that they are all encillary to 
subsequent machine room dep~rtsents. The artists department is mainly, and 
the photo-litho (pla:'·,emaking) department is vrholly cnncerned vrith the 
photoli thogrt,phic printing process e,nd both depe,rtments fall under one section 
mo,nr,ger, together wi ~'h the li tho-mr,chine room. Simill;,rly the stereo-foundry 
together ·with the whole composing group, the progess depc,rtment and the letter-
press m11chine room fal:\.s under one section manager. (l)But becuuse the r::mchine 
roous in both the le~terpress end litho sections were in themslves lorge in 
(t), See.- fl 9 . I> 
DEPARTMENTS AND STUDY GROUP LETTERS 
Powers No. of Study No. of 
Sr,me..s Name of Dep2,rtoent Employees group Employees 
Code. No. letter 
I 
1 hm:ulcomposing 107" 
2 mono-keyboards 9 .A 151 
3 monocasters 14 
4 linotype machines 21 
5 stereo-foundry 11 
7 photo-litho 28 B 45 --
23 artists 6 ··-
6 letternress m/c roam 126 c 126 
8 litho mc,chine room 105 D 105 
10 grs,vure me,chines 16 
9 photog;ravure 13 E 29 
12 croppers and plr,tens 32 F • 32 
14 bindery 227' G 227 
~0 boxmakinE; 69 fi\ 7J -
21 boxmaking (R S & T) 10 
30 readers 36 I 36 
31 "l'mrehouse 19 J 48 -
32 dis:2atch 24 
40 maintenance electric ic,ns 6 
41 maintenance engineers 24 
42 maintenence c r;,qJenters 5 K 89 
43 meintenance c ler,ners 4 
44 . ... m<nn~.~enance lebourers 50 
50 process engraving 32 L 32 
DK depertoent unknown 3 3 .. 
TOTAL ••••• 997 
fig. 2 
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number e,nd. vrouldl. therefore svmmp the stc-t,ist,iccl significe,nce, if any, of 
the s~ller departmeAts, I hcve shown these smaller departments separately 
where p~ssible. Thus the reedees (I) end the process engravers (L) are by 
themselyes, being mor,~, tha,n thirty persons. 
E Photogravure: The 'two departments combined here are the machine room and 
those concerned vrith cylinder preparation. Both are 
under the same department manager. 
H Boxmaking: Similarly the two sections here combined are subdivisions 
of the same department. R,S rvnd T st!:',nds for round sli'&ting 
end tubing which is the name of the cigarette carton machine, seperately 
classified on the Po1vers Samc.s system. 
J Warehouse and Dispatch: These two were combined because they are concerned 
"'l'rith simi lt:(,r kind of wori{ - barrelling of pecke,ges-
raw materials coming in on the one hand, completed articles on the other. 
K Maintenance: The grouping together o~ the electricians, engineers,(fitters 
e.nd turners), cr,rpenters, cleemers £',nd labourers is 
justified by the feet that they are ~11 under one department manager; in 
fe,ct, nd:.her than being separate depertuents they should be rege,rded as 
sepe,rate occupations within a department. 
CHAPTER II - NOTES ON THE TABLES 
Variables and categories - reliability of information. 
* * * * * * 
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Yariables & Categories 
The inforrnati on e.vc.i le.ble on es,ch incli vidue.l •:ras recorded on puncged 
cards as follows:-










DK (don 1 t know} 
,.;Locality· was determir1ed by hand sorting -~he ce;.rds in-to the suburbs stated 
on them and then to divide these into nine areas with stctistically large 
enough nuobers in each area. 
Tbey are: 
Age "Vms divided into 
1. Ce.pe Tovm central including Welmer Estate·. 
2. Vredehoek, Orc.njezicht, Gardens, Tamboers-
kloof, Camps Bay, Clifton, Sea Point, 
Green PoiDt, Mouille Point. 
3. Thornton, Acres, Woltemade, Maitland, 
!VIilnerton, Rugby, Brooklyn, ~'/ingfield, 
Kensington, Windermere, Factreton. 
4. Paarl, Stell.lenbosch, Somerset West, Strand, 
Kraaifontein, Kuils River. 
5. Bellville, Parow, Tiervlei. 
6. E:sies River, Vesco, Goodwood. 
7. Salt River, Woostock, excluding Walmer 
Estate, Observatory, Mo·wbra:;y~ 
8. Pinelands, Lange, Athlone, Hazeudal, 
Si l vertown, G leemoor, Crmrford, 
Lansdowne, Ottery, Southfield, Grcssy Park. 
9. Southern Suburbs; Rosebank to Simonstovn. 
10. DK. 
thirteen categories: 
1. 20 yee,rs or younger 
2. over 20 yemrs, up to and including 25 yer,rs 
3. over 25 years, up to and including 30 yea:ss 
4. over 30 yeers, up to anc1 including 35 years 
5. over 35 yer,rs, up to rnd including 40 years 
6. over 40 yeecrs, up to f:JJ.d including 45 ye£.rs 
7. over 45 ye~ws, up to C.l1d including 50 yecrs 
Bo over 50 yec-.rs, up to 0,11(~ including 55 yec:..rs 
9. ov·er 55 yeers, up to c.nd including 60 yeo.rs 
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10. over 60 years, up to and including 65 years 
11. over 65 years, up to and including 70 years 
12. over 70 years 
13. DK (Don't Know) 
Occupation: Originally it was hoped to divide occupations as shown in fig. 3· 
Here the section A comprises'l5 trades in the industry to which journeyman 
status is achieved through apprenticeship: C comprises occupations not in 
themselves peculiar to the printing industry; while between them B comprises 
occupations peculiar to printing but not of journeyman status. 
However, figs. 57 and 58 that show more than half the occupations were un-
known and that therefore each subcatagory consisted of numbers too small to 
yield usable percentages. Again, within each occupation there are a variety 
of actual jobs which a person may do. Some idea of this is given in Chapter 
IV. This would make it extremely difficult to assess precisely the influence 
of physical working conditions as some writers have done. 
For these reasons, therefore, no attempt were made to integrate occupation 
into the main body of the study. 
Grades of employees were divided into seven categories: 
Lens:th of service 
Wage figures are 




journeymen (grade I) 
apprentices in last year of contract 
other apprentices 




DK (Don't Know) 
was divided into twelve categories as follows: 
1. up to 5 years 
2. above 5 years, up to and including 10 years 
3· above 10 years, up to and including 15 years 
4· above 15 years, up to and including 20 years 
5· above 20 years, up to and including 25 years 
6. above 25 years, up to and including 30 years 
7· above 30 years, up to and including 35 years 
8. above 35 years, up to and including 40 years 
9· above 40 years, up to and including 45 years 
10. above 45 years, up to and including 50 years 
11. 51 years and over 
12. DK (Don't Know) 
confidential. I have used W as a unit and individuals are 
categories as follows: 
l • up to and including 'Wl 
2. above Wl, up to and including W2 
3· above W2, up to and including W3 
4· above W3, up to and including W4 
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e. ;-.bove ·w5, lF< ·to 1'>IH2 inc h,~(:ing WG 
7. r,bove WG, U'1 to .~.n(~: incllH!ing W7 
(l. "":Jove ?17' U7.J to .::.n(. inclucing ws 
9. r:,bove 'IV'S • 
Since H, 1ms found the:l:. aJ very ::~irsh ::1erccntr{.':e, 43~, of employees are 
e1>..rning beti"Teen W2 rnd W3, this cc.tegory 11c,s split e1ur:lly iuto three. 










W2 r~nc1 W2.3 
W2.3 r'Jnc1 W2.G 
W2.C ".nc'. ;r .n 
Lost ·time is e:~prcssed in i'!ecks lost 1~er ?.nnum. But the ··eriod lroD 1·:l!ich 
t!:1ese fi£:,'Ures c,re s· o1m is June 30 to Decewber 31, 1955. Fur<,her, it shoulc1 
be pointed out thc,t not c,ll the people who i'Tere em}loyed durinz thr,t ~;eriod 
c,re inc 1uded in this study. T!1e i11formc,tion refers only ·0o tLosc employees 
1rho ilere in the comp::my's service on J\ll'm 30, 195G. T~:us, those ~.:.hc.t joinecl 
the firm in sc,y Auc;ust 1055, or Februc.ry 195G r:-..rc chsified a.s NA (not 
o.pplicc-,ble). There c>re nine cc.tegoriesa-
o. not c,bsent 
1. up to r.Jncl including ~"r 11oek ,.. 
2. chove J. week, up to ~ncl including 1 11eek ~ 
3. e,bove 1 't'reek, u·) J. to end ~ncludine; 2 weeks 
4. c,bove 2 wecits, up to :"'.l'ld inclmHng 3 weorm 
5. r:.bove 3 11ee!ts, Ui,'l to c..nc1 il!C }U(;.ing 4 weei!i:s 
6. :::.hove 4 "'recics 
7. IiK (Don 1 t K:no·w) 
8. NA (Not A.ppHco.ble) 
N.B. Lost time o.f montllly p::l.it1 ea~)loyees - since they don't puncb clock 
cards is shOim r,s .ill£• 
Voluntt",ry The categories lis·lJcd bel011 involve only t1ro 
vn .. ric.bles in e~ch; n person either co.rt.ri 0utes or he does not. /tt-:>.d it is 
essen·Hc.l j>b::-;t the ini'orno):-ion is on t.hc firm' n po.y office cr,rds so th<:>t tbe 
reb.rc.nt prJy c~eductions cc.n be mo.de. There is no need for ,-.ny D'K c.llocr~t.ion 
therefore. The voluntary orge,nizc.tions r,re: 
Mec1icr-:,l f!..i(l society 
So,vings fund 
Recre·;,tion club 
Ciw,pel ( l) 
In the t".bles members ::-,re sTw•·.rn 'Y' {yes} c.ncl non-nembers 'IJ 1 {no} 
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HOTES ON RELIABILI~;y OF II'J:i!"'<Ha·:J~'::'ION 
( 1) 
Address: Accuracy likely to decrease with length of service 
No errors likely 
Physiologically the concept of race is inaccurate in that 
there tire no 11 pune 11 races, What goes on a man's card is 
what be enters on his engageoent notice. 
Marital status: WH.h men the accuracy is likely to decrease 
with tbe length of service, or, more Gccurately, 
wi tb the length of time an employee ''s status was 
last ln'lown. With 'ramen the information is lH:ely 
to be more accurate cs the trade union require~ 
them to he.ve their nc.o.es on the union books .changed 
when they ··m:arry. 
Accuracy depends on the honesty of the emploJee when 
he is engaged. Infotmation will be nosy reliable in 
the case of employees 1:rho are, or he;ve been apprentices. 
An apprentice has to submit .his birth certificate before 
entering into the a:::-'renticeship con-tre.ct. 
Length of service: No errors likely 
Grade: No errors likely 
· Medic~,l e,idl. societz membershi:Je: No errors liirely 
Savings fund membershiJ2: No errors likely 
Recreation club nem.bershi:e: No errors likely 
Cha:eel funds pv,yment: No errors likely 
Wages: No errors likely 
Percentages are calculated to tlm nearest whole number in the te,bles 
of the first abstraction. At the second and subsequent abstraction levels 
the additions of percentages ere taken without reference ioei11g mo,de to the 
original figures of which the first abstrncti on tables are ~J.ercento,ges. 
For .. e~.ce,ople in fig. 4 we oigbt say 78% of group A hc.d up 'to 10 years service 
simply by addiijg the fig~res 58 and 20. 
( 1) 
Address: used for establishing arens of residence. 
CHAPTER III THE FIRST ABSTRACTION 
Initial reaction to the basic correlation percentage tables -
a formulation of the next step. 
* * * * * * 
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THE FIRST ABSTRACTION 
Initi.a.l Reaction to Basi<r Correlp.tion Tables 
Tv, t'~ t f -' b U"ll • ::·:· t·p) . t'le ueory pu ·orwarUL y ul ana .1.r1s is tho.t absenteeism is a 
conscious or unconscious wi thdra.wal from the "170rk si tue::tion; that wi tb the 
passage df time em~Jloyees either .. leave for nore congeniu.l work or they grow 
; 
to like their worY-r and therefore do not absent themselves §o frequently. 
The present study seems to bear out their thesis ( 2)but quite clec.rly 
this is not the only factor. Whet I nov 1;rc.nt to do is· to see whether the 
gener~l theory, that lost time is indirectly proportional to length of service, 
rec;,_uires modification. The best way of interpret:~ng the to.bles, it ·would 
seem at this stage, is to compo.re the pattern of the inclividu<Jr sub-cctegories 
with the pattern of the factory as a whole in each table. 
On first reGding the basic conrelation tables and the percentage tables 
prepr,red from U1.em ( tc,bles of the first abstraction) it appeo.t's that the o.ost 
me,rked correlation ·with lost time is length off service. Although this shm'Ts 
the strongest pattern there are also 
1 Age 
2. rr,c e and sex 
3. merital status 
4. gr.o,des 
5. wage 
6. sEwings fund membership 
{ 3) 
11hich vrhen correla.ted 1rith lost time show variance from the pattern set by 
the whole factory. 
The most orderly fashion of dealing' ITith this information seems to be 
firstly to deal with er,ch of the fee tory departments and see hovr ecch fits 
into the categories 
e.ppear 11'i th vrhe,t o·ther deviations. Then one should be in a position to mcke 
tentative sug~.estions as to which of -these devie:.tions e:.re in fact rel2.ted 
and ;rhich are co inc identel. Secondly, if each of the lost time cc.tegories 
is similarly c1escribed in terms of the remo,ining co.tegories it should be 
possible to confirm or modify the origincl tentative suggestions. 
Finally as a result of synthesizing this information one should be able 
to dro..w particular cone lusi ons vnlid for this faclory nml if possible gener(ll 
cone lusions vri th a 1'fider vo.lidi ty. 
In the next cb.apter, tl1eu, vre will summ2.rize for ea.ch department group 
the informo:t.ion relevr:,nt to it in a. series of tables (fig&J. 4 - 15). Sioilnrly 
i'fe will summarize the releVC1nt informetion for e~ch lost tioe C~tegory 
(figs. 16- 22). These will be referred to n.s the ta.bles of the second 
abstro.cti on 0 
(l)Hill and Trist: A consider-ation o:f industrin.l n.cc idents n.s c. r::J.Gr"ns of 
wi thdrm·ml fron the work si tun.·tton (Huom1 Relc"tions VI No. 4) 
\ 
(2) See fig. 50 
\3)See figs. 45 - 49, 54 
GROUP A consists o~: 











cooprising the cooposing 
deuartoent:i. Its function is to provide successive dep-'1rtoen1~s with type 
ma~ter(l) -in stee1 frr,oes formes ( 2)in the C!:'.~,e of letterpress in 
c lecm proofs, or pulls - on crt pc,per in the cc,se of photoli thogrnphy in 
1 rinco 1 pulls (white type on ble.ck pnper) in the ,::cse of ;::hotogrc,vure. 
Linotype machines are operated by grade I journeyoen sitting at a, 
keybo2-rd pressing Y.wys which c::-.t<.se rL.c-,trices to be releo.sed which r.,re put 
in:t.o f', cc.sting pot for the complete "line o' typo" to be oc.c!.e. Different 
sets of aatrices o.,re used for different type sizes and the gd.leys of text nnd heo,d-
lines are thenf sent to the hcmd cooposing depc.rtr..1ent. 
The oonoi{eybQ-!C,rds c.nd oonoc 2-sters together procluc e type _like ·the lino-
type nr-.chines except tlmt the I{eybo~.rds cmd the cr.sterrs c.re housed in sepc.rc.te 
roons and the tYJ>e is produced in single cho,rc,<Jters s,nd no·t in solid lines 
o.s- in linotype. The I~eybonrd operators o.lso sit c.t c. keyboard and ores:s 
keys which ccti v!l.te punched holes in a roll of pDper sillli lnr to £1, pianoln 
roll. This roll is tl)en k,ken to the cc.sting rooo 11here, c.oid c. treoendous 
din, the ca,sters produce the type. 
Type in g'-:'.lleys is tcJwn froCJ both the linotY}Je oachines nnd the 
monocc.sters to the hc:.nd composing depa,rtwmt vr!::ere it is innosed into forocs 
for ·t.he c.c.chineso Hc.nd c ooposi tors o,lso set oc:.tter for oo.g::-,3ines 'including 
advertiser,ents c-,nd blocks which c ~.nnot be ho.nd::.ed by the keyboo,rd nnchine§~ 
Conditions of work 
MQ,chine conpositors sit o,t keyboards in c~oforto.ble seats oost of the 
tioe ·when they are a,ctur,lly setting. Vc.ri JUS f',djustoents h.c.ve to be oc.de 
eround -~:.he br.ck of the Qo.chine so thn;t they h::-.ve to get up froo tine to tine. 
H:c,nd co9positors st.,,nd continuously C\t f1·c"oes (benches) or stones (steel 
sls,bbed t8.blcs) four feet high. 
GROUP A Analy~ 
Age distribution~:- Group A Vf',ries froo that o:f the whole in that the successive 
nge co.tegories 0,:re dioinishing in n s·:;eeper fnshion c.t tiro 
y~mnger end of the sc0.le~ This oe~,ns tho,t while in the whole 53% c-.re under 
30 yeo,rs old the c m:::lpr,rc:;ti ve figure in group A is 63%. Also, while the under 
20, 20-25, 22--30 Jjge co.tegories h~.>ve o.:_)prcxiD<,·tely equal n.ur:Jbern in theo., 
in group A the 25-30 ye2.rs cc.-£-egory is less tlitn lHclf the under 20 c2-tegory. 
Race and sex: There is o. higher perc entc,ge ( 73% coopnred with 39%) of white 
cen in group A; there nre no col·:mred women (c.s c:,g:~,inst 19%) 
r:md the percentc.ge of coloured wen is lmrer u~a% r.,s c.gcinst 39%) coopr.,red to 
the -vrhole fo_,c1~ory. 
{ 1) , ( 2) 3 see g 1 o s s o.ry 
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GROUP A (151 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 -22 -60 -62 -10 10+ DK TOTAL 
A 29 21 13 9 7 3 6 7 3 1 1 0 0 100 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE AND SEX WHITE MEN WHITE WOMEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
A 76 1 23 0 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 10C 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
A 58 41 0 1 1 101 
W1IOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRADE I APP. APP. II III . LABOUR .DK NA TOTAL 
A 49 3 . 25 17 1 4 0 0 99 
WHOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 2 8 1 6 2 !1 2S. 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
A 1 0 9 28 13 7 4 10 7 21 1 0 101 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -12 -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 20+ DK TOTAL 
A 58 20 5 3 5 3 1 1 3 0 0 1 100 
WHOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 l l 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 TOTAL = 
A 8 11 7 4 26 10 11 7 15 1 100 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 10C 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
A 34 65 1 100 
WHOLE 22 77 e 101 
CHAPEL DUES y =N DK TOTAL 
A 51 48 l 100 
W1IOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
A 92 7 1 100 
WHOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N TOTAL 
A 89 11 100 
WHOLE 70 30 100 
LOST TIME 0 l 2 2 4 2 6 DK NA TOTAL 
A 7 34 16 21 l 5 4 0 13 101 
vVHOLE 9 31 15 18 7 3 3 3 11 100 
fig. 4 
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Marital Status does not seem to call for any comment - the pattern is similar to 
that of the whole factory. 
Grades. The group differs from the whole in that a higher percentage (779~ compared 
with 39%) are journeymen or aspiring journeyman 1 (i.e. apprentices). Consequently 
this group of departments has a lower percentage of the other grades: less than 
half of the grade II 1 s and only a quarter of the percentage of grade III and 
labourers 9 compared to the factory as a whole. 
Wage distribution is more even in group A. li"Jhereas in both cases there are two 
peaks 9 in group A the highest peak is between 1N5 and W6 (28%)the corresponding 
figure for the whole factory is only 14%· Those earning between W2.3 and W2.6 
constitute 30% of the factory as a whole and only 10% of group A. 58% of group A 
earn more than W3 a week and only 34% of the whole do. 
Service. No particular comment arises at this stage. Group A seems to follow the 
pattern of the whole fairly closely. 
Locality. A lower percentage of group A (8% compared with 15%) live in the Cape 
Town area and a slightly higher percentage (26% compared with 18%) live in the 
Bellville, Parow 9 Tiervlei area 9 but for the rest 9 group A seems to follow the 
general pattern. 
Voluntary organizations. Group A shows a higher percentage of members of the 
various schemes than the factory as a whole: 
341; compared with 22?~ for the recreation club 
51% compared with 329~ for the chapel fund 
9250 compared with 78% for the savings fund 
89% compared with 7CP/o for medical aid society. 
Lost time. The pattern in group A is very similar to that of the whole. There 
appears however to be a consistent 9 if slight 9 tendency for group A to show 
higher percentages in the lower lost time categories than the whole. Thus 78% of 
group A have less than 2 weeks lost time per annum (lost time categories O, 1 9 29 
3) compared with 73% of the whole factory. 





This is one of the study groups composed of comparatively differing 
departments discussed in Chapter I(l). 
Stereofoundry. Very often the matter 9 type or blocks 9 set up in the composing 
departments come to the foundry to have copies made. This is 
done by pressing a mould or flong onto the forme and then casting as many 
copies as are required from these flongs. The stereotyper has to prepare the 
surface of the forme by brushing and oiling9 apply the flong to the forme and 
put both under an hydraulic press which forces the impressions of the type 
matter and blocks into the comparatively soft surface of the flong. He then 
puts the flong into the casting box and ladles molten metal into the casting 
(1) See fig. 2. 
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box Emd ladles molten me-tr,l int~ t.he casting box by hand. The resulting 
stereo is then taken to th~ routing machine where the stereO~J1~:>er cuts avray 
the high parts of ·the stereo with a high speed rotary drill. Electrically 
powered, the actual drilling is done by ha.nd requires close attention by the 
operator. Finally the stereotyper beck planes the stereo on the plcning 
machine, working to .tolercmces of .000511 • 
Electrotyping is a similar process for duplicating the typemctter of 
blocks in which a vraxen or plc.stic, instead of pa.per, mould is eade and this 
mould is then electroplated with copper or nickel. The electro is bc.cked up 
by mol ten me-te,l to bring it up to ebout 3/811 thick. Then it l:11as to be baci{ 
planed end finally slabbed.8 
II 
By means of a variety of tools - a cestin.g iron surfe,ce plate, various 
punches, calli::>ers, hamoer and straight edge the plc::te is worked to a llevel 
surface. Where the. strdght edge discloses a hollow on the fo.ce the callipers 
mark the back immediately benecd:,h it ~;md the punch and hammer discreetly 
applied to the marked are£1, while the fe,ce is in con·J:.e,ct with the surfa.ce 
plate gradue.lly eliminate' the hollow. Every part of the area of the ph ..te 
is tested for level and treated c .. ccordingly. 
"What has taken e; fe'litr lines to describe is c process co,lling for 
considerable skill end judgment on the pe .. rt of the opera..tor and may involve 
1 "' f l . . ( !1) he 1 1;m hour or more o carefu m.mupulc·,t,:n.on 11 • 
Photolithographic Department conprisex 
a) camera operating 
b) retouching 
c) priDting down 
a) The function of the camerc.. operf',tor is to reproduce the type matter 
or wo.rking drawings from the artists onto film vrith the cdd of, 
by mQJ1:.5n the street stGn.dards,enormous cameras. If tT~!:e job in hand involves 
colour work, as is often the case, ~.,he operf,tor nakes plo.:':.es for each different 
colour using a complimentary c9l'6Ur fi 1 ter. The film positives made by the 
cr,me:rra operc..tors are made through a fine· lined screen varying from 30 to 133 
lines to tYa,e inch which procluce square dots on the filo. 
b) It is the job of the photolitho retoucher to reduce or intensify 
these dots by the use of cheoice,ls. The e .. d:,ual film ph>tes are in 
bladr e,ncl w·hite - a different one for each colour to be :Jrinted - and the 
retoucher has to interpret in his o~~ mind the strength of colour of the 
origin0..l vrhich str:',nds before him in terms of film ew.ulsion dot :size. 
c) From the retoucher the film positive goes to the printing down section, 
where the ma.chine plates ere mnde - c. different r:::lo.-te lor e2 .. ch 
colour to be printed. The plate mnker first conts ·the zinc rJlcte 1d th a 
slmr e.cting light sensitive emulsion, putting it into a occhine to revolve 
and ST?rend the ecrulsion evenly. Then tl-w emulsified pla~;:,e is ;Jut into the 
printing clown machine with the film posi·.~;i ve on top. The printer-down ~.:.hen 
exposes the ph·,-:;e to c2,rbon ere lamps long enough for ·l:,he e:;rposecl surfc.ces 
-::.o harden. 'I'hen he etches the unexposed surfc..ces wit,h e:.cid :::,nd fills in tl'E 
etdted ;:ortion vrith e grec·,s;y preper::..tion -;;·rhich m:::,kes it receptive to the 
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greasy litho inks • 
.After proofing the plate goes to the mechine room where the li thog:rrcohic· 
0 .. ~ 
mach~ne minder takes care of it. 
The e.rti tts a,re those people who prepcre -vrorking clrro:vrings for the 
photoli-tho·:.e.mct pr::i·c-es:s.:' .. tleperrtments. '.Uheir work includes cccun.~e lettering, 
drrm1ing r.nd erra~gement of type mo,tter r-nd pictures in advertisement lcyout. 
GROUP B Anelysis 
Age: In comparison tp the vrhole 9 Group B have slightly more than the 
average for the younger ege ae.tegories ( 49% con;:Jarecl with 40% are under 
25 yenrs old). 
Race and sex: White men are in a higher percentage - 80% COIDJ.Gered with 39% 
n.nd e.ll the other cc,tegories are in lower then average 
proportions, in comparison with ··U1e whole. 
ME1rH,el ste..tus: Proport,ions are approximr.tely the S>".We as for the .vhole. 
The higher grades are in a muqh higherproportion than in 
the whole. 80% Are either journeymen or apprentices compc.red i:rith 39% in 
the r~ctory as ~whole. 
The wage pattern for group B is· quite different from the vrhole. 42% 
Compe..red 1•rith 21% earn more -than W5 fl, week, 25% compared with 43% eern between 
W2 e.nd. W3 in. the micl<:He wage renc;e, 2.nd 13% compared wit,h 21% ec~rn less than 
W2. There are very Geny r:wre of the top '!!'mge ec.rners therefore, and I.!nl'ch 
fe·;·:er of the middle :-.nd lower ce.tegories. 
Service: Like the age pattern this shows a climinishing curve. Group B 
stc..rts higher c.nd drops oore sharply then the whole. Thus there 
r..re 7G% with under 5 years service 9 com,~~::,recl ·with 60%, Gnd ll% with beti•reen 
5 and 10 years service 9 comprxed with 23% for the whole. For the resdning 
'"'·[!;e c r:,t,egori es h't)wever, group B seems to fo llo\'T the gener2..l pattenn fairly 
closely. 
L~cdity: Group B is higher, 24% compared with 1% in locc-.lity group 2 9 which 
com)?ri ses ~;,he eree,s surrounding CE'.pe Town: VredehoeY1:, Orcmj ezicht 9 
Gardens, 'l't\El'.Joerskloof, Camps Bay 9 Clift on 9 Sen Point 9 Green :?oint, c,nd 
Moui lle Point. 
Yoluntary orgc.nizations: In -::,he recrec,tion club, nedic<cl nid society o.n0l. 
sewings fund w8mbershicJ; group B hc,s in. e2.ch cas€{:~, 
a slightly lower percente.ge of t'1embers. Er,ch difference is in it:self soall 
c,nd Troulcl not n/;trc.ct our notice if it ·were T:'Jtot thc,t the sc,me cxJ.ount of 
deviation seems present in ee.cb ce,se. In subscribing to cho.oel funds c,m the 
other hmr.d, group B shows c. higher ,.)ercentage of participan·ts, 44% compcwed 
with 32%. (I think this may he correlated vrith t.he higi11er ~::ercent<c.ge of 
grade I employees, 51% compared with 26%). 
Lost Tiwe. Group B see,:.'ls to hcwe e significc:m ';ly lower percento.ge - 36% 
comprvrecl with 55% - of people '::rho r2iss up to l '!;reek o. ye0..r 
(lost time CC'.tego:des 0, 1, 2) r,nd e, higher percentnge of ·[,hose who are f:,.,;ro..y 
sore tLH>n ~weeks a year (lost time categories 4 3 5, 6) - 17% cornpered with 
13%. 
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GROUP B (45 persons) 
AGE -20 -25 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 -22 -60 -62 -10 10+ DK TOTAL 
B 27 22 13 13 4 7 7 4 0 0 0 2 0 99 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE A1ID SEX WHITE MEN WHITE WOMEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
B 80 0 11 9 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
B 58 40 0 0 2 100 
WHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRADE I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
B 51 9 20 13 0 4 0 2 99 
WHOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 1JO 
WAGE 2 8 1 6 2 4 2c 2b ;2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
B 4 2 16 20 7 13 0 18 7 11 2 0 100 
VIJHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -12 -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 20+ DK TOTAL 
B 76 11 7 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
VillOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 2 6 1 8 2 10 TOTAL 
B 4 24 7 7 22 11 9 2 11 2 99 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
B 18 76 7 101 
'VVHOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
B 44 49 7 100 
WHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
B 67 29 4 100 
WHOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N TOTAL 
B 64 36 100 
WHOLE 70 30 100 
LOST TIME 0 1 2 2 4 2 6 DK NA TOTAL 
B 9 20 7 27 2 11 4 4 16 100 
WHOLE 9 31 15 18 7 3 3 3 11 100 
fig. 5 
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GROUP C Let·teruress machine minding 
The general description of letterpress o~chine minding ~hich is given in 
describing group F, ple,-:\:;ens f;,nd croppers,2..ctually smnll letterpress m::,chines, 
applies here too. Whc-,t. is specificelly referred to ::1s group C is the group 
of people who operate the ba·:,tery of very r;mch lc.rger presses. 
Tbe preparntion or "nake ree,dy" may to.I-£e severo..l hours" The mnchine 
minder 1 s problems o.:~e not over wl1.en he has finally s1:ritchecl on the mc.ch.ine 
e.nd stc,rted the run. He must guo..rd ag£dnst slurring~ spo.,ces rising, crec,sing 
set off, second printing not taking, w·ork sticking together, ink powdering 
o,n.d bnd register, and there may be several ree,sons- for ec.,ch heo,do.che. SeverB.l 
processes have e.lref,dy been done by the time ·t.he work rec.cheS' the rrw.chine 
minder and technicc:.l rrdst:.Ires not yet discovered may Ccl)pec,r only at this sto,ge. 
GROUP C AHalysis 
Age: On the whole this group has a slightly higher percentr.ge of younger 
people than the whole; 74% compared to 68% are 35 yeo.rs old or less. 
There is ::.lso a gc.p in the 40 - 50 years o.,ge cGtegory; 4% in group C, '12% 
in the vdwle o 
R~\Ce and sex~ There are much fevrer coloured vromen (5% comp-':'.reil to 19%), c,nd 
no wlti te women at all. There is a ouch higher percentr:..ge of 
coloured men compcwed to the vrhole: 55% cor::itpe.red to 39%. 
Mo,ri te,l str-.tus: The proportions in group C are almost identic 0l to tlru-,t 
of the 1rbole o 
Gradesg 
whole. 
Apo.rt from a slightly higher percentage of apprentices - 17% coopared 
to 13% - the grade distribution is almost the saoe as tho.,t of the 
Vlafie~ CF:>,tegory distribution ngain seems not to be signiliccntly different 
from that of the whole fo,ctory. 
Service: The percentage of people with up to 10 years service is higher in 
group C - 90% compered with 83% - the T?ercente,ge of those ho.ving 
between 10 end 30 ye~rs serviee is lo·wer - 9% compc,red with 14% .. 
Locnlityg The ~ifferences seem slight2 7% COC?t?,red with 12% in the Sc;,lt River, 
Observa.:tory t:'.reo, ( area7J; 12% compared with 15% in the Cc..pe To'!m 
are8. ( o,ree, 1); 17% compe,red ·with 13% in the Elsie s: River, Vc..sco c,rea (_9-reo, 6) • 
Voluntc.ry org8-nizations; In all but che>pel dues this croup on the whole he,::; 
a slig~tly lower percentage of members than the 
1rhole. Thus 10% (compared to 22%) o,re members of the recre:--:t,ion c luh; 16% 
( compe.red to 7?8%) are oembers o£ the sfw.incs fund; cmd 67% compared with 70% 
r>re wewbers of the medicr-,1 aid society. On the other hand 45% con:;£'>red with 
32% pay chapel dues. 
Lost Time. 15% (compared with 9%) were not e,bsent. But on the whole the 
pattern is sioi lar. Thus 38% cooparecl v!i th 40% were cobsent the 
ec-~ui v;:;,lent of up to he,lf c, '!\Teek p-.-a. ( cetegories 0 2-nd l) • 
It nay or uay not be significant that although there is in this group 
a higher percentage of people with under ten years service (90% 
coo.parcd to 83%) there is also n higher :_:>ercentc..e;e of those vri~-uh no los-t. 
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GROUP c (126 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -45 -20 -22 -60 -62 -10 10+ DK TOTAL 
c 17 25 21 11 8 2 2 8 4 2 0 0 0 100 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 101 
RACE AND SEX WHITE :MEN WHITE VW:MEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
c 40 0 55 5 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
c 56 38 2 0 5 101 
WHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
II 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRADE APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
I 
c 26 4 _13 39 4 13 0 0 99 
VffiOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 9 8 1 6 2 4 2c 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
c 2 0 2 18 6 6 9 29 6 17 4 1 100 
VffiOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -12 -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 20+ DK TOTAL 
c 63 27 2 5 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 102 
WHOLE. 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 '100 
LOCALITY 1" 2 2 4 2 6 1 8 2 10 TOTAL 
c 12 4 7 5 20 17 7 13 11 4 100 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 ·. 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
c 18 80 2 100 
VffiOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
c 45 53 2 100 
vVHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
c 76 22 2 100 
VlliOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N TOTAL 
c 67 33 100 
vVHOLE 70 30 100 
LOST TIME 0 1 2 2 4 2 6 DK NA TOTAL 
c 15 23 17 14 8 2 1 3 17 100 
WHOLE 9 31 15 18 7 3 3 3 11 100 
fig. 6 
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GROUP D Li thogr·rt,-::;hic rn.r,chine room 
It is the functi~n:! of the lithographer to produce from the platew 
prep~,red. in the photo-litho or plate m0king depc,rtnent, the completely 
prhr~ed job. Comnlete th2-t is wpc:.rt fror:1 operetions which or,y subseu.qnently 
occur in the bindery. In sense he merely continues on o l0.,rger scole whot 
h"'!,s been pioneered for him the photolitho section. TltaE'..t is he should Imow 
thc.t the plat.es o,re :~erfect 0.,110 that the inks he is to use e:.re cpproved by 
the customer but vrherees the prcof press oinder could exc,oine ecch 'pull' ( l) 
~.s it we:,s printed the oachine ~inder operntes o, highspeed OC~chine very ouch 
oore cooplex thrm the proofing press c-,nd often printing t110 colours c,t a 
tioe. The oodern li thogr.~,pher works to tole ranees of c. thous::-,ndth of em 
inch on precision. built oc-,chirl.es c\nd the incre,-,sing use cf oodern oachihery 
cre::.tes n probleo in itself: " •••••• the oe:,chine oo.,nufocturer c.nd the trnde 
gener::-,lly ho,ve no stc,ndc,rd on which to evalute mnchinery obsolescene. 
Therefore new oc.chinery tends to be nc:::uired loy c, orocess of infiltro,tion; 
r:md it is e?,sier to trE:;nsfer old stendnrcs to the m-,n.o,gement of ne11 J::l.cchines 
then it is to rr,ise old stnncbrds of nenipulntion in nnticipr,~don of new 
OC\Chiuery o,t nn uncertnin. dnte". (Albert K;irk in Fro.ctico,l printing m'l!.d 
binding poge 243). 
GROUP D AnE'..lysis 
.h.ge. Group D hns o, lmrer percentc.ge of people in the younger cntegories. 
Thus 49% c,re under 30 years of c,ge coopnred to 58% in the whole fc..ctory. 
Rnce e-nd sex. There t:\re no white women in this group r,nd n lower (9% compa:eed 
with 19%) percen~age of coloured women. But there is n higher 
percentnge of coloured men con:;ored to ·t.he whole: c.o% cotJpnred to 39%. 
Mnritnl stntus. There is o slighly ~igher percentage of oorried people in 
this group (~~o% ns c,gninst 38%) cmd correspondingl:w less 
never m.nrrieds, compo,red to the whole fcctory. 
Gr:·,ci.es. There 1we less gr:.de I journeymen - 20% coopc,red to 26% - less 
lhbourers 6% compnred to 16%, end ~ore grnde II's (54% compnred to 
40%) end apprentices ( 16% cor::l;.Jc'.red to 13~b) coopnred to the foe tory e:,s f.l whole. 
Thus, insofo.r o.,s gro,des c c,n be arro.nged in order of seniori t.y, there are higher 
percent::.ges in the oiddle of the n;,nge i!'l!. group D r,nd lower percentc.ges e,t 
the ends, coopo.red with the fo.ctory, o,s c., whole. 
Wo.ge.; 42% comrmrecl with 30%, fc,ll into -t,he 1mge cotegory ermr!.ing between 
W2.3 o,nd WP..6. The percentnge e:',rniug oore th'l,n W6 is 9%, cor:Jpnred 
with 6% in the -whole. The other cotegories seer::l oore or less cooparc.bl~ to 
these of the whole. 
Service. There is o, sgo,ller p·roportion of people with less tho.n 10 yeC\rs 
service in the litho r::lC~chine roos coo-)::cred •:rith the fB-.ctory o,s n 
wh,ole - 74% conpc-,red -.,d th 83%, o..nd there is c, correspondingly higher perc-entage 
in the longer service cotegorie& 
Locc,lity. The nc-,in differences in locc,lity dis·t.ribution seen to be in the 
Be'lville, :?o.row, Tiervlei o.,rea (c,rea 5) ·where 8% (coc:1po..red ·with 
13~'0)of this group live; 'Cmtd in the Sc,lt River, Woodst:>ck, Observo:t.ory, l!.lowbrC'.y 
area. (area. l) where 16~ cogp:wcd with 18% live; C'.rod in the Southern 
(l)pull. See glossC',ry 
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GROUP D (105 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 -22 -60 -65 -IO IO+ DK TOTAL 
D 20 16 13 11 11 10 8 5 1 4 0 0 1 100 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE AND SEX WHITE MEN WHITE WOMEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
D 41 0 50 9 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
D 51 40 2 0 7 100 
WHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 ' 101 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRADE I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
D 20 1 15 54 4 6 0 0 100 
WHOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 2 8 1 6 5 4 2c 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
D 3 2 4 10 1 3 11 42 5 13 3 4 101 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -12 -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 50+ DK TOTAL 
D 58 16 10 4 4 2 4 3 0 ·o 0 0 101 
WHOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 2 6 I 8 2 10 TOTAL 
D 15 8 8 7 8 10 16 12 17 0 101 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
D 27 71 2 100 
WHOLE 22 77 2 100 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
D 42 56 2 100 
WHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
D 81 17 2 100 
WHOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N TOTAL 
D 79 21 100 
WHOLE 70 30 100 
LOST TIME 0 1 2 2 4 2 6 DK NA TOTAL 
D 20 18 13 15 9 5 2 3 15 100 
WHOLE 9 31 15 18 7 3 3 3 11 100 
fig. 7 
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suburbs area (area 9) ·vrhere the respective :~ercentages are 17% and 13%~ 
Voluntar~ organizations. 
·I 
In all these the percentage of people in group D 
who are members is higher then for the factory as 
a whole es follows~ 
..... recreaa..1on club1 27% conpared with 2i% 
che.pel dues: 42% coi:ilpared w-ith 32% 
mediccl aid soc-~: 79% compared ~d-th 70% 
sevings fundg 81% compared vrith 7S% 
Lost time. Although there is E:J.ore than t1Tice the percento.ge in group D of 
those who were not absent at all ( 20% coc:Jcred 1·1i th 9%) the next 
J:>est category from the point of vievr of good tj.me keeping - those who had 
up to half a yeek·p.a. (cetegory 1) lost time oe> constitute only;"I8% in the 
Glitho mechine room compared with 31% in the factory es o.. whole. For the 
rest the generS!-1 pattern in this group seems cooparo..ble with'tho.t of the 
factory o.s a whole. 
GROUP E Gravure 
A particular jo:J for gravure printing depending on the copy may first 
be se.tr.f:., to the art department 1rhere the layout is decided on. Then it goes 
to the gravure ceme:rn room where negc.ti ves are made on blc.ck and white paper. 
Type matter "pulled" ( l) in white ink on black paper is pc:tched in end the 
resulting nec;e.tive 9 tcuched up if necessE'.ry 9 is re-photogre.phed to give a 
film positive. This positive is then printed down onto f!!~nsitized ccrbon-
tissue which thus has a negative image on it. This carbon is then wrapped 
around the copper cyli.nder and rn.e.deo to stick in a similc.r manner to "transfers" 
used by cl1li ldren to decorate batb:room Wfl,lls. Ne;rt the cylinder 11ould be etched 
so that the nege.ti ve imfl,ge on the cr,rbon tissue be <romes a posi ·::.i ve ioc.ge on 
the printing cylinder. Gravure being an intaglio process 9 t,he ioo..ge is 
bebw the printing surface and the d~:rrk@lt' the final l.oage 9 the deeper it iS": 
etched into thesurfece. Tbe completed cylincer is fitted into the oachine 
e,nd comes under tlle cure of the machine mindel·. Two kinds of n.e.chines ere 
used at the Pnrovr works~ sheet fed machines which print in one colour on one 
side of the pe.per e.nd e. large M.A.N. "\'feb fed I.:Jechine which will print two 
colours on one side of the paper end a third on the be.ck. This nnc11ine is 
sirnile,r to a newspe.per printing ~::mchine in tho.t it delivers the printed job 
in sepe.ro.ted and folded sections. 
An importa.nt p!1rt of the gro.vure department is the c;rinding cmd 
polishing section where the cylinder is prepo..red to receive the ioc,ge it is 
to ')rint. In the old days this -vms done by e. grinding a.nd polishing rmchine 
which 11 c leEmed" the cylinder by grinding the ;?revious ir:ao.ge off and polishing 
the surfe.c e. Nm·radays this function is o..lmost cony7lete ly t::-,Iwn over by 
the system of elecJu_rolytic depositHn1. A fine "sidn" of copper is electro1y·t.ic-a.l-
ly deposited on the cylinder a.nd e; surfnce is obto.ined fo.:r oore "polished'' 
t11:1n by r.ctual polishing. After -.the printing the copper sidn is rer:;wved and 
o. new one deposited. 
( l) to 'pull'~ see e;losso..ry 
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All the opere;.tions described in this section fall under the t,rade of 
photogravure and a journey;no.n of this trede l2C",y therefore be o. cc.J.:Jerc, operator
9 
e retoucbeq he may work in the plnnning section; he oey etch cylinders; he 
me:.y prepare cylinders by electrolysis, or he oa.y be c.. oa.chine minder • .And 
he is taught all aspects of -£,he tr::,de e.s 2-n apprentice c.lthoufSh in his 
cc,reer e,s a journeynnn he uo.y specialize in only one aspect. 
GROUP E Analysis 
.Age. There is a s light7,ly lower percentage - 52% compared iTit,h 52% - of 
meobers up to 30 yeers of age. Age distribution for those abGve 30 years 
•:rould represent en up ~md dmm fluc ... l(.uation coDpf.,red to the steGdily descending 
line of the factory. (H .B. But time actual numbers ( ~9) m.c.y heve sone~l1ling 
to do with this) • 
Rece end Sex. There is a, higher percentage of oen in the grcvure depertoent 
coloured men (55 to 41) whereas in the fectory es e whole there ere ecmnl 
proportions: 39 to 39. 
Mr.rit,o,l status, Mc.rried people f',re in e higher percentc.ge them in the ·rrhole, 
52% compr.red with 
.ti 
£>,re not c lnss\~ble. 
38%, in spite of -::.he :feet thct only 3%, 
Gredes. There is a hit;her percen~rnge of jo<..:rneyoen cmd eppreni;vices in this 
group. They comprise 55% compe.1~ed \'Tith 39%. Grnde II 1 s c,nd lnho\!rers 
c oopri se lower percentages ( 34% es o,gr:.inst 40% and 3% es o..g::.inst 16%) • 
Vlc,p;e o The pc..ttern seer:1s generc,lly ~liihe ser:1e but there is c::. ~dgher percentcge 
of higher paid eoployees [',ncl e lower ~::ercentege of lower peid 
eoployees, Thus 20% (con:~c.red to 6%) ec,rn Gore then W6 c.nd 10% (coJJJ.pered to 
22%) eo..rn \'12 or less. 
Service o There is a lower percente.ge of the : .. 3ore jlli>ior c r~tegories - 72% 
1vith up to 15 yeo.rs service compared to 88% - end: higher propor~liiions 
~ 
of the senior br.tegories (13% with over 25 years service com.pc.red vrith 5%). 
Locc.lity. 'l.'he:C?.pe Tovm centrr,l e.ree. (erec. 1) the southern suburbs (m~ee 9), 
to be oore populnr compered to the fr-"ctory, vrhi le the ere as between Cv.pe To-vm 
Voluntary orge.nizations. With the exception of t.he sevings fund where -C,he 
percentage of members is nlnost. ident.icfll with t.h2"t 
of ~he factory~ groulJ E has a higher percentc.ge of o.eoberG thc.n the whole 
f2.~ctory g 
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GROUP E (29 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -~0 -22 -40 -12 -20 -22 -60 -62 -10 70+ DK TOTAL 
E 21 21 10 14 3 14 3 10 3 0 0 0 0 99 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE Al'ID SEX WHITE :MEN WHITE WO:MEN COLOURED :MEN COLOURED WO:MEN. TOTAL 
E 55 0 41 3 99 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
E 45 52 0 0 3 100 
WHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L.Y. OTBER 
GRADES I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
E 38 3 14 34 7 3 0 0 99 
WHOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 9 8 1 6 :2 4 2C 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
E 3 3 14 10 7 3 0 38 10 10 0 0 98 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -12 -20 -2:2 -20 -2:2 -40 -12 -20 20+ DK TOTAL 
E 48 21 3 10 3 10 0 3 0 0 0 0 98 
V!ffiOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 2 6 1 8 2 10 TOTAL 
E 35 17 0 0 10 3 3 3 24 3 98 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
E 28 69 3 100 
WHOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
E 52 45 3 100 
WHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
E 79 17 3 99 
WHOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N TOTAL 
E 86 14 100 
VVHOLE 70 30 100 
LOST TDIIE 0 1 2 2 4 2 6 DK NA TOTAL 
E 7 38 10 7 7 0 3 3 24 99 
ITJHOLE 9 31 15 18 7 3 3 3 ll 100 
fig. 8 
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rnerlicr.l aid society 83% cooparecl to 70% 
recreo.tion club 28% coopared to 22% 
chapel dues 52% coop~-red to 32% 
Lost tine. Considering the small actual size of the group, the distribution 
of lost tine categories seems cooparnble with thnt o:f the whole 
fnctory. 'Ilhus dthough 45% - coopared to 40% - had no lost tioe o:rr only 
up to ho,lf c" week p.a., the :Jercentage heving up to lweek p~~a.o lost tine, 
or none o.,t all (co,tegories 0, l, 2) is 55% in each case. 
GROUP F Platens 
(l) 
The DO.chine r.::dnder seys V • .s. Ganderton 11 is as Dtwh c..rti st ns l • nr-" 1. s nn • 
The introduction of the printing machine tooi-s: the labour out of the work buy. 
did not siup'.ify it in any ••ray rather ocldng it infinitely oore cotJplex. 
The oodern precision oe>chine is as a. brush to the pninter or o.. uicr1o to 
J_ 
pim:dst neecli:t.?.g the skilful hands, the imo,gino/:,i ve oiml. ••••• 11 Great 
enphasis is le:.id upon the fact that, each job to go through r" printing fnctory 
'lresents its 0"\'ffi' problems. Meth.ods suitrr}ble for one ony htwe to be C'A:1apted 
to suit o,not.her. J;,.pprentices cc.u be tcmght the broo,d outlines of epproe:,ch 
but the sucu-ess of the finished ·vrori{ would depend u;x·n their cbilit,y to f'"pply 
·their ovm Imowledge rmd ioc,ginc:.tion to the s::oecific job. In ell letterpress 
printing the oo..chine mi!}der hns to cc:Ji:e rec,dy. Briefly this en·to,ils (o,) 
po,cidng the pl.f'.ten sufficj·_ently to exert pressure on th:e pnper to td~e c.n 
iopression 9 (b) prepe,ring the e,ppropriate ink nnd put,t:'.-nc; it in the duct, 
(c) bddng up the type in the steel fro.Ge or che.se tho.t surrounds it, (d) 
J~akine; the first impress ion 9 (e) setting the oeto,l sto;?T_Jers or lnys which · 
o1eteroine thec©rr~·ft T}osition of each sheet in relction ~~o the type (f) 
levelling up to ensure that the whole of ·ivhe ::::rinting surface exerts the s2.oe 
pressure on the pe,per. 'l'l'cis is done by pc:.tching the bc,cis: of o, ;::;roof with 
tissue pc:.:::;er to cGmpensQ.te for nny unevenness in nressure. The resulting 
pc:l:.ched sheet is c.dded to the )f,cking :?C.per o.ncl (g) sett,ing the ink duct. 
( l)V .S. Ganderton in :Prc,cticE>-1 printing m:d binding by H. Whetton ( ec~.) 
po,(?;e 99 
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GROUP F (32 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -20 -.22 -40 -42 -20 -22 -60 -62 -10 10+ DK TOTAL 
F 9 9 22 13 .. 6 6 6 13 13 3 0 0 0 100 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE AND SEX WHITE IViEN VffiiTE WOMEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
F 6 0 88 6 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
F 28 59 0 0 13 100 
WHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRADE I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
F 13 0 0 66 9 13 0 0 101 
WHOLE 26 2 ll 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 2 8 1 6 2 4 2c 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
F 0 0 3 0 9 16 19 34 3 16 0 0 100 
vffiOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -12 -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 20+ DK TOTAL 
F 50 25 13 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
VffiOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 2 6 1 8 2 10 TOTAL 
F 25 0 0 6 13 6 19 22 9 0 100 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
F 16 84 0 100 
\iffiOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
F 31 69 0 100 
VffiOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
F 78 22 0 100 
WHOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N DK TOTAL 
F 78 22 0 100 
WHOLE 70 30 0 100 
LOST TIME 0 1 2 2 4 2 6 DK NA TOTAL 
F 6 34 13 19 13 3 6 0 6 100 
VJHOLE 9 31 15 18 7 3 3 3 11 100 
fig. 9 
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GROUP F Jmalys is 
~ If n e;rc.ph were dru,,m ctl' the age distribution of -the f:),ctory us a ~:~·hole 
it would have a (Sentle dome at the catee;ory 20 - 25 yeo,rs descending 
gJraclually to'l;c.rd the oh":_er c.ge cc;tegories. Group F however ho,s tuo distinct 
pe".I£:s; a sh:wp one o,t 25 - 30 yeers f'Jld · · a broader one at 50 - 60 yecrs. 
Looked e~t another way there is o, higher I:Jercento,ge o~ people between ~5 o,nd 
35 in the cropper de-)ertoent, 35%, them in the f:::.ctory -o:s a whole, 28%. 
There is c,lso a higher ;?ercent2,ge of workers .s,ged betTreen 50 cmd 60 - 26% 
COE1T:J",:rec1 with 9%. On the other hm1d the departweP-t is poorly represented 
by the youn·ger c.<:/t,egories. Thus only 18% c,re under 25 ye6\.rs old coo;.~::-.red 
to the factory figure of 40%. 
Ro.ce rmd sex. The nurJ.ericc,lly clooinont cr,tegoJry here is the coloured oen 
who constitute 88%-coo:?c\red with 39% i:p. the f"'ctorye There 
are no white worJen o,nd the reo.e.ining 12% is i.lc;,de up by 6% ec.,ch of ;rhite oen 
c.ncl coloured ·woLlen, conpared with 39% and 19% respectively for ~:;he factory. 
M::,:dt2,l status. Although there is o. lc,rger ;.Jere entage of peo;J le whose onri to.l 
status is uniuwvm 13% coo;:c~red with 7% - there is c, ouch 
Verger Imovm percentage of oarried ~Jeople coopo,red to uno:wriecl. Group F ho.s 
59% EJ(':.rriec1 9 compared to 38%, and only 28% never oo,rried coopc.red to 54%. 
Gre,des. There 1we no e-;.'Iprentic es in the cropper clepartoent ( coopo.red to 13% 
for ·the fo.ctory}.' bece.use tkr,ese soall printing oc,chines oo,y be 
overc.ted by grc,de II eoployees, plc.-:·,en pressl:1en 9 1;rho ::,re not indentured. 
Gro,de I cons~;i tute only 13% - compc.red with SG% - 8..J:Hl there c-,~e 66% gr'.cle 
II 1 s (coo:Jc,red "l'rith 40%) emd 9% gr::-cle III's co!2p::,red with 4%. 
Wo,r:;e. If represented r;rcopilicC'.-lly, the wage c0.tegori es of ;:sroup F would cluster 
a, greo,t deal nore thc,n those of the fectory. That is 1?.% eern between 
V/2 o.ncl W4 where.r,s 50% of ·(.he fe.ctory are in thos-e categories. Consequently 
there ere proportiono.tely lower percento.ges at the ends of the sc~le. 
Service o cc,tegory di s·':,ri but ion sioilarly clusters. There e-re 44% with 
bet-.:reen 5 o.nd ~0 yeo,rs service coEJpE',red 1:rith 32% for the factory. 
On the other hand those with up to 5 years service constitute 50% coopered 
to 60% for the whole. Sioilc,rly there is no one in this grou;_J with over 26 
yec,rs service 9 c. cC\tegory which constitutes 5% in the fo,ctory c;,s a whole. 
Loccli ty. Two r.rer,s c..re not represented o.t o.ll in this group. They c..re the 
c.rec..s innedio.tely surrounding C2.pe Tcwrn itself (c.rec 2); o..nd the 
Thornton, Milnerton, Wingfield c.rec. (n.re2, 3); 13% of the whole factory live 
here. The C;:p:e Tovrn centr:-~l (c..rec-, 1) end the Sa.lt River, Woodstock, Observc..toryr, 
Mo1:rbr£\y ( nrec.. 1) l:io-rn~e lar~er percentl'.ges of group F' ·0hc.n of -the fc-:.ctory as 
~, whole (25% co!3pc-,rNl to 15% m1cl 19% coo:··c,red to 12% respectively). 
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Voluntary orgr,nizo.tions. With both the chcpel fund c.ncl the srwings fund the 
percentage of group F who are oeobers is almost 
the s"'me ns ·with ~0he whole; with the o.edicc,l r.dd socie+,y, the percentc,ge is 
slightly higher g 78% conpo.,red wU:.l'11 70%, cmd Tri th the recrec:,tion club 1c,he 
percentnge is lower, 16% cooprwed with ~2%. 
Lost Tine. Although the no lost time cctegory is 6% coopo,red rrith 9% for 
the fo,ctory, those who ht:1d either no lost tioe or 0nly up to 
ho.,lf £1, vreek p.e. {categories 0, i) constitut4 40%- the scx.;e cs for the 
factory. There seeos to be no difference ·worthy of cooDent at this stage, 
particularly in view of the fact that this group is so scall in actual 
nunbers ( 32) o,nd in view of the fact that the combined T.JercerY·tqge of -.::,hose 
not kr!o1m or not c,pplico,ble is only 6% c:::>opnred to 14% in the whole fGctor~r· 
GROUP G Bindery 
The work of this section c.omprises dozens af different operc-;tions end it 
will be possible to discuss only the cain ones here. In the binding of t:1 
book, for ex2..nple, there e..re the following operGtions: 
Counting. On 2..rri vc,l nt the bindery the printed sheets c.re count.ed by hcncl. 
This applies to ell 1:u-ori-r coming into the bindery. 
2. Next they o,re p!1ssed to the folding oachines which at the ·tioe of this 
study ·were ell hand fed. Folding t.Jc,chines7 in hook work, fold each sheet 
to Bake o, section, or ~=·2..K't of c, section of the coopleted book. 
3. Go.:ihering is the next operation. Piles of section are clo,ced in the <Jorrect 
order ro~nul f', table of suitc,ble length. The binder's o.,ssistants vmlk round 
the t2..ble picl~ing up section o.,fter section ns they go. At the coopletion of 
' 
one K'evolution they 1vill hr::,ve picii:ed up all the sections i.e. c. cooplete book, 
in the correct orcler. This is then placed on c, sepc,ro.te te-lole o,nd the Gssisto.nt·, 
begins the next cycle. 
4.. The e;atherec~ sections t.hen go to the cutting ::mchine to be triooed on 
three sides. This oo,y be done on o. single blade guillotine or on the 
o,utomatic three knife ·triDI::.1er. The opere-tor§ job is sioilc,r in ec,ch cGse. 
He hns to lift ec:-,ch pile oi sections from n bench close to ~:,he oc,chine o.,ml 
carefully ;;Jlace it in position. Then he le:,ns back e-nd sets the oc,chine in 
motion, waits for the blc.,de or blades to descend e-nd theD· · lifts the cut pile 
of sections to another bench. He is then ready to begin the next c~cle. 
5. Sewing. After gathering cmd collating 1:rhich is the -tenJ given to the 
e:;.cr:.oining c, book to see if it consists of nll the sections c,nd in orC:er, the 
sec-ir.ions ere sevrn. The operntor, a grade II wor:mn, sits f1t the tcble of the 
oc,chine, opens out ec,ch section 0-nd puts it onto the o.,:ro c,nd nresses r~ foot 
treo.,dle which sets the oachine in motion. 
7. Next the triDDed sections are rounded c,nd b2..cked in o, occhine for thct 
purpose, opeK'~C,ted by e, journeyman. They c,re then rec,dy for "ccsing-in", the 
tern for having the covers or cases attnched. Cloth bound books usuo.lly 
ac\~tdre -their covers in casing-in me.,chines. Ler;l",her bound books ere generally 
cased-in by lmnd. Qu::crter-bound books in uhich the outer cloth is flush vrit.l1l 
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the boo.rds o.nd po,per, receive their cc..ses in c.. cc.iing-in teo.o consisting 
of o:t le\).st one journeyoo..n binder o.ncl one quc..rter binder to every three 
binder's ".ssistc.nis. Tte te::::.o sits round c. gluing no.chine into which -the 
cloths 2.re h£',nd fed r::.nd deposited onto o.. slow noving belt. The other oeobers 
of the teo.o rJick off the glued cloths fr::lo the oovinB; belt. ~.nd position the 
boe..rcls on them•· The coopleted co.ses o..re t.hen drOpj:led b2.ck onto the bel ~i(i c.nd 
collected o.t t:::,e end by o. bincler 1 s a.ssistc:.nt. The coopleted cc:.ses o..re 
a.ttr.:.ched to q,uo.rter bound books on identic::c.l gluine; oo..chine c:.nd qua.rter binding 
te~o coobinations. 
Briefly, the 1·rork of the bindery co.n be roughly divided into hcmc1 c..nd 
or::.chine opero.tions. Journeyoen o.re responsible for oo.chines, c.nd gr::.de II 
1vooen under o. forelc,dy or journeyoen binders. But this is not entirely 
o.ccura.te - o. journeyoo..n oo.I(es leo..ther book covers by hc.nd c,nd wooen opero..te 
the vrirestitching or str.:.7?Hng nchines. Genero.lly sper-.Idng the journeynen 
c.re responsible for 110rk which requires either grec,ter ~0echnico.l knowledge 
or gre::l,ter no.rmipulc.tive skill. 
GROUP G fillo.lysis 
~ dis-l-_,ribution in group G seems to follm1 ·J:.he sc.oe pc.ttern c.s the •rhole. 
Ro.ce c.nd sex. Coloured wooen constitute 53% of the eoployees coopered with 
19% in the fc.ctory c.s o. whole. White -wooen or:-,ke up 5%, 
cocpr,red with 3%. The oen, therefore, 2.re in l011er proportions~ viz. coloured 
oen P.7% ( ::..s agr..inst 39%) and wl1i te r:::,en 15% ~t.o..s 0.go.inst 39%.{ 
Maritc.l status. The proportion of never oa.1 ried people, il' higher in group 
G: 64% conpc.red with 54% i'!idol'red c.nd divorced people constitute 
5% o.s o.go.inst ~% c.nd uncmrried people foro 23% coopc.red with 38% in the whoihe· 
fo..ctory. 
Gro.des. The distribution in this group is different froo tllle l'rhole in the.t. 
grndes II nnd III constitute 76% conpo.red ;;'fi th 44% in the fr.ctory o.s 
a 1rhole. This o.eo.ns o. lo-v1er 7ercento.ge of the other gro.des. Thus journeyoen 
2.nd apprentices together mo.ke up only 15% compa.red vri th 39% in ·the 1'Tho1e 
fc.ctoryo La.bourers cous·t.i tute 8% cor:Jpc.red with IS% in the whole • 
Wnges. The pec:1k w·hich t.hoseeo.rning between V/2.3 c.nd Vtr..G constitute in the 
fa.ctory 3ofo, is greo.ter in group G - 52%o The generc.l pr.ttern seeos 
to be the si.me but, of course, the other co.tegories cxe lo·w·er e1.ccept for 
those e~'>rning between Vll r.nd V/2: 2% in group G, W% in tl1c ,.,hole. 
Service. The geuerr.l po..ttern is ~ece~ted in group G but there is c. difference 
in the distribution of those wi·~h under 10 yco.rs service. In the 
whole those with between 5 a.nd 1...0 yeo,rs service const.itute 23% coopo.red to 
30% in group G. 
Locr.li ty. The generc.l po..-tteriln seeos to be repec,ted in group G but there is 
c. trc.nsposition ~f the proportions living in Cc.pe Tmm ( C'..ren 1) 
c,nd those living in Belvil,_e Pc.row c.nd Tierviei (o.rec. 5). 25% Of group G 
' lives in Co.pe Tm'!n, con.~:'.rec1 w:iith 15%; r.nd 9% live in the P2.row c:.rec.s, 
CODpDred with 18% 
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GROUP G ( 227 persons) 
AGE -2o -22 -20 -32 -40 -~2 -20 -25 -6o -62 -zo ZO+ DK TOTAL 
G 18 25 24 11 8 4 4 3 2 1 0 0 0 100 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE AND SEX WHITE 1\IJEN WHITE WOMEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
G 15 5 27 53 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
G 64 23 3 2 8 100 
WHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L. y. OTHER 
GRADE I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
G ll 2 2 70 6 8 0 0 100 
INHOLE 26 2 ll 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 2 8 1 6 2 ~ 2c 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
G 1 0 0 5 5 13 7 52 6 8 2 2 101 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -12 -20 -22 -20 -22 -~0 -~5 -20 20+ DK TOTAL 
G 56 30 4 3 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 99 
WHOLE 60 23 5 4 3 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 ~ 2 6 1 8 2 10 TOTAL 
G 25 4 6 3 9 12 14 14 15 0 102 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
G 20 79 1 100 
WHOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
G 18 81 1 100 
WHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
G 78 21 1 100 
WHOLE 78 20 1 99 
TvlEDICAL AID SOCIETY y N TOTAL 
G 64 36 100 
WHOLE 70 30 100 
LOST TIME 0 1 2 2 4 2 6 DK NA TOTAL 
G 4 39 16 16 ll 4 2 3 4 99 
VvnOLE 9 31 15 18 7 3 3 3 11 100 
fig. 10 
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Voluntary orgs..nizeitions: In o,U these except the sewings fund 
9 
group G l1o,s 
a lm:rer percento,ge of mem.bers thc,n the whole, thus: 
recrec,tion club: 20% coopnred to 22% 
chc..pel duewr: 18% compr"red to 32% 
oedicc.J. c,id: 64% cor.:.pr:cred to 70% 
Sewings fund membership is in the sene proportion as the whole, 78%. 
Lo-st Tine incidence seer::s to fo llo1'1' the general pattern of the whole 
ff',ctofy:·. 
GROUP H Boxoi{aing departoent 
The boJlna.Idng departoent is a speci::>,lized part of the bindery group 
to denl 1d ::.h -Ghe finishing of -the nuoerous kinas of ·:rinted c0ntc,iner which 
pcss ·through n printing house of this size. Jo:-,o lnbel s for exc.cle nre often 
vo,rnished while still in sheet. foro. Fed in by hand, the sheets pass between 
rollers covering theo 1:rith vcrnish end then ont.o r., conveyor belt po..ss'ing 
under hecting lamps to dry theg. Although the oper::-/:.ors :Yf ~0his c::,chine wouk~ 
be er~de II binder's ossist~nts, one girl feeding, the other st~cking the 
sheets ::-:t t,he end of ~::,he conveyor? the il'li tinl setting o:£ the oo:chin.e 
determining the strength c,nd type of vo.rnisb to use - would ;Je the :responsibility.· 
of (; journeymcm. 
C::>rtons to be used for cigerettes, tooth pos-te, jellies o.,nd sioilor 
coocndities D,lso n.rrive at the bmn:mking s-ection in the sheet c-,nd pc,ss through 
n Dt~t£Hd.xre for cutting cn.d cren.sin.g. The cutter nnd cre.:c,ser is very sioilnr 
to e, :flct bed letterpress r:nchine - in fc,d:. sooe f',re interchc.nGec,ble - except 
tht'..t cthe foroe consists of c series of shc,ped Imives in wood blocks for 
cutting mu1 cre::-,sing ec,ch shee·L 
Next, t.he wa.ste nctter from cut '1;.:d crer,secl sheets h:>s t.o b:e reooved. 
Frequently such n pile of sheets is n·.t,tc~c~d by grc,de II n-en, one with o. 
pnem:.1e,tic drill, the others with rubber r.mllets c,nd the ,·ms<:.e is thus forced 
out. Sooetioes when ·the po.rticuJ.c,r design of the cc,rton or,::;:es this 
difficult, the wcste is remO'ved sheet by sheet, by hr,ml9 by gr::.de II '1ooen. 
Most ccrtons o.re rectf',ngulc,r cuboids end when glued c,long the lenGth of one 
side cr:-,n still be pocked flr,t. The gluing is done in o.. ho,ncl fed oechine 
1\Thich f()lds the cc:.rton end glues sioultc,neously. 1.. sioilcr or,chine~ clso 
h:.nd fecl, is c specio..l round slitting nnd tubin~·r:;cchine(l) which is fed 
strips of severe,l ccrtons ':C.t e tine m:d deliver-s folded, glued end sepo..rcted 
GROUP H An~lysis 
Age. Distribution seeos very similr:r in this group to tho..t of the whole • 
.A.l though only 15% ( coo~Jn.red to 19%) ore ynder 20, thG totc,l perc entc.ge 
for under 25 is 38% coo:;0.red to 40% for tl!.e -:vhole foctory~ 
( 1) 
R. S. cmd T. see fig. 2 
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GROUP H (79 persons) 
AGE -20 -25 -20 -22 -40 -45 -20 -52 -60 -62 -zo ZO+ DK TOTAL 
H 15 23 24 9 11 9 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 100 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE AND SEX WHITE MEN WHITE WOMEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
H 5 5 38 52 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
H 65 28 1 0 6 100 
WHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRADES I APP. .APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
H 9 0 0 75 5 11 0 0 100 
WHOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 9 8 1 6 2 4 2C 2b 3a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
H 1 0 0 4 4 3 4 63 9 10 3 0 101 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -12 -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 20+ DK TOTAL 
H 47 29 6 10 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 99 
WHOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 2 6 1 8 9 10 TOTAL 
H 23 4 8 3 6 13 18 14 13 0 102 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
H 25 73 1 99 
WHOLE 22 77 2 101 
CH.APEL DUES ·Y N DK TOTAL 
H 20 79 0 99 
WHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
H 90 9 1 100 
WHOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N TOTAL 
H 81 19 100 
WHOLE 70 30 100 
LOST TIME 0 1 2 2 4 2 6 DK NA TOTAL 
H 0 39 14 24 6 0 4 4 9 100 
WHOLE 9 31 15 18 7 3 3 3 11 100 
fig. 11 
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Re,ce ond sex. Coloured oen (38%) ore nlocst ·exoctly the snoe percentc,ge in 
the fcctory c.s o uhole? white 11oo.en c .. re 5% coopc,red to 3% 
but the biggest devintion froo the fnctory figures nre c.Dong coloured \'rooeng 
52% coopc,red to 19% rmd c.oong white oen g 5% coop1wecl to 39%. Looke(~ c,t froo 
~:mother rmgle the coloured people constitute 90% coopo..recl to 58% in tJ::t.e 
factory os o whole. 
M:'..rito..l status. There is ::;, higher proportion g B5% coopo.red to 54%, of never 
morried people in the boxno.king depl).rtr:.:.ent. 
Grndes. The oost significc,nt fe"'ture of trc,de distri b:.~tion is tho.t gi1 c.de II' s 
consti-tute 15% - coop:::-,red to 40% - of ·(,he group, o.ml o.H ·t:he other 
CC'.tegories (except gro..cle III wl;l.d1 is 5% coo;.:>o.red to 4%) c:;re in o ouch soo.ller 
proportion. Thus there o..re no ox .. pren·tices -v:ho.tever: grade I c-onstitute 9% 
co@perecl to 26% c,nd lcdoourers ere n% coopo.red to 16%. 
V/c,ge. Re;::;resentecl grcpbicelly the 1:ro.ge co.tegory ec.rning between Vl2 .3 end 
WP,.G constitutes c:; pedr of 30% in the fo.cto:ry. This -Jeds: is uore ·thc.n 
t1·'fice c.s high in the bmmcldng depcrtoent: 63~ c..nd the other cat,egories c..re 
correspondingly so::-.ller :::-,1 though the pe>ttern of imge dis '·,ri but ion c,!JpeGrs to 
rennin the so.oe. 
Service. The progressively descending percento.ges of nervice cc.tegories do 
not follow e.s steep r, descent c..s in the fo.c~.:.ory ns r. whole. Thus 
47% coopered to 60% h:we under 5 yec,rs service c-.. nd 76% coqJ(Wed to 33% h::we 
under 10 yec.rs service. Put in cnother i'r<:>y there c.re lower perdintc.ges of 
shorter service workers rnd higher perc::mto.ges a.f longer service ''rorkers. 
Locality. Apo.rt froo tbe relc,tive pop·.1lc.ri ty of Co.pe Tmm central ( crec l) 
83% coopo.red -vri ·th 15% o.nd the relntive unpopulc.rity of the 
Bellville, Po.roir, 'I'iervlei erec. (nrec 5) - 6% conpccred Trith 18% - the locc,lit,y 
distribution seeos to be ve·~y sioiL:,r to tbo.t of the fcctory-. 
Volunto..ry orgo.nizations. With the eJweption of the cha.pel fund in which the 
percentage of oeobers is 20% coo~erecl to o. fectory 
figure of 32%, o.ll the voluntc.ry funds ere supported by o. higher percentege 
in this group then in the fcctorjJ' es o. whole. Thus: 
recrec.tion club: 25% coono.red to 82% 
sewings fund: 90% CODpQ,red to 78% 
oedicc,l c.id soc.: 81% coopc.red to 10% 
Lost Tine. No one in this group is plc.ced in the no lost tice cc.tegory, 
coopered to 9% in the fc-,ctory cs c. uhole. Yet. the I")ercento.e;e 
which hcd bet1:reen ho.lf o. •:reel: o.nd two weeks p.e. lost tioe (cntegories 2,3) 
is 38% in. this depc.rtoent, o.nd onJI.y 33% in the fo.ctory o.s o.. whole. .l<J.1d the 
pers.ento.ge hc.ving oore thc.n -',c,wo weeks lost tioe p.D •• is 10% coop::-..red with 
13%. In other words the boxocking depo..rtoent' s lost. tioe distribution seeos 
to cluster towc.rd th4 centre of the sc~le. 
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GROUP I (36 persons) 
AGE -20 -25 -20 -22 -40 -45 -20 -25 -60 -62 -10 10+ DK TOTAL 
I 0 6 8 8 19 11 8 14 6 17 3 0 0 100 
WHOLE . 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE ANTI SEX ·wHITE I'vl.EN ·wHITE WOMEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
I 72 28 0 0 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
I 44 56 0 0 0 100 
VffiOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRADE I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
I 47 0 25 28 0 0 0 0 100 
VffiOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 2 8 1 6 2 4 3c 3b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
I 0 0 3 14 36 0 8 14 25 0 0 0 100 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -5 -10 -12 -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 20+ DK TOTAL 
I 67 11 6 11 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 101 
VffiOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 2 6 1 8 2 10 TOTAL 
I 8 17 6 0 28 28 8 0 6 0 101 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
I 14 86 0 100 
WHOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
I 44 56 0 100 
VlJHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
I 75 25 0 100 
WHOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N DK TOTAL 
I 64 36 0 100 
WHOLE 70 30 0 100 
LOST TIJI/JE 0 1 2 2 4 2 6 DK NA TOTAL 
I 22 22 17 6 3 0 6 3 22 101 
\VHOLE 9 31 15 18 7 3 3 3 11 100 
fig. 12 
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Locelity. Arens 5 (Pr.row etc.) r,ncl 6 (~oochrood e-tc.) e::-~ch house 28% of 
group I c onpo.,red to the whole ;::ercerrbgen of 18% c~nc1 13%, But no 
• J.~.. l" . 4 {Tr- "fl:' J. • 1 one 1n ~all.s group :1 ves :n.n o,rec;, xu:-o.cn.iL ont.e:n.n GIHJ. the nrec vest of it) or 
in oren 8 (Pinelcmds, Ottery etc o) comcc.red to 5% cmd 10% respectively of t,lre 
factory- c,s a whole. 
Volunte,ry org~,nizc,tions: The re.:o-.ders show ::, higher percentcge o:f oeobers 
in po.ying chepel dues ( 44% c oo;:.:::-red to 32%), 
approxiontely the saoe ~ercentc,ge {75% compo.red to 78%) belone;inG to the 
sEwings fund, ond a lower percente,ge belone;ing to the oedicr..l r.id society 
( 64% coopc"red to TO%) cmd recre~.tion club ( 14% coopo.,reci. to ~2%). 
Lost Time. This group seeos to contnin higher percentGges of both good 
e-nd bad tine r,eepers. Thus 22% coopc,red with 9% hcA:l no lost 
tioe cmd 6% a:oqparell i'fi th 3% were o.bsent more thnn 4 vreeks p .n. ( cc..tegory 6) 
But on ·the ;•;l·wle ::.t seeos tho..t this group has c.. grer..ter ;:;roportion of better 
ticekeepers than t,he whcle f.'1ctory. Thus 51% ho.d up to one 1•reek p~ae 
lost time cogp~.red to 55% (!JA'tf~g~,r;i.~~ 0, 1, 2). 
GROUP J We-rehouse e-nd Di spntch 
The wnrehouse is the store in Trhich the r:)xr materials for printing ere 
kept occupying a ho.ll sonething like two c:.cres in extent. Pc:.per, bocrd, type 
octc,l, ;:hotogr:-,pllic 2..nd other requireoents c.rri ve by rond or red l c:.t ;c, pri va.te 
sidir:g which serves the loadin~ bc,y of the wc:.rehouse.. They r,re then checked 
and stored u.nt\~ l required. The senior people in the 'l'rc:.rehouse r.re responsible 
for ·':,he ado.inis·tre.ti ve lV"ork involved r.nd the or..jori ty of the eo;Jloyees, 
1-:.bourers, P.re CI?.g0.ged in the c:.ctue.l 1:2oving of goods in ~nd out of the 
1mrehouse. Pc:.per being c..n e:a:treoely herwy coi&Jodity, oost handling is done 
by electric fork lif-'0 trucks which ca.n lift up to one ton c.bout fifteen feet. 
hic;h, end by jack truck r:md po.llet. A po.llet is c. ·wooden plctforro c.bout four 
feet l:.mg end three feet wide st:·.nding on legs ::-,bout eight or nine inches high. 
A wheeled jc,ck - very sioil:w in oatwc.rd c.;:peo.rence to the Idnd seen in 
slides under it rx~d is then rccised, lifting the pnlle·!:, legs c:.bout 
o,n inch froo the floor. The resul .. >ing coobinc.tion cnnbles C\ lGbourer to 
nove C,jrro~doc.-t.ely hc.lf c. ton of pcper e.bout ·the fcc tory o Jc.cis: trucis:s, in 
fe,ct, ~re -::.he cc,in oeLns of ooving o, ;::;rin.ting job o.bout froo one deD::'..rtoent 
to f1!.1tother ., 
While 'Orc:.rehouse Troris:ers ·':'.rc enc;o.ged in unloo.ding lnrge ;?r,circ,ges froo 
rc..ilm'.y c.nd oo·tor "truc~::s 1 eli spa tch der:;c,rtoent eo.;?loyees load up coople·::.ed 
jobs in po.cim~es soc:.ll enough to be oo.n-hcndled .:-;6 ·c,he other end of the 
fe.ctory-•. :· Coopleted jobs cone in froo the bindery or bo:;r oc-Idng depo.rtoents, 
the :;~uo.ntities ere recorded, the books 9 w·ine lo,bels or ~Thc:.tevcr constitutes 
the coopleted c-"rticles, e-re wrtccpped c:.nd pc:.ckecl into the w--:.i-';:,ing lorries. 
If . b . 1 c • t 1' l l ' .p . . . -'- • -~ fr~irl.!f_ n l . 8, JO :B.S O.Y,e 011 1 S SCO.eCU e '1I3tl '"~·ns :!I.S no:r,:lceu u.l~ ec.r y on, 
::-,1-:~ern~~-ti ve pJ.o,r,s cCin very often be Dc.c~e to speed it up o Other jobs cc:.n 
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be fonmrrled or, o,t the very ·worst? '.:,he cus·0ooer cc.n be inforoed of the 
position ::::,nd even ::::, new 1:1::::,-~e c.rr::.ngec1. But if the dela.y t::-Jres plc,ce ouch 
l"',ter very little c::-,n be (~one ct -~he bst cooen·t exc:;pt to urge those 
·t,hrough whose hc,nds it still hcs to pass? to Grec.-~:-er efforts. Pressure 
from the custoner becooes stepped up ns it ~esses thrcuah the pro3ress 
depr:,r·t,cGnt ( l) 1'1'i·0h the cpparent result tho,t the dispatch U.ep::.rt:ment works 
under const~.nt o::cno..geria.l hetrnssoer::t. 
GROUP J A11elysis 
Age distribution seeos to follow the genero,l pcttern. 
Race :::md sex show c, low Fercentage of white oen - 7% coo--.o..red with 39% 
for the whole, ,_,nd coloured 1rooen, 5% Ccs O,Gainst 19%, e-ncl c, 
correspondingly high percentc,ge of coloured men: 84% coopo.recl rrith 39% for ti1e 
whole fcctory. 
Mr,ritul st,..,,tus. Coo;::o,:red tri-?,h the whole fcctory? the ~Jroport~, on between 
never oarried cr',d Dnrried is ouch oore equc,l. There o,re 
47% never oo,rriecl peo;?le and 44% DD,rried coopc.red vri th the fr.ctory o,s o, Trhole 
ho,ving 54% o,nd 38% respectively. 
ere co,rkedly different in these depo,rtoents. Only 2% cre grade I 
coopered with 26%; there "',re no cv:::prentices9 fe•r in gro.de II or III 
( 9% c OC;J~.red 'VrHh 44%) o,nd there is oore th.:-;n four tioes the proportion of 
l:c,bourers, 84% cotlp".red with l6%o 
Weges r.,re G'.lso different. ThoS·2 er,:rning between vm .3 end Vl2 .6 c:: Dorise 
only 5% coopo.red with 30% in the Tri1ole factory. The buHs: of 3roup J 
wage er.,rners are in the Wl - W2 cetegory? 65% coo-r.red vith 18%. (This is 
cor:.cooi'&D,nt with the sioile-r disproportion of lo,bourers c.lre~.dy discussed). 
The 1 :mp;th of serviwe t.::cbles sho11 th.e scooe gener",l po,·ttern cs -~he whole, 
but with the difference lying in the first 10 years of service. Group J 
hss o2-ny Dore, 74% c,s f{~;:-.1nst 30% of ;.JeopJI.e with under 5 yer:,rs service. But 
·.t.he figures for those with under 10 yecrs service c,re c,lc:ost identicd: 
81% ns o,gsinst 33%. 
Locality. Group J oebers seeo to congregate mainly in Co.pe Town itself 
(nree l) o,nd in the Elsies River - Vnsco Goodwood nren {eree 6}; 
52~ of the wod1:ers live here coopf'..red to 28% in the whole. On the other 
Iwnd only P.%? coop~"re(~ with 13%, live in -the southern suburbs? c.rea.(9) c,ncl 
only 5%, COOpC'..recl '\7ith 12%? live in the s~Jlt River - w~oclstock ... Obse.rv,.,,torry 
Mowb.rc;,y c.rea ( o,reD.. 7) 
In o.,ll the vo luntc:,ry orr;c,ni zations group J o.,re ;;oor joiners: 9% co·npered 
vri-th 22% c,re oeobers of -:;he recrec:tion club; 2% cor::lpv.red with 32% P'<W cho.,pel 
dues9 54% coop2.red 1d.th 18% CJ,re oeobers of the s::wh}~G fund c:,nd 30% coo::::c..red 
'lrith 70% o,re oeobers ·o::f the o.edic[!,l c,id society. 
Lost Tioe. More group J people, in proportion, ~refound in the higher los~ 
tine cd,egories ti:mn is t1'1e co.,se with the 11~10le. 42% hC',d UTJ to 
1 week per cx1.nuo lost ·:,ioc(c::::tego~ies 0, 1? 2)coo;:o,red wL\Jh 55% of -!:.he 1Thole. 
On the o+):ler lEmd 12% of group J brod no lost. tioe coo::;c,red with 9% oi 'she 
"Vrhole. 
(l) Progress department~ see glossary. 
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GROUP J (43 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -20 -32 -40 -42 -20 -25 -60 -62 -10 10+ DK TOTAL 
J 21 23 12 5 7 16 5 5 0 2 0 5 0 101 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE AND SEX WHITE MEN WHITE WOMEN COLOURED l\IIEN COLOURED WOJI,1EN TOTAL 
J 7 5 84 5 101 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
J 47 44 2 0 7 100 
WHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 1C1 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRADE I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
J 2 0 0 7 2 84 0 5 100 
WHOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGES 2 8 1 6 2 4 2c 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
J 0 0 0 2 0 5 0 5 14 65 7 2 100 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -12 -20 -25 -20 -~5 -40 -42 -20 50+ DK TOTAL 
J 74 7 7 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 98 
WHOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 '0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 5 6 1 8 2 10 TOTAL 
J 26 0 5 7 19 26 5 12 2 0 102 
·wHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
J 9 91 0 100 
WHOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
J 2 98 0 100 
WHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUNTI y N DK TOTAL 
J 54 47 0 101 
WHOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N TOTAL 
J 30 70 100 
WHOLE 70 30 100 
LOST TIME 0 1 2 2 4 2 6 DK NA TOTAL 
J 12 21 9 30 12 5 2 2 7 100 
WHOLE 9 31 15 18 7 3 3 3 11 100 
fig. 13 
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GROUP K Maintennnce departoent 
':!'he oo..intenc:.nce cleps.rtoent is under t,he contro 1 of the chief engineer 
who is responsible for the insto..llc.tion nnd or"intenc..nce of oc.chinery o..nd 
ecuipoent end for internd fixtures c,nc1 fittings to bui laings c:.t Pc..row o..ml 
Burg Street. As will be seen froo fig. 2 the mdntencnce deL::c..rtoent cr"n be 
sub-divided into engineers, c o,rpenJ~ers, electric i ::,ns, c lec"ners r"nd lo..bourers. 
~he engineers, c,nd their c.p;:::rentices, nre oeob2rs of the engineering 
union ond not the typographical union. Their conditions ::f work nre therefo:rte 
governed by a different industrial c.greeoent. For eJ.mople they 1:rork a 42+ hour 
·vreek insteo.d of 2.- 40 hour weei1: nnd they receive c., holiday bonus which tiw 
printers do not; journeyoen receive coopc.rc,ble pny to typogrcpr:l.icc"l journey-
oen but O..~)prentices receive ouch lower pE'.y during the ~_Jeriod of their 
indenture. Nevertheless the engineers do the work 1Thich in other fo..ctories 
ocy be done by typogrcphicrol union oeobers ~ in the trC>,de of :;rinters •· 
engineering. 
Llthough journeyoen throughout the factory are responsible for the 
proper running of ·their eq_uipr:.1ent, whenever n oechc,nicc-,1 repcir or oodificc;tion 
becooes r:.ecess::-"ry, it is hnndled by the engineer~~ This •·rork r:r,y be done 
in the relevc.nt departoent or, when a oo,jor operr.tion is necesscry, in the 
engineering work-shop. New equipoent is instr,lled by -the engineers in its 
departoent vritl1 the cooperation of the printers concerned • 
.All this applies ~-lso to the carpentera cmd electricicns C'.lthough, 
owing to the nc:,ture of their wori~, they r;,re likely to work in •Hfferent parts 
of the fr,ctory. W!h.ile an engineer is likely to spend I:.1ore tioe in a onchine 
hall c~r;Jenters r.re seldoo seen there. On the otherho.nd ".n engineer is 
seldoo seen in the office block vrhile co.r?enters ~.re frequently seen there. 
Owing to the n::-"ture of their work too, c ::'.rpenters, ccnd to sooe extent 
electric ic.ns, c.pper.,r to vrork in less close collaborc,tion with journeyoen 
of "tbhe nrinting trc,des thm1 engineers. For exc.,ople, Trhi le em ene;ineer 
would·_ have to i:rork in close collC\boration with c.n opero,tor 11hile instc,lling 
new t:.nchinery, c;, co,r~;enter does not have to explain how to open a new door. 
The bulk of the depc,rtnent, it will be seen, consists of labourers rmd 
it wo-~-ld be iopossi ble to c,ccou.nt :for the iooense vo.riet.y of tr,si1:s they ho,ve 
to do. The industrinl ngreel.:lent recognizes two kinds:"fo,ctory" labourers 
who 11ork with oc:.chines r:,nd o·ther lnbourers who do not. They receive different 
rr:,tes of pc,y but it wc.s not found possible 9 froo the pew office cc;,rds, to 
distinguish between theo accurntely, so they sre shown to:gether in the tc.bles. 
GROUP K .Ano,lysis 
Age distribution. in this group is differ·:cnt froo the 1vhole in thc.t only 44% 
coopo.red with 58% <we under 30 years of age. Thus there e~re oore older 
oen - fewer younger. 
Rc,c e .:;,m1 sex. There .is· c, greC1.ter ;.Jere cntc.ge of nen in this o;roup th:::m 
in the whole. The 1:,ost oo.rked differences rwe 53% for 
colcmred oen coq~'\red with 39% c.nd only 3% coloured wooen coopr;red with 19%. 
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GROUP K (89 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -45 -20 -25 -60 -62 -10 10+ DK TOTAL 
K 9 15 20 13 11 10 7 7 4 1 0 0 2 99 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE AND SEX VffiiTE MEN \IVHITE WOMEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
K 40 0 56 3 99 
YffiOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
K 36 51 0 0 13 100 
WHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRADE I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
K 31 1 6 0 0 61 0 1 100 
WHOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 2 8 1 6 2 4 2c 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
K 0 0 1 24 6 3 0 0 3 53 8 2 100 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -12 -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 20+ DK TOTAL 
K 75 22 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 99 
WHOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 2 6 1 8 2 10 TOTAL 
K 1 7 1 8 44 18 9 3 8 1 100 
vVHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
K 6 94 0 100 
VlHOLE 21 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
K 1 99 0 100 
WHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
K 62 38 0 100 
YmOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N DK TOTAL 
K 45 55 0 100 
WHOLE 70 30 0 100 
LOST TIME 0 1 2 2 4 2 6 DK NA TOTAL 
K 4 31 18 22 7 1 2 2 11 98 
WHOLE 9 31 15 18 7 3 3 3 11 100 
fig. 14 
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Msritol st~tus. There a~e oore oarried people in this grouF, in proportion, 
tho.n in the whole: 51% coop:c.rec1with 38%, :::.nd conseg_uently 
C\ lower percento.ge of never o::..rrieds: 36% con::H\recl with 54%. In this connection 
it should be noted tho.t, -~he percentage of people whose oc,rried stc..tus iS' 
not Irnmm is higher::, 13% coop-r.rec1 with 7%.· 
Grodes. There is c.. complete c..bsence of grades II o.nd III. Tbis is becc..use 
these gro.des opplyr only -',;,o the 1'ypogro.phicnl Union cmd there o.re no 
oeobers in this group. There is c. higher ;.:;ercentnge of journeyoen (I hc.ve 
c J..".ssified non-printing journeyoen ns grnde I for coopnrison), 31% coopnred 
·with 26%, "nd a. lovrer ::ercenta.ge of c,ppren·::.ices (7% coopc.rec1 with 13%) • Lobourers , 
constitute 61% coopo.rec to 16% in the whole .• 
Wo.ge. 64% of group If ea.rn less than W2.3 coopc,rec1 wHh ~8% in the whole. 
There is also a oc..rked difference in tho.t there is o. clenr division 
between the higher po.id a.nd lower po.id oeobers: there o.re no people in this 
Broup e:1rning between Vl'P..3 o.nd W3 which ::;.re the l:1rgest categories in the 
whole - 36%. 
Service. Although group K ho.s n higher proportion of older oen th~n the 
wlwle, n higher percentnge fn.ll into the shorter service co.tee;orie:s: 
97% coop::..red 't'rith 83% hrwe less than 10 yeo.rs service; 75% coopnred with 60% 
have less thnn 5 yea.rs service. 
Locnlity. Only 1% - co::::nc.red with US% - live in Cope Town (oreo. 1); 44% 
coo~Jo.red with 18% live in Beli'ille, Po.ro·w end Tiervlei (nre·a. 5); 
only 3% coo· r..red with 10% live in the Cc..pe ·Flc.ts c.reo. ( nreo. 8)· .• 
Volunt':',ry orgcmizr~tions. In nll these scheoes this group hc.s c.. ouch lower 
percen:tc.ge of ccntributors. Apnrt fr·oo cho.pel dues 
which r..re oostly not [',pplicnble ( l) group K hr,s 62% coo:-nred with 78% in the 
s cwings fund; 45% c oopo.i:ed with 70% in the oedi cal o.ic1 society, ~m1 6% 
coopr..red with 22% in the recrention club. 
Lost Tioe. Llthough only 4%, coopo.red with 9% hnd no lost tine, the pnttern 
for group K seeos to coo;_:.c,re frwouro.bly with thnt of the vhole. 
Thus 75% h~.d less them 2 weeks p.a. (lost tioe cr.tegories o, 1, 2, 3) coopc..red 
with 73% for the whole, r.::.n.d the percento.ge for those not Imown o.nd not 
applico..ble c:.re o.loost iclentico.l. 
GROUP L Process engra.ying 
Process engrr..ving is the process whereby blocks C\re oo.de for the printing 
of r:hotogrcj)hs, drm:rings nnd pictures. There -::1re two kinds of block-line 
bloci<.:s r:-.nd ho.lf-tone blocks. The lntter nre used for 1-rhen c ont,inuous tone 
reproduction is required - ns in ~ photogr::cph for ex::1ople. A photogrnph would 
be processed ::1s follows: 
(l)cho.pel: see gloss::cry 
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First the ~;hotogro,phic ::rint would be pinned up Ol"- o, boo.rd coml photogrc,phed 
on a slow o,cting file - exposure 3 or 4 oinutes under:fiercely-bright 
c~,rbon lo.ops. The filo size is c,bout 30 11 x 40 11 c.nc between file o,nd 
positive is ,. finelined screen. A coc,rse screen~ such ~.s for newspo,;_:;er 
wor~, would h~ve 60 lines to the inch. The cc.oero, opero,tor develops the 
negcoti ve ·which he hrcnds to ·~he ':rinter-dovm vrho is c.l so o.. journeyoo,n. This 
oo,n then i}rints down the negc/:.ive onto o, piece of zinc which he l"ms previously 
cor,-t,ed with lie;ht sensitive fish glue. (l) This is then developed r,nd 
stc:.ined ~esu!.ting in ,o, positive reproduction of the origind photogrn.ph but 
wiU1 the io.:-1ge broken up into dots by the screen in the first cz--nerc.. LitZhts 
::-,nd shr..c::es c-,re represented by sc::-,11 c:.nd lc,rge dots respecti ver_y. Froo the 
printer-do\m the plo/,e goes to ~:,he etcher whoe job it is to et,ch the plr..te 
so th:ct the clots stc.nd U) in relief. Firw.lly the plc,te would be counted on 
wood to bring it up to type high. 
This very briefly is who..t ho.ppens to o, 60 line screen b~,ock such as 
oc-.y be used for printing on nevrsprint. Colour work, on the other ho.nd, is 
done on screens c.s fine cs 120 lines to the inch. In colour vork there is 
n sep1wr;,te block for eo,ch colour (usuall:y tl) ::J.'lld -!~he origin::-:.1 picture is 
photogrc,}Jhed through filters coopleoento,ry to eo..ch colour; 
GROUP L Ano..lysis 
Age. c~.-tegories fc..ll shc..rply into two groups - those below 30 - 53%, andthose 
o.bove 35 - 48%. 
Ro,ce c:nd sex. There c.re no wonen o,t, nll in this dei~c,r-toent (coopo,red to 22%) 
c.nd there r.re 84% white oen (co;:po.red to 39%), r..n('il6% coloured 
oen ( coopo.red to 39 %) • 
Mc,ritc.l stl'.tus. The percentc..e;e of Do.rried people is 34% (coopo,red to 38%) 
but the percentage of never-oo.rriec1 is o,lso lower (44% 
cot:Jpr.red to 54%) on o,ccount of the high percentc.ge (2~% coop::-,red to 7"%) of 
those whose oc,ri tnl st-;,tus is not Imown. 
Grc.des. There is in this group o,n overwheloingly high percentc.ge of 
journeyoen end prospective journeyoen. They constitute 84% coopnred 
to 39% for ~:;,he factory. Gr::-,de lis o..re only 9% ( coq:,o..red to 40%), no grc.de 
Ills coo~:c.red to 4% cmd only 6~ lc>bourers c oDpo,recl to 16%. 
Wage. distribution. is chc.rr-.cteri zed by o. low percentr.ge ec.rning bet·ween 
WP. o.ncl W3, 19% coopared to 43% which in the fn.ctory is the lo.rgest 
single c::>tegory. 62% of ·the :~rocess-engrn.vers ec,rn core tho.n W4 (coopc.red 
to ?.7%) c.ncl or.1tly 32% ee>,rn less tho,n W3 ( c oo:~o.recl to 64%) 
Service ca.tegory distribution seeos to be nore concentro,ted in this gr:oup 
thc.n in the factory c,s c 11hole. Thus ;:;,lthough only 44% ho.ve less 
tiwn 5 yenrs service ( coop<e.recl to 60%), no one in this group hc:.s over 25 
yec.rs service (coopo,red to 5%). 
Locnlity. ·All the o,reas r.re represented in. this e;roup r-"nc1 higher proportions 
C~re shown in c,;rec.. 9 (Sout,hern suburbs): '25% COD)) Creel tp 13: o.ree. 
4 (Pf',",rl, s::,ellcnbosch etc.): 16% compnred ·t.o 5%. Lm'rer rerccntr.ges c.ppeo,r 
--------------------------------------------------
(l)Fish glueg see slossc..ry 
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GROUP L (32 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -20 -25 -40 -45 -50 -22 -60 -62 -70 10+ DK TOTAL 
L 22 22 9 0 16 16 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 101 
WHOLE 19 2l 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE AND SEX WHITE MEN ·wHITE WOIVTEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
L 84 0 16 0 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
L 44 34 0 0 22 100 
VffiOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L.Y. OTEER 
GRADE I APP. APP .. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
L 59 6 19 9 0 6 0 0 99 
WHOLE 26 2 ll 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 9 8 1 6 2 ~ 2c 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
L 6 0 22 25 9 6 0 13 6 13 0 0 100 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -12 -20 -25 -20 -25 -~0 -~2 -50 20+ DK TOTAL 
L 44 28 13 9 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
WHOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 ~ 2 6 7 8 9 10 TOTAL 
L 6 6 3 16 19 6 9 9 25 0 99 
vmoLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
L 41 53 6 100 
WHOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
L 50 44 6 100 
WHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
L 88 6 6 100 
WHOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N DK TOTAL 
L 94 6 0 100 
WHOLE 70 30 0 100 
LOST TIME 0 1 2 2 ~ 5 6 DK NA TOTAL 
L 16 47 9 9 6 0 0 9 3 99 
WHOLE 9 31 15 18 7 3 3 3 ll 100 
fig. 15 
in !:',reo., 1 (C~pe Tovm. centr::-,1): 3% coD;;H.:,red to H:s% c:,nd r,rec 3 (Wint;field, 
Winderoore etc.) g 3% c OD!J~,red to 6%. 
Yolunt~,ry orgc,niu,tion g In E:~ll these the process engrcwerrs show s higher 
percentsge of oeDbers tho,n in the fn.ctory cos ::> whole. 
Thus: 
recrec:,tion club 41% COD'J':.red to 22% 
chc:,pel dues to% coopc-,red to 32% 
s:owine;s fund 88% coopc-.:Jrec1 to 78% 
oedicr,l c,id soc. 94% coc~Jnred to 'flO% 
Lost TiDe. A higher proportion of precess en,::;:r:"-vers c.re in the lec,st tine 
lost cs::tegorries. Thus 16% (coopr.,red to 9%) ha.d rw lost tine, 
c-,nd 47% coDpo..red to 31% ho,d up to half c, 11e:ek p.a.. (cctegories 0, l) 
LOST TIME CA~PEGORY 0 Anc..lysis 
These are those people ·w·ho were not :;,bsent, during the period Deceober 
31, 1955 to June 30, 1956. U, is not in:? lied tho.t they never hc,ve los·t tioe 
but it does seeD lHs:ely thc,t they :1re ::c.oong those with the best o.ttendo..nce 
records. 
Age distribution is DO-rhedly different cx1ong thin cc,-~ec;ory. While the 
perccntc:,ges for the whole e;rr,clur,lly become sDc,ller, ns the c,ge increc:,ses:j: 
e,fter the :--. .3e of 30, the percerr,tGges for this cc,tee;ory grc,duc,lly incre2,se up 
t,o the a.u;.~ of 45. We e"lso notice th.o.t in o..ge c2:tec;or.ies 0-fter 40 the 
percentc,ge for ·the no lost tioets is C>f>proxioc,tely twice 1;rhc,t it is for the 
·whole fc:,ctory. Finally it ;:,3r:.y be sicnificcn~.t thc,t only 9% of this cc..tegory 
are il1. the c.ge co:0ee;ory 20 to 25 coopc:,red to 2:1% in the \'Thole which is the 
larr~est age cc:,tee;ory for the ·whole. 
Rn.ce ·c,nd se:;;~. Coop:::.red to the i·rhole those who hc.d no lost -~iDe CC'..n be found 
to f1 lcrger extent c.oong the men c,ncl to c., lesser extent c,oong 
colo,u-~ecl w.ooen. 
M0.ri·tc:.l st,c,tus. The proportion of Dc,rried ;?eo;_:,le is Liuch hie;her ~nong the 
no lost th::te cr.tec:;ory, 57% coDpGred -¢.>ith 38% for the Trhole. 
T!:J.e cercen+,c:.ge of unocrried people o.oone; those vrho h:c.c~. no lost tice is-
pro;:)ortior~c:,lly lower, SB% c ODJ.Y'>red wi"J.;h 54%. 
Grc..des. Gr<1de I journeyoen :-,nd gr<>,de II ec;_::,loyees c :::;nsti tute o.. higher 
percentage in the no lost tice cctegory tho..n in the vrhole - 34% 
coo1i2.-re-d with 26% in gr:;.de I 51% cooro,red vrith 40% in gr::-,c1e II. .Appren-~ices 
5% ~~o~_;~red ui-th 13% - .~nd h>bourers - 9% co::J;:::::>recl -,l:,o 16·" - constitute lower 
.J." propor""lons. 
dis·\:,ribution does rwt C).:lpec.r 2>t :~resent to be Dr,rkedly different fron 
thct of -~he whole - both t::-,~Jles seeD to sl'lO'<'f clusterins c-t W2.3 to W2.6 
of :3.bcmt 30%~ 
Service. The steeply c1eclinin.g series of ).~.ercent·q~es for the whole is in 
contr::1,st to the less steeply declining ?ercantnges for th~ no lost 
tir::.e cc:,tegory. Thus there c~re 61% vri~c.h less t.ho..n -:,en yec,rs service in the 
in the whole. For c;,ll the service 
c;r~des ai:v>Ve ten yeo,rr; -GT:w ]:')ercentage in t,he r..o lost tir:le cc:.k:c;ory is c"bout, 
·C..w:i.c e 'J;,e c copo,r.ble whole fic;ure. 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY 0 (91 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -20 -22 -10 -45 -50 -55 -60 -62 -10 10+ DK. TOTAL 
0 10 9 10 ll 12 12 10 14 7 4 1 0 0 100 
VJIIOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE .AND SEX WHITE MEN WHITE WOMEN COLOURED :MEN COLOURED WO:IYJEN. TOTAL 
0 43 3 45 9 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
0 38 57 0 0 4 99 
WHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L. Y. OTHER 
GRADE I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
0 34 1 4 51 1 9 0 0 100 
WHOLE 26 2 ll 40 4 16 0 l 100 
WAGE 2 8 1 6 2 4 2c 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
0 0 0 12 12 12 4 16 32 3 8 0 0 99 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -15 -20 -22 -20 -25 -40 -45 -50 50+ DK TOTAL 
0 42 19 9 9 7 4 5 4 l 0 0 0 100 
VmOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 l 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 5 6 1 8 2 DK TOTAL 
0 15 7 9 1 18 10 12 14 13 1 100 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
0 24 76 0 100 
WHOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
0 51 49 0 100 
WHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SA VII-JGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
0 81 19 0 100 
WHOLE 78 20 1 99 
IVJEDICAL AID y N DK TOTAL 
0 76 24 0 100 
VJ'HOLE 70 30 0 100 
DEPARTMENT A B c D E F G H I J K L DK TOTAL 
0 12 4 21 23 2 2 ll 0 9 6 4 6 0 100 
WHOLE 15 5 13 ll 3 3 23 8 4 4 9 3 0 101 
fig. Hi 
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Loc'.',lity. The dis-~ribution of this co;tec;ory into c.rea.s seeos to follow 
that of the whole fc.irly closely except for nrec. 3,(Milnerton, 
Thornton~ Acres., Vlo lt~oa.de) 9% c x1pnrec1 with 6% ::1.11S. c,rec, 8 (Pine lc:,nds) 14% 
I 
c OD)~o,red '-w-ith 10%. 
Voluntary org2.nizetion r~ oll these voluntc,ry org~nizntions the proportion 
of oeobers is slightly higher C\Dong the no lost 
tioe c o;~egory thc,n noong the whole. Thus recre" .. tion club g 24% con;~ or eel vrith 
22%, chc.pel dues 51% c ODl)ored 1vith 32%, sc.vinJs fund 81% coo:y·,red TrH:.h 78% 
::-:,nd oedicc.l dd society 76% coopo..red with 70%. 
Depc--.rJiDentr.l groups. Groups C (21% coopc,red to 13%), D (23% coopered to 
11%) , I ( 9% c ocp~?red to 4%) ~:>nd L ( 6% c oopo..rec1 ·to 3%) 
are present in higher pe:;~centD.ges them in the fo..ctory .:-.s c" whole. Groups 
A ( 19.% c oopc.red to 15%) ,G ( H% coopn.red to 23%), H ( O% coopc.rec1 to 8%) r,nd 
K ( 4% coop~,red to 9%L c.re present in noticee,bly lom~r proportions -J:,hnn in 
the f-;.,ctory o.s a. whole. The reoo.inder c-,re not sufficiently difierent in 
percent~ge to w:-,rr0-nt coooent o.t this s·:C.C,ge. 
LOST TIME CATEGO?..Y Uup to ho.lf o. week p.n.) An2-1ysis 
Ae;e distribu-tion in this cc-,tegory is c,1oost identicc,l with thnt of the 
f2-ctory GS a whole. 
Ro.ce c.ncl sex. The greo.test t'.ifference Zroo t..he fo.ctory percen·trGes is tho.t 
the coloured oen constitute 32% coop~,red with 39% in tl11e 
f2-ctory c,s ::::. -vrhole. The other rc,ce/sex cr..t.erz;ories r.re ell slichtly bice;er 
consec·uent,ry. 
Mc.ritcl status. The proportions in this cntegory D.re c.loost identicc.l 
to those of the factory. 
Grc~des. There o.re slightly hic;her proportions of grc;cle I oeobers ( 30% 
coo~Jc,red to 26%) c.nd gro.rle II oecbers ( 42% coop:::.rec' to 40%), cnd 
slightly lower percentcges of lr.bourers ( 10% coopo.tled to 16%). 
Wage. There is o. s~igbtly higher proportion of this lost tioe cc.tegory in 
the higher w~ge c~:>tec;ories rmd v. slight,ly lower 9roportion in the. 
lower w".ge c~e.tegories. Thus 40% coopv.red to 34% e~rn core -tho.n W3 mx~ 13% 
coc;:;Dn'!Jl to 21% er.rn 1ess thrm W2. 
Ser;v;ice. 56% ( coopc'>recl to 60%) ho.ve under 5 ye2.rs service, cmd 31% ( coopr.red 
to 28%) have between 5 r~ncl 1..5 yeo.rs service. 
Loc :--.lity. The ecreo. di st.ri but ion of those ·who :J.re r.bsent for up to hf',lf o. 
weer~ p.o.. is o.h:tost iden·tico.l to tho.t. of the factory o..s ['" wholeo 
Voluntc,ry ore;r.nizo.tim1s. In .<;.,ll of these, this lost tioe co..te[!;ory hc.s r. 
hi.gher perc ent0.e;e of oeobers th:--,n the fr;,ctory as 
(1 -vrho le. Thus g 
recrer.-;:,ion club 27% coo:.:;:--.recl to 22% 
cho.pel dues 36% coopc..red to 32% 
sr:.vings funcl 85% coopo.red to 78% 
oec!icr:.l a.id soc 0 74% coopn.red to 70% 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY l (309 persons) . 
AGE -20 -22 -20 -25 -40 -~5 -50 -52 -60 -65 -10 10+ DK TOTAL 
1 20 21 18 ll 8 8 5 3 3 2 0 0 0 100 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE AND SEX WHITE MEN VVHITE WOMEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
1 41 5 32 22 100 
VI'HOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
1 55 37 2 0 7 101 
VVHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRADE I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
1 30 3 10 42 4 10 0 0 99 
VVHOLE 26 2 ll 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 2 2 1 6 2 ~ 2c 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
1 0 1 5 17 8 9 6 31 9 12 1 0 99 
ViJ1-IOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -12 -20 -25 -20 -25 -40 -45 -20 20+ DK TOTAL 
1 56 24 7 4 3 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 99 
WHOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 2 6 1 8 2 DK TOTAL 
1 16 6 6 4 16 14 13 12 13 1 101 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
1 27 73 0 100 
WHOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
1 36 64 0 100 
WHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
1 85 15 0 100 
VI/HOLE 78 10 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N DK TOTAL 
1 74 26 0 100 
WHOLE 70 30 0 100 
DEPARTMENT A B c D E F G H I J K L DK TOTAL 
1 17 3 9 6 4 4 28 10 3 3 9 5 0 101 
VVHOLE 15 5 13 11 3 3 23 8 4 4 9 3 0 101 
fig. 17 
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Deoartmente.l dis':,ribution. This lost time ce.:l:,(:lgory is found in departments 
A ( 17% compared to 15%), E end F ( 4% compared 
to 3%, G ( 28% c ol::llpe,recl 23% , H { 10% compared to 8%) and L ( 5% compared to 
3%) in higfi).er proportions than the factory as e whole It appe.:,rs in the 
fol}owing ole;Jart~:~ents in lovrer proportions th::m they constitute in the 
factory: B:3% compared tp 5%; C: 9% compared to 13%; D: 6% compared tp 
11%; I and J: 3% compareci to 4%; and in department K in the same percentage: 
9% 
LOST TIME CATEGORY 2 (half to l week p.a.) An~lysis 
Age In the percent::.ge of the factory as a whole the age group 20 to 25 
ye2crs constitute a rounded dome. This bee omes a she,rper peeJc among 
those who hr,d between half e week and one week's lost time p.a.. Thus 16% 
are up to 20 years of age (compared to 19%, P-8% are between 20 and 25 
yer,rs old (compared to 21%) ' and 19% are between 25 c.nd 30 yec,rs old (compared 
to 18%). Thus al·though there are less ( 12% compared to 19%) in the under . 
20 c 2.tegory, in this lost time group, there e-re also less in the over 30 
cc;J:.e{Sories (36% compE'cred to 42f~~')• 
Race and sex. The proportion of whi·::.e oen is slightly lo·wer (36% compared 
to 39%), and of coloured uen is slightly higher (44% compared 
to 39%). Coloured women are pre:sent in iden·.ticul proportions ( 19%). 
Mcrital status. The proportion of never married peo2le is higher (61% 
compared> to 54%), e,ud the/![, of married people lower ( 32% 
compared to 38%). 
Grades. Grade I is a smaller - 23% (;Ompe,red to 26% - percentage tha.n the 
wr:.ole 2,nd h,bourers constitute e larger - 19% compared to 16% -
proportion:o.. ·The other gr;:-.des e~re in aloost ·the same percentages e,s in the 
w·hole factory. 
'Vage. The proportions seem very similar indeed Gnd cell for little cooment 
at present. 
Service. As Yrith c..ge grouping in this lost time co/::,egory, the grer1test 
deviation seems to occur at one end of the scale. 56% compared 
to· 60% hcve under 5 years service, but 30% compared to 23% hcve :Jetween 
5 £',nd 10 yec-,rs service. The rema~ning service ca·tegories 9ercentf),ges are 
almost identical with those o:1' the factory. 
Loce,lity. Cape Town (area 1) - 21% compared ·to 15% rmd Parow (o,rea 5) 
23% compared to 18% are more populc.r in comparison to the 
whole. Less popular areas are Camps Bay (~rea 2) - 5% compared to 7% 
e~d Vasco (area 6) - 8% compared to 13%~ The re~aining c.recs have wore or 
less the same percente-,ges 0.s the factory c.s o.. whole. 
V l .... l . t• o un~ary ~rge-n1za 1ons. In all these, this lost time co..teogry (between 
half rmc:l 1 week lost time p .a.) shovs o.. higher 
percentage of nembers thm1 the factory as a whole. Thus: 
recre2,tion. club 25% c ompo,red to 22% 
chapel dues S~t% compo..red to 32% 
s::w:i.ngs fund 84% c om02..recl to 78% 
medic2,l aid soc: 'l " r1. 0 ;0 C OD~}C,red to 10~ 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY 2 (148 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -30 -35 -40 -42 -20 -25 -60 -65 -70 10+ DK TOTAL 
2 16 28 19 8 8 5 4 8 1 1 0 1 0 99 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE Al'ill SEX VJHITE MEN YJHITE ·woMEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED YWMEN. TOTAL 
2 36 1 44 19 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
2 61 32 1 1 5 100 
'NHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRADES I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
2 23 3 10 40 5 19 0 0 100 
WHOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 100 
VJAGE 9 8 1 6 5 4 3c 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
2 1 1 2 14 6 6 9 29 6 24 1 0 99 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -25 -40 -45 -50 50+ DK TOTAL 
2 56 30 5 3 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 100 
VJHOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 5 6 1 8 9 DK TOTAL 
2 21 5 6 6 23 8 10 8 13 1 101 
VJHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
2 25 75 0 100 
WHOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
2 34 66 0 100 
ViliOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
2 84 16 0 100 
VJHOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N DK TOTAL 
2 73 27 0 100 
WHOLE 70 ·30 0 100 
DEP ARTlViENT A B c D E F G H I J K L DK TOTAL 
2 16 2 14 10 2 3 25 8 4 3 11 2 0 100 
VJHOLE 15 5 13 11 3 3 23 8 4 4 9 3 0 101 
fig. 18 
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Depertment~.l distribution. Groups A ( 16% c ompr:,red to 15%), C ( 14% comp2,red_ 
to 13%), G (25% compc.red to 83%) c,nd K (H% com-
pcred to 9%) c.re present in lost time cr.·::.egory 2 in higher percentages ~::.hen 
they cons·ti-J:.ut€ in the fectory as a whole. Groups B (2% comp:1recl to 5%), 
E ( 2% c ompc.,red to 3%) 7 J ( 3% c ompered to 4%) r,nd L ( 2% c ompc,red to 3%) o.re 
present in smelleT percentegeso The remc.,ining groups are present in identical 
percentages. 
LOST TIME CA'I'5GORY 3 (1 to 2 weeks p.ao ) Analysis 
Age o The devi:::::tion from the fc,ct,ory, norm lies in t,he first three cr:,tegories. 
Thus 16% (compared to 19%) are .20 yee.rs old o,nd under; 23% compo,red to 
21% c.,re ;:o,ged bet·rreen 2:0 o,ud 25; end 23% compr:,reG to 18% ere c.,ged be-tJllreen 25 
r.nd 30, 46% compo.red to 39% are between 20 o;,ncl 30 yer,rs old., c.nd 62% compered 
to 58%, EWe under 30 yeers. Thus elthough this cetegory hes (', lower 
percentr,ge, 16% compured to 19%, in the under 80 cc,tegory, it C>lso hC>s e. 
lower percentage, 38% compared to 42%, of tha<e over 30 yeo.rs. 
Race c.nd Sex, There ere higher percentageG of coloured men, 41% compered 
to 39%, end coloured women, 21% compnred to 19%, c:,nc: lower 
percentQ,ges of whi-te men, 35% c o!clpnred to 39%o 
Mo,ritGl stc:,tuso There are 33% married people in this lost tioe category 
compared to 38%, end the difference is o.dded -to the never 
m::;.rri eds c ::-tegory ( 2%) o,m't the widowed en.d d!i vorc ed c ::-. .-tegory ( l% each) • 
Grr,des. I, II c.nd III are present in percentc.,ges iden~::.ico,l to those of the 
fectory - 26%, 40% mul 4% respectively. Apprentices constitu·te :n.o% 
comprored to 13% c,1ul lnbourers 19% compc.red J~o lo%e In other ·words, with grrules 
I, II r:,nd III cons.~;c.nt, this ce·::.egory is made up of less (10% coupc:-red to 13%) 
0.pprentices r::-ml more ( 19% compl:',red to 16%) l:;..bourers. 
Vh.rr,e._ ~he gener~l pf/:,tern of dis~;ribution is found in this lost time 
C').-tegory, but there is £\ sJI.ic;l'dtly higher percento.ge in the co.teeories 
c<e.rning between W'P. o.nd W5: 59% compc,red to 51%; c,nd c onseq;uerrUy slightly 
less c-.t the upper enrl of the scale. Thus 18% coo1:;ered to 20% e::-.rn more 
th.:::11 W5. 
Seq~·ic eo Lost tiee cetegory 3 foll011r s the pattern of ·Lbe 1-rhole fo.cJ~ory 
closelyo Thus 91% compared to 88% hnve up to 15 years service. 
Locc,lity~ The perc2ntc,ges in the vo.rious urer-~s compare c.lmost exac-tly with 
the c.re::c, distr-'ibution of the whole fo..ctory. Tvro loco.lities differ 
somewhat: Lreo.. 2 {Cc.mps Bay, Vredehoek etc o) houses 10% corn~:>ered to 7%, :::.nd 
o.reo, 5 (BelvP:!'~e, I'::.row) houses 15% compared to 18% 
Volunto..ry orgc,nizations. In all these funds lost -time cetegory 3 ho.s a higher 
percento,ge cf members tlH'"n the fectory o.s c., whole, 
except in chapel dues o Thus percerr-tages of the rnenbers nre: 
recree,ticm club : 25% coop0.red ·to 22% 
chc"pel dues 30% com:J~.red to 32% 
s~:,vin.a;s fund 83% comp:::.red to 78% 
medic c.l ~o.id soc 0 72% coopered to 70% 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY 3 (179 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -12 -20 -52 -60 -62 -10 10+ DK TOTAL 
LT3 16 23 23 6 9 6 6 4 3 2 1 1 0 100 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE AND SEX \'VHITE l\IIEN WHITE WOl\IIEN COLOURED l\IIEN COLOURED WOMEN. ·.TOTAL 
LT3 35 3 41 21 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
LT3 56 33 2 2 7 100 
'iffiOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 . 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRlillES I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
LT3 26 3 7 40 4 19 0 0 100 
WHOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 2 8 1 6 2 1 3c 2b 2a 2 1 DK · TOT.A,L 
LT3 0 0 4 14 8 8 3 33 1 21 1 0 99 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 1 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -5 -10.-15 -20 -22 -20 -32 -10 -12 -20 20+ DK TOTAL 
LT3 55 30 6 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 102 
\VHOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2- 2 1 2 6 1 8 9 DK TOTAL 
LT3 .. 15 10 6 6 15 13 11 10 14 2 102 
~ftJ:OLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
LT3 25 75 0 100 
'iNHOLE 22. 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
LT3 30 70 0 100 
WHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
LT3 83 17 0 100 
WHOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N DK TOTAL 
LT3 72 28 0 100 
vVHOLE 70 30 0 100 
DEP ART~IJENT A B c D E F G H I J K L DK TOTAL-
LT3 17 7 10 9 1 3 21 11 1 7 11 2 0 100 
VffiOLE 15 5 13 ll 3 3 23 8 4 4 9 3 0 101 
fig~ 19 
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Departments. Group F constitu~:es the sr.ae percen':.2.ge of lost ·time cc:tegory 
3 c.s it does of -the whole fo.ctory - 3%. Five clepo.rtments constitute 
higher percentr.,ges of this category than they do of ·the fo.ctory ns (1 whole: 
Group A 11% com:~ared to 15% 
Group B 7% compo..red to 5% 
Group H 11% CODjJC:.re{ to 8% 
Group J 7% compo.,recl to 4% 
Group K u% compc.red to 9% 
Six departments constitute lower percentc.ges of this ccd:.egory them they 
do of the whole~ 
Group c 10% compc:.rec1 to 13% 
Group D 9% compo.,red to n% 
Group E 1% coopared to 3% 
Group G 21% compcred to ~3% 
Group I 1% compc:.red to 4% 
Group L 2% c om")c:.recl to 3% 
LOST TIME CLTEGORY 4 (:2 to 3 weeks p.o..) Anc,lysis 
J...ge The nost noticeable fec-/;,ure of age <'.ist.ribution seeos to be the 
compc..ro..tive clustering in the cctegories between 80 am~ 35 yec"rs old 
end the consequently lower percentc.ges outside these co,tegorieso Thus the 
under twenties constitute only 10% compcred to 19% in the f:::.ctory; those 
betueen 20 :::.nd 35, 37% compo..red -to LJ9%; end those over 35, ~:4% com.po.,recl to 
32%. 
Rr:,ce cond Sex. White men c.re in c" lower proportion tho.n in the fo,ctory cs c:. 
vrhole: 25% compared to 39% <:mel 1'fhi te -.:·ronen ere in the smne 
proportion: 3%. Coloured men (44% compc.red to 39%) o.nd coloured wooen 
(29% conpo,red to 19%) o.re in higher proportions. 
lvhri tc,l sto.tus. The p2rcent2,ges for I.:J.'J,rried C',nd never nc,rried people ::-,re 
r:,lnost exc,ctly the sc:.me as for the fo.,ctory. Thus r:mrried 
people constitute 38% in eo,ch co..seo 
Grndes. There is c. veTy much lo.rger percen+,o.,ge of grade II in -this cctegory, 
constituing 56% conpo.red ~0o 40%, r"nd a, slightly higher percento.ge o.1' 
lo.,bourers: 18% c01z:ryo,red to 16%. The other gr::.des o..re present in percentf,ges 
so::-,ller tho.n for the whole fcctoryo Thus 14% compc,recl to 25% ere grcde !9 
c,ncl 9%, coOQGred t,o 13%, o,re c,pprentices. 
Wc,geo tviore ·t.hc,n hnlf - 51% - of this ~o..tegory ec,rn between W2.3 r,nd W9..6 
cor:apc-cred to the fc,ctory figure of 30%. To..king the 1E,ge distribution 
c'>S c" whole there is o.. lower percentc-,ge ~ 19% cor:r:·r:,red to 23% ean1ing less 
tho..n W2 but a hig~rer percentc.ge earning less thc.n W3 - 74% coo::;c,red to 64%. 
Servic-e. No one in this cE~.tegory ho.s more then 20 yeo,rs s~nrice (8% of the 
fo,ctory hc.ve). There is o, lower percen-,t,.,,ge of thosl! with under 
5 yea.rs service - 56% cooy::cred to 60% - c,nd c, lower :Jercentage of those with 
nore tho..n 10 yeo..rs service~ lP.% coop::-..re·' to l7%a There is c~ 1'-Aigher 
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LOST TITh~ CATEGORY 4 (73 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -20 -35 -40 -42 -20 -22 -60 ~62 -10 70+ DK TOTAL 
LT4 10 25 21 21 8 7 4 4 l 0 0 0 0 101 
WHOLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE A~m SEX WHITE MEN WHITE WOMEN COLOURED :MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
LT4 25 3 44 29 101 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
LT4 53 38 1 0 7 99 
VJHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L.Y. OTHER 
GRADES I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
LT4 14 4 5 56 3 18 0 0 100 
WHOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 100 
WAGE 2. 8 7 6 2 4 2c 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
LT4 0 1 1 10 3 11 l 51 3 19 0 0 100 
VffiOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -20 -22 -40 -45 -20 20+ DK TOTAL 
LT4 56 32 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
WHOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 2 6 7 8 2 DK TOTAL 
LT4 18 8 7 5 16 15 14 5 11 0 99 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
LT4 19 81 0 100 
-~1/HOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
LT4 26 74 0 100 
'VVHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
LT4 86 14 0 100 
fffiOLE 78 20 1 99 
MEDICAL AID y N DK TOT.A.:i:, 
LT4 73 27 0 100 
VffiOLE 70 30 0 100 
DEPARTMENTS A B c D E F G H I J K L DK TOTAL 
LT4 3 1 14 12 3 5 36 7 1 7 8 3 0 100 
VffiOLE 15 5 13 11 3 3 23 8 4 4 9 3 0 101 
fig. 20 
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percento.ge of those with be·tween 5 one 10 yeo.rs service: 22% conp~.recl .t,o 
R3%. 
Loco.lity. The genr11l po.ttern :ls very similo.r to the po..ttcrn of the ·whole, 
the chief differences being c..rec-~ 1 ( 18% conpo.red to 15%), c,rec. 
6 ( 15% com·Jo.recl to 13%) r\nd n.ren 7 1 ( 14% compared to 12%) having higher 
percentnges of residents then the whole factory. Lower :::et'centc-,ges o.re 
found in :::.reo. 5 (16% compared to 18%), 8 (5% coopo.red to 131;) CJ.1d 9 (11% 
coopnred to 13%). 
Volunt:-..ry organizations. The recreation club ( 19% compo.recl to 22%) m1d 
chapel (26% co1.>1po.red to 32%) h~:we lovrer ;Jercento.ges 
of oeobers in this co.tegory tho..n the whole. But w.eobership of the sa..vings 
fund (86% cornpE>.red to 78%) c-.nd mediccl :1id society (73% coBpc-,recl to 70%) 
are in higher proportions. 
Depc.rtment. Five departoents hn.ve c:. high;er percento.ge of t,his lost tine 
category than the fcc tory c.s a whole. They o.re C: 14% coopt~red 
to 13%; D: 12% coopo.red to 11%; F: 5% coopo.red to 3%; G: 36% coo:Jo.red to 
23%; o.nd J: 7% com;?c..recl to 4%. Seven depr..rtnents ho.ve lower percent,o.ges 
them the factory c.s n whole: A: 3% compo.red to 15%; B: 1% coo:>c-~red to 5%; 
H: 7% comp:::~red to 8%; I: 1% co!Alpc-"red to 4%; c:..nd K~ 8% CODjJO.red to 9%. 
Depc.rtoents E o.nd L hc.ve ·the sene :?ercenic: ..ges o..s thE fo.ctory: 3% eo.ch. 
LOST TIME C.P.'?EGORY 5 ( 3 to 4 weeks p. o..) .Ano.lysi s 
Ll though there o.re only 16% coop:1rec: to 19% in this c c.:.tegory who n.re 
under 20 yec.rs of o.ge7 to..ken c.s e. vrh:lle there :::.re higher peceento..ges 
of younger people than in the fo..ctory o.s o. whole. Thus 63% coopc.tecl to 58% 
cn·e under 30, o.nd 79% c onpo..red with 68% o.re under 35. 
Rc.ce cmd sex. Both coloured :::.nd vrhite wocen c.re present in the s:c.oe percentc.ges 
(19% end 3% respectively). White oen constitute o.. soo.ller 
proportion them in the fo.ctory c.s a whole: 31% col:l:Jo.red to 39%, o.nd coloured 
men c.re c, io..rger percento..ge (47%) than in the fo.ctory r"s a whole (=9%). 
Mc.rHc.l sto.tus. There is n slightly higher perc~ntqge of those ·who have 
never been no.rried: 55% coopc:.red to 54%, o.nd n lo·'i'!er 
percentage of mc.rried people: 34% compo.red to 33% in thiE category. 
Grades. Journeymen constitute only lS% of this category coopo.red to 26% in 
the: factory c.s c. whole- 9 c.p:prentic es are 12% c m:rpt,red to 13%, while 
grc.des II ( 47% c oo.po.red to 40%), III ( 6% cool~c.red to 4%) :..ncl lc.bourers 
( 19% coo~o.red to 16%) o..re in higher pro·portions tho.n in the fo..ctory c.s c. 
whole. 
\'hges. There is a much hi.gher percentc,ge of those ecwning between W.2.6 o.nd 
W4: 53% cor:mo.red to 43%. The other co.tegories for boiJh lo·rrer o.nd 
higher wc-.e;es c.re lower in percento.ge tha..n in ~:.he fo.ctory o.s c, whole. 
Distribution, therefore, seens to clus~er in the centre of the scnle. 
Service. 78% compo..red to so%, ho.ve under 5 yea..rs service. The re~a..ining 
2!:~% o.re found in the 5 to 10 yec"r service co.tegory, 16% o.nd in the 
20 to ~5 ::"nd 25 to 30 yeo.r sex·vice cet.egories, 3% ( l indi viduc..l) er.c~ch. 
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Locality. All the o..rrees crre reprres~nted in this lost ~:.ime co.tegory 9 o.nd 
considerin~th~t its ectuo..l size is soo.ll (3~) 9 the percento.ges 
seem roughly sioilo..r to those of the factory. 
Voluntc,ry orgc,niz€l,tions. In t,-.o of thse, the recrec:.tion club e-nd the sewings 
fund, the percent.ege of members is the sc.oe in this 
lost tine cc,iegory es it is in the fectory. But lower percento.ge oemherships 
".re sho1m for the chc,pel fund: 19% compc.red to 32%; end the 1Sltec1icr.l o.~d 
society: 66% cotapo.rec1 to 70%. 
Devo..rtoents" Five dej_)C1rtments r~re present in ~~ercentc-,ges higher tha.n they 
constitute in the fo.ctory ~:~s o. ·vrhole. Jq 22% coopo..red to 15%; 
B; 16% compc.rec1 to 5%; D: 13% compc.red to 11%; G: 28% cor:.1 o..red to 23%; J: 
6% coope-red to 4%. One depc,rment, F 9 croppers c,nd plc;'>el~S, cons<~i tu-'~e:s: the 
s:::-,me percentage a.s it does in the fo.,ctory: 3%, c,nd four dep:::.rtnents, E, H, I 
0...'1c1 L c.re not present at a.ll, Together they constitute 18% of the fc,ctory. 
Two depG.rtEJents o.,re present in lower ;::~ercentages them ·they o.re in the 
fo,ctory: C, 6% compc-,red vrith 13% 9 o,nd K, 3% compcn·ed with 9%. 
LOST TIME CATEGORY 6 (more tho..n 4 11eeks p.a..) l..nc.lysis 
Age. s% comp:xed with 19% a,re 20 yecrs old o;r less, r.nd only 50%, coop!:\red 
with 50%, cte under the a.ge of 30. In S?ite of the snell size of 
the a.ctucl nuobers it seems clear tho..t, coopnrec! with the fc,ctory c,s c, whole, 
this lost tioe c::-,tegory h::~s h~gher proportions of older people than the 
fo,ctory a.s CL 11hole. 
Re>.ce o,nd sex. Coopa.red to the fc..ctory c,s c, 1'rholc, white oen 87%·, compared 
to 39% o.nd coloured women 15%, c oopc,red to 19% Core in lower 
perci:mtc,ges. White women c.re in o, higher percent::-.ge, 8% cocp:;,red to 3% 7 
':':.nd colo•1.red men constitute 50% coopered to 39%. 
~.brital sta.tus. There is o, very much grec.ter ::lercent~·,ge of people whose 
r:Jc-,rita.l stc/"us is not known (DKs) in this co..te;:;ory: 19% 
coopc..red to 7%. Consequently I c.m dubious of c,tta.c)ling ouch weight o.,t this 
stage to the coopl',rr.tive percent:-.ges Yrhich in c,ny cc,se c,re identicc.l for the 
neverca.rried cc,tegory. 
Grsc:es. Grade I and a.pprentic es ere in lower proportions tho.n in ~,:.he 11h ole 
f~:~ctory. Together they comprise 24% compc,red to 39%. Grc,de Ills a.re 
not represented but gro.de II (56% coopo..red to 40%). D-nd lo..b.:mrers ( 23. conpo,red 
to 16%) both constitute bigher perc.ento.ges thc,:n they do in the whole. 
Wo..ge. Considering the so~ll nuober in this lost ciGe c~tegory the percento..ge 
d:istribution seens rem~wknbly similar to thc.t of the whole. 
Nevertheless it is clec.r th~t there is o, higher proportion of lovrer pc,id 
workers in conp2.rison to the whole. Th us r.n% e:1rn W3 or less coop~red with 
64% in the whole. 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY 6 (26 persons) 
AGE -20 -22 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 -22 -60 -62 -10 10+ DK TOTAL 
6 8 23 19 12 12 8 4 8 4 0 0 4 0 102 
'Iilli OLE 19 21 18 10 9 7 5 6 3 2 0 0 0 100 
RACE AND SEX WHITE MEN WHITE ,.NOMEN COLOURED MEN COLOURED WOMEN. TOTAL 
6 27 8 50 15 100 
WHOLE 39 3 39 19 100 
MARITAL STATUS N M w D DK TOTAL 
6 54 27 0 0 19 100 
WHOLE 54 38 1 1 7 101 
L.Y. OTlJER 
GRADES I APP. APP. II III LABOUR DK NA TOTAL 
6 12 0 12 50 0 23 0 4 101 
WHOLE 26 2 11 40 4 16 0 1 1 100 
WAGE 2 8 1 6 2 4 2c 2b 2a 2 1 DK TOTAL 
6 0 0 4 4 4 8 4 35 15 27 0 0 101 
WHOLE 2 0 4 14 7 7 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
SERVICE -2 -10 -15 -20 -25 -20 -22 -40 -42 -20 20+ DK r.rOTAL 
6 73 23 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
VffiOLE 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 100 
LOCALITY 1 2 2 4 5 6 1 8 2 DK TOTAL 
6 12 12 0 4 8 27 15 12 8 4 102 
WHOLE 15 7 6 5 18 13 12 10 13 1 100 
RECREATION CLUB y N DK TOTAL 
6 
" 23 77 0 100 
VffiOLE 22 77 2 101 
CHAPEL DUES y N DK TOTAL 
6 15 85 0 100 
"VVHOLE 32 67 2 101 
SAVINGS FUND y N DK TOTAL 
6 96 4 0 100 
\VHOLE 78 20 1 99 
:MEDICAL AID y N DK TOTAL 
6 77 23 0 100 
VffiOLE 70 30 0 100 
DEPARTMENT A B c D E F G H I J K L DK TOTAL 
6 23 8 4 8 4 8 15 12 8 4 8 0 0 102 
WHOLE 15 5 13 11 3 3 23 8 4 4 9 3 0 101 
fig. 22 
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Service. All except one ~erson (who constitutes 4%) b~ve less thon 10 
yeors service. The greotest difference fro9 the fQctcry os ~ vhole 
is in the up to 5 yerors co,tegory where ·/:;he respective pe:rcentc,ges o..re 73% 
" . ncl 60%. 
Locolity. LHhougl1 there o..re only 2G people in this co,tegory, c.ll except 
C'>re::-, 3 c,re represented ( S% in ·'c,he fQctory):; but c,re::> ~. { Co.9.ps b::>y 
etc.)g 1~% coop~re~ to 7% ~d o:reo 6 {VGsco etc.): 27% coo?::>red to 13% 
seem to be disproportio~:tely-higbly represented~ Sioilorly thPee oreos 
hcwe nuch lower proportions than in the fo,ctory ::>s ~- \'Thole. They core o.rec. 
3 (Milnerton e·tc.) O% coo:::c,red to 6% t1nd ",reo, 5 (Bellville, ::?~.:xow) 8% 
coo.•Jc,red to 18% C'.nd c.ree:.(9) (Southern suburbs), 8% coo.·:;c,red to 13%o 
Volunto..ry orgonizo/;:,ions. The recreu.tion club 1:ws c,pJ;rOJ.d:.cc..t,ely ·the s".me 
percento,ge of oembe:rs cx1ong this cc,tegory;· as it 
h:-,s in the fc..ctory c,s o., whole. The sc,vings fund (96% coo;yc-,rec1 to 78%) 
o..nd the oedicc.1 o..id society ( 77% cO!:llJC.red to 70%) h::we higher percentc.ges 
of memhers, -uhi le the cho..pel fund ht1s a. lovrer perc entcoge: 15% coopQred to 32%. 
Depa.rtoent·-:'.1 clistribution covers o..ll the groups except L. The distribution 
is very wide c.nd the inclividuo,l percentr,ge very soa.ll therefore. 
Nevertheless it seeGis pertinent· to dra.vr ::c..ttenticn to the percentc.ges in 
group lu 23% c on:Jc,red to 15% end in group G ~ 15% c CI::r:r:,recl to 23%. 
CHAPTER V THE THIRD ABSTRACTION 
Classification of 6 departmental groups into "good", "bad" and average 
timekeepers - reasons for not classifying remaining 6 - formulation of 
tentative hypotheses from classifiable series of the departmental second 
abstraction. 
* * * * * * 
TENTATIVE HYPOTHESIS FROM THE DEPARTMENTAL SERIES OF 
PERCENTAGE TABLES 
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It seems that the various departmental groups could be divided firstly into 
those which show higher percentages in the lesser periods of absenteeism (the 
better time keepers) that the whole factory; secondly those whose members fall 
into lower percentages than the factory 1 and thirdly into those departments whose 
lost time distribution seems to fall into the same pattern as that of the whole 
factory. In fact it would be tempting to draw up a table of departments in order 
of total number of men weeks lost per annum and then try to correlate the other 
information to the resulting continuum. But the number of departments which can 
unhesitatingly be classified into the three categories suggested is low- six out 
of twelve in fact.(l) v~at seems to happen is that in some aspects the remaining 
six departmental groups appear to be better time keepers than the whole factory 
and in others they appear to be worse. I do not think that because in one 
department 1 say 1 60 men weeks were lost by 12 men (5 man weeks each) that this is 
necessarily comparable with 60 man weeks being lost by 30 men (2 man weeks each). 
In fact such a purely quantitative approach would be misleading. 
Classification of Departments. 
I have classified the twelve departments as follows: 
(a) those which show higher percentages in the shorter periods of 
absenteeism (i.e. the better time keepers). These departments are A 
(the composing group) I (the readers) and L (the process engravers). 
(b) those which show lower percentages in the shorter periods of absenteeism. 
Two departments fall into this category: B (stereo~ photolitho and 
artists); and J (warehouse and dispatch). 
(c) those which show a similar lost time distribution to the whole factory. 
Only one department falls into this category F, croppers and platens. The 
remaining departments were excluded for the reasons shown below: 
Department C. ]~though 38% compared with the factory figure of 4o% had less than 
half a week per annum lost time~·the 15% of those who had no lost 
time seemed too different from the comparative factory percentage of 9% to 
warrant its inclusion in the third category above. 
Department D. Similar reasons apply here as for department c. 
Department E. The difficulty here is that although the percentage with less 
than one weeks lost time is the same as that of the factory 
(55%)~ the figure in lost time category 1 .(up to half a week) 38%, lost time 
category 2 (half to one week) 10%, and lost time category 3 (1 to 2 weeks) 7%, 
seem too different from the factory percentages of 31%, 15% and 18% 
respectively to justify its inclusion in category (c) above. 
Department G has only 4%, compared to 9% for the factory in the no lost time 
category which would seem to exclude it from being classified 
in (a) above. Yet the percentage with up to one week lost time~ 59%, would, 
out of context~ seem to suggest such classification. On the other hand the 
percentage with less than 2 weeks lost time (categories 0, 1, 2, 3), 75% 
(l) See fig. 56 
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is almost identical to the factory figure of 75%. 
Department H. Similar difficulties arise here as appear with department G. 
There are no members in the no lost time category, yet the 
up to half a week figure, 39% compares closely to that of the factory: 40%• 
But the large difference in lost time category 0 (0% compared to 9%) and in 
lost time category 3 (24% compared to 18%) rule out its classification as 
being similar to the factory in lost time distribution. 
Department K was excluded from classification in the category (c) above on 
account of its low percentage, 4% compared to 9%, in the 
category of those having lost no time. 
It could be argued at this stage that some of these exclusions are 
unnecessary; that the reasons for exclusion are in some cases trivial, and 
therefore my conclusions will be biased. To this I would reply that the 
exclusions are temporary; that although interim conclusions will be worked 
out in terms of the six departments readily classified (A, I, 1, B, J and F), 
an attempt will be made to relate these conclusions to the excluded 
departmental groups at a later stage. 
I propose therefore, to deal firstly with the six departments which do 
fall approximately into the three categories mentioned and to draw some 
interim conclusions. 
Let us now consider each of the categorical factors in turn noting what 
features are shared by groups A, I, 1 (see fig. 23). 
~· Both departments A and 1 have a higher proportion of people 25 years 
old or less: 50% (A) 44% (1) 4o% (factory). Group I however has only 
6%. On the other hand groups I and 1 have higher percentages at the older 
end of the scale. Of those between 35 and 45, I has 30%, 1 32% and the factory 
16%. 1 1s appearance in both these high percentages is explained by its low 
middle range: 9% are between 25 and 35 years old compared to 28% in the 
factory as a whole, 16% in group I and 22% in group A. 
Race and sex. All three departmental groups have higher percentages of white 
men in them than the factory: A 76%, I 72%, 1 84%, whole 39%· 
None of these three have any coloured women at all. 
Marital status. Both A and I show higher percentages for married women, but 
there is no reliable evidence for group 1. The marital.status 
of 22% of this group is unknown. But if this 22% were divided in the existing 
proportion of married and unmarried it seems that the resulting total for 
married people would be approxima~ely 44%· 
Grades. All three departmental groups _f3??W a higher percentage of grade I and · 
apprentices than the factory (A 77%, I 72%, 1 841;, whole 39%) and all 
show a correspondingly low percentage of the other grades. 
Wage. All three of departmental groups A, I and 1 show higher percentages 
than the factory in the higher ranges of the wage scale. Thus those 
earning more than W4 are in A; 51%, I 53% and 1 6~/o (factory 27%). 
DEPARTMENT'AL SUMUJ.RY COMPARISON TABLES (The third 
.abstraction) 
A I L 
% age under 50 6 44 
AGE under 25 % nge 28 78 48 
over 35 
RLCE/SEX vrhi te nen 76 72 84 
coloured men 23 0 16 
coloured women 0 0 0 
MJ .. RITAL S'I'J .. TUS % n.ge 41 56 34 
aqrried 
% nge 
GRA.DES gr2-de I or 77:' 72 84 
r.pprentices 
WAGE earning oore 51 53 62 
th~.n W4 
1\l'ith less 
SERlHCE tbr.n LO years 7£ 78 72 
service _ ....... 
o.reo. l 8 8 6 




26 28 19 
Parow) 
area 77 11 8 9 
(Salt River 
etc.) 
rec. club 34 14 41 
VOLUNTARY cl1c.pel 51 44 50 
ORGJ.NIZATIONS SC'~V • fund 92 75 88 
ned. aid 89 64 94 
--·· 
vrith less 
LOST TTI!.E thc.n l "reek 57 61 12 
p.a.. y 





















Service. All three of these departmental groups show percentages slightly 
lower than the factory as a whole in the shorter service categories. 
Thus those with 10 years service or less constitute in A 78'7~, I 78%, L 72%, 
whole 83%. 
Locality. Three areas seem at this stage to appear significant: area 1 
(Cape Town central), area 5 (Bellville, Parow, Tiervlei) and 
area 7 (Woodstock, Salt River, Observatory, Mowbray). In areas 1 and 7 
these three departments have consistently lower percentages than the whole. 
In area 5 they have consistently higher percentages. Thus: 
Areal Area 2 Area 1 
A 8% 26% 11% 
I 8% 28% 8% 
L 6'/o 19% 9% 
Vmole 15% 18% 12% 
Yoluntar;y Organizations. In both department groups A and L there are higher 
percentages of members in all the voluntary 
organizations. In department I, however, there is a higher percentage of 
members, only in the paying of chapel dues. Thus: 
Rec. Club Cha12el Savi!£S fund IVIed. Aid 
A 34% 51% 92% 89% 
I 9 44% s §) 
L 41% 50% 88% 94% 
Vfuole 22% 32% 78% 70% 
(The non-conforming percentages are ringfed). 
II 
Similarly, let us discuss these departments which have lower percentages 
in the shorter lost time categories. Only 2 departmental groups can be 
safely included in this category: B (stereo, photolitho, artists) and J 
(warehouse and dispatch), and on comparing their common features it appears 
(a) that few characteristics are shared: age, marital status and voluntary 
organization membership and (b) of these three shared characteristics two are 
also shared with those departments discussed above as falling clearly into 
that category of departments which unmistakably can be said to show higher 
percentages in the least (l) time lost categories. Thus the age · 
distribution of departments A, 1, B and J are similar, using, as we did with 
the A, I, L category, the under 25's as a criterion, as are their 
proportions of married people. 
(l) The lower end of the scale is chosen as an index for comparison because 
it contains higher percentages than the other end. Comparisons would 
seem to be more sensitive and accurate, therefore. 
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The feature common and distinguishing feature at this stage is the 
proportion of membership of the voluntary organizations. But even this is 
not absolutely correct. Thus while both A and L have higher percentages of 
members than the factory, with I this is the case only with chapel dues. 
Conversely while both groups B and J have lower proportions of members in 
the voluntary organizations, chapel dues are again an exception in that 
Group B has a higher percentage of members than the factoryg 44% compared 
to 329~. 
III 
At this point it is appropriate to recapitulate our observations. 
Firstly we observed from the original tables in the appendix that a correla-
tion existed between length of service and lost time, and to a lesser extent 
between lost time and marital status and between lost time and membership 
of the voluntary organizations (see figs. 50, 47, 41, 42, 43 and 44). 
Secondly we examined each of the individual departments' summary percentage 
tables (tables of the second abstraction) and observed that categorical 
variance or conformity there was, and what patterns of absenteeism were 
associated with patterns in other categories. Thirdly we roughly divided the 
departments into those showing higher absentee percentages than the factory 
and those which showed lower percentages. Three departments were classified 
into the first category (A, I, L) and two into the second (B, J), and we 
found that they shared a large number of features. Distinguishing 
characteristics were few and indecisive. This is illustrated in figs. 23 and 
24. 
Group F seems to have a closer resemblance in lost time distribution 
than any other department group, but its distribution into other categories 
is quite different. Thus its age distribution, for example, resembles 
neither the A, I, L category nor the B, J category. 18%, compared to 4ry/o 
in the factory, are 25 years old or less. It has this, however, in common c.· 
with group I: both have high percentages of men over 50 years, F has 29%, 
I has 4~~' the factory 11%. In race and sex group F is similar in pattern to 
group J in having a high percentage of coloured men (F 88%, J 84%, whole 39%) 
and a low percentage of white men (F 6%, J 7%, whole 39%), but not with B 
with which we have classified J. In marital status group F has a higher 
percentage of married people (59%) than any of the groups we have so far 
classified. Its grade distribution is dissimilar to any of these groups and 
in wages with its high percentage of workers earning between W2 and W3 
(56%) group F is also dissimilar. With regard to service, group F aligns 
itself clearly with the A, I, L category with 75% (compared to 83%) having 
less than 10 years service. 
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DEPARTMENTAL SUMM.ARY COl',JJ?fu.'USON TABLES (The third nbstrc.etion) 
B J WHOLE 
% a.ge 
under 25 49 44 40 
AGE % age 
over 35 24 40 32 
wh. cen 80 7! 39 
RACE/SEX: col. men 11 84 39 
col. woo en 9 5 19 
MARITAL % o.ge 40 44 3S 
STATUS onrried 
% a.ge I•· 
GRADES grriie I or 80 2 39 i I npprentices 
WAGE es,rning oore 49 2 21' 
thrm W 4 
with. less 
SERVICE than 10 yea.rs 87' 81 83 
service . 
--
nren 1 4 26 15 
( C ~.pe To1m) .. 
nrec. 5 
LOCALITY (Bellville 22 19 18 
Pnrow) 
~rer~ 7i 
(Sa.lt River 9 5 12 
etc.) 
rec. club 18 ' 9 22 
VOLUNTP..L1.Y cho.pel 44 2 32 
ORG.ANIZATIONS S !:'.V o fund 61! 54 7B 
ned. a.id 64 30 7D 
LOST TIME vrith less 
thnn 1 week 36 42 55 
p.o.. 
fig. 24 
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The locality distribution of group F seems to bear no similarity to any 
ef the groups so far discussed in detail. Regarding membership in the 
voluntary organizations, group F is slmilar to the B, J category in having 
a lower than average membership in the recreation club: 16% (whole 22%) and 
similar to the A, I, 1 category iU.·having a higher percentage (78%) of 
membership in the medical aid society (whole 7ofo). 
Group F, therefore, has features of both the A, I, L category and 
the B, J category and, as if in forming a balance of the tendencies 
represented in each of them its lost time distribution corresponds closely 
to that of the whole factory. 
It would seem, therefore, that the tentative conclusions so far reached, 
should be tested by considering the same set of facts from different angle 
and by considering the various categorical concomitants in terms of the 
lost time categories. 
For the record, a third abstraction table of the excluded departmental 
groups is shown (fig. 26) although, as was explained at the. beginning of 
the chapter we are not using this material at present. 
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DEPLETMENTLL SUMMARY COMPJ!..RISON TJJ3BES (r:::'he third c-,bstr.~ction) 
c D E G H K WHOLE 
- .. ·-· I % age 42 36 42 43 38 24 40 
AGE 
under 25 
% '),ge over 26 30 33 22 29 40 32 
35 
wh. oen 40 41 55. 15 5 46 39 
RLCE/SEX col. men 55 50 41 ' 27' 38 58 39 
col. 1rooen 5 9 3 53 52 3 19 
M.!i.RITL.L % 38 46 52. 23 28 51 3()' u. 
STJ:.TUS oc..rried 
gr"de I or 43 36 55 15 9 38 39 
G.R.kDES npprentic e·s . 
. •·- ·--· 
eo,rning nore 2B 20 37 11 9 31 27r 
WAGE thr-m vr 4 
with less 
SERVICE th.nn 10 yeC!.rs 90 74 69 86 76 97. 83 
service r 
o,reo. 1 12 15 35 
'• 
25 P.3 1 15 
LOCJ~LITY nre~ 5 20 8 10 9 6 44 18 
C'..reo. 7 7/ 1\3 3 14 18 9 12 
rec. club lB 27 28 20 25 6 22 
VOLUNTARY chapel 45 42 52 18 21 1 32 
ORGLNIZA"::'IONS sa.v. fund 76 81 79 78 90 62 78 
ned. aid 67 79 B6 · 64: 81 45 70 
wit!.!, less 
LOST TIME than 1 55 51 55 59 53 53 55 
1reek p. 0 •• 
y 
- - ___ .. _._ ... 
fig. 26 
CHAPTER VI - THE THIRD ABSTRACTION (CONTINUED) 
Tentative hypothesis from the lost time series of the second 
abstraction. 
* * * * * 
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TENTATIVE HYPOTHESES FROM TEE LOST TIME CATEGORY TABLES. 
In studying the available facts from the group point of view we found 
that within the framework of the general hypotheses there were many 
exceptions. Different lost time concomitants appeared to cancel each other 
out in a number of cases. 
Applying the same technique we used in the departmental groups it seems 
that the table of the third abstraction (fig. 27) shows up concomitance 
when applied to the lost time category tables as follows:-
Age. There appears to be an inversely proportional relationship between the 
extent of time lost and percentage of older workers in the category. 
Thus the percentage of members over 35 years declines progressively from 
6050 in category 0 to 21% in category 5. Two categories appear to be "out 
of line" however. They are category 3 (1-2 weeks p.a. lost time) and category 
6 (more than 4 weeks p.a. lost time). On the other hand it should be noted 
that there does not appear to be a direct proportional relationship between 
the percentage of people under 25 years which was the basis of comparison in 
the departmental series, apart from the fact that category 0 (no lost time) 
has a low percentage (19%) of people under 25. 
Race and sex. There seems to be a definite inversely proportional relationship 
between the percentage of white men and the extent of time 
lost, ranging between 43% in category 0 to 25% in category 4• Categories 
5 and 6, however, fall "out of line". No pattern seems to be discernible 
regarding the proportions of coloured women. 
Marital status. The proportions of married people in relation to lost time, 
are not clear. Of the seven categories, four show a 
progression, 57% in category 0 to 27% in category 6. But three are clearly 
"out of line": categories 3, 4 and 5· 
Grades. An inversely proportional relationship seems to exist between the 
percentage of grade I or apprentices and extent of lost time, ranging 
from 397~ in category 0 to 24% in category 6. Two categories, however, fall 
"out of line": category 1, 43% and category 5, 28%. 
Wage. There seems to be a definite inverse proportion between the percentage 
earning more than W4 and amount of lost time. Ranging from 36% in 
category 0 to 12% in category 6 with a factory percentage of 7%, only category 
3 (26%) is "out of line". 
Service. There appears to be a directly proportional relationship between 
the percentage of people with under ten years service and lost 
time. Ranging from 61% in category 0 to 96~ in category 6, only category 
3 falls "out of line" with 85JS· The total factory average is 83%• 
Locality. None of the three areas, used in the departmental summary comparison 
tables, show any pattern on the lost time series. 
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SUMIV1.LRY COiv1PJ:..1"1ISON TLBLES OF LOST TIME CLTEGOHIES 
(The third ~bstrnction) 
0 1 2 3 4' 5 6 WHOLE .. _ 
- ~ 
under 25 19 41 44 39 35 41 31 40 
AGE ov;er 35 60 29 28 3~ ~4 21 40 32 
white nen 43 41 36 35 25 31 27 39 
Rl~CE/SEX col~ nen 45 32 44 41 .. 44 47 50 39 
coL 1'rooen 9 22 19 21 29 19 15 19 
MCJITIL percente-ge 
STLTUS D" .. rried 57 .. 37 32 33 38 34 27 38 
perc entr:,ge 
GRADES gr~de I 39 43 36 36 ?3 28 24 39 
or ~PP• 
' 
e:.-: .. rning 
WAGE oore thnn 36 31 24 26 15 15 12 27 
w 4 ' 
; 
SERVICE >:rith less 
thn..n 10 yrs 61 80 86 85 88 94 96 83 
--·· 
c,reo, 1 
(C""pe- Tmm) 15 16 21 15 18 9 12 15 
C\ren 5 J 
LOCJ:LITY (Bell ville) 
Pn..rovr) w 13 23 15 16 19 8 18 
'' 
a..rea.. 7i 
(So.lt River) ~ 12 13 10 11 14 9 15 12 
rec. club 24 27' 25 25 19 22 23 22' 
VOLUNTARY cl'rwpel 51 36 34 30 26 19 15 32 
ORGLNIZATIONS sc.v·;. fund 81 85 .. 84 83 83 78 96 78 
oecl. c...icl 16 74 :, 73 72 73 66 7"{7 10 
fig. ~7' 
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Voluntary Organizations. There appears to be a definite relationship between 
payment of chapel dues and lost time ranging from 
51% in category 0 to 15% in category 6 with no category falling "out of line". 
To a much lesser extent recreation club membership may be associated. 
Ranging from 27'}~ in category 1 to 22% in category 59 categories 0 (24%) and 
4 (19%) and 6 (23%) fall "out of line". Medical aid society membership also 
appears to be present in smaller percentages in the higher lost time 
categories. Ranging from 765f in category 0 to 66'/o in category 5, the 
factory average being 7CJ/a 1 categories 4 (73%) and 6 (77%) fall "out of line". 
CHAPTER VII - THE FOURTH ABSTRACTION 
A synthesis of the two series of hypotheses formulated at the 
level of the third abstraction. 
* * * * * * 
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THE FOURTH ABSTRACTION 
Tentative generalizations have now been made in respect of the available 
information from firstly the departmental series of tables and secondly from 
the lost time category series, and the next step is to synthesize these 
ideas. In order to do this I have drawn up a table of the fourth abstraction. 
The departments are listed across the top of the page and the features of 
the other categories which we regarded as significant in the preceding 
chapter down the left hand side. Each department is marked in respect of 
each significant feature either H, N or 1. 
H is shown if the department in question has that feature of the 
characteristic in question which, in terms of the interim conclusions, 
would tend towards better time keeping, i.e. less lost time. 
I 
1 is shown if the department in question has that feature of the 
characteristic which, in terms of the interim conclusions, would tend towards ' 
more lost time. 
N is shown if the significant feature of the characteristic in question 
would tend towards neither increasing nor decreasing the incidence of time 
lost. 
In order to evaluate the significance of this table the departments have 
been arranged in the order in which they were discussed previously (see 
chapter V) and it can be seen immediately that of the six easily classifiable 
departments from which the first tentative abstractions were drawn, the A 
I 1 departments have only 2 1 1 s among them (average 2/3 rds) while the 
average for the B J departments is 5; for department F: 4 1 1s. Again the 
average H distribution per department is: A I 1: 7.66 Fg 4, B J: 3· It 
wou~d seem to suggest, therefore, that the generalizations framed in terms 
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"Worse" Average Unclassified time keepers time keepers 
B J F C ! D E G HiK 
L H H N H N I l LINIH 
I 
H L L N N H L L N 
N H H N N H L L H 
I 




H L L N L L H 
~ I 
L N H L H H N H L 
H L N H H H L L L 
L L L L H H N N L 
L L H L!H H L IH L 
I 
. I I I 
36 42 53 ~5!51155 p9 ~3~3 
! I .: I I I I 
WHOLE FACTORY 55 
Tending toward good time keeping 




CHAPTER VIII - ACCIDENTS 
An analysis of the accidents occurring during 1957 - their 
relationship to the fourth abstraction. 
* * * * * * 
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ACCIDENTS 
f '. ( 1) . I , ':l.S is suggested by Htll :::.nd Trist accldents are :::. fec,ture of 
conscious or unconscious 1:ri tho1rmml froo the work si tuc,tion, it would seeo 
(" 
pertinent to e:z:c,oine the prLttern of ace ident incidence of the Cc-.pe 1'ioes in 
the light of the foregoing tentc,ti ve generc,lizo..tions. I Iwve obta.ined the 
figures for the k.bles ( 2) froo the oonthly nccident reports 1:rhich a.re 
prepared by the firo. It wiH be seen that 123 c,ccidents took pla.ce in 
the ye~r 1957( 3) a.nd that 13 of theo occurred away froo the Parow f:::.ctory 
cmd nre therefore outside the ro..nge of this study. These 13 are sioply- left 
out in the t~.ble showing departoentr41 incidence but for the other tables the 
incidence percen tc,ge is reduced by 110 to oo.,Ii:e the figures-- coopar.~.ble. 
123 
Depnrtoenta.l incidence 
If we o,rrcmge the six de;;mrtoents originally used to pro-vide interio 
generr,lizations in the sone order c\S for the fourth c.bstrc.ction( 4)this is 
the result: 
A Cor::rposing group 7.3% 
I Rec,ders o.o% 
L Process engravers o.o~ 
F Plc,tens & croppers 3.1% 
B Artists, ·photol:i, t:r .. o, - stereo 15.6% 
J W::.rehouse ('.lld ()lispc,tch 16.3% 
It seeos thnt the A I L set heve apprecir.bly less o.ccidents thn.n the 
B J set and th.e>t the toto.! nuober of eoployees in F is not b-ge enough for 
suita.ble coopo.rison. We o..lso note that oo.·inteno.nce (K) has c. very high 
percentage of nccidents, 39.3%~ but thnt its rost tioe incidence is not very 





Hill o,nd Trist, P• 359 
See fiGS• 29 a.nd 30 
1957 WCIS chosen becl1use it is the first cooplete yea.r for ~n~ich figures 
1vere c.vr,i lnble l1nd therefore the nearest in tioe to the other do.tc. in 
this study. 
See chapter VII 
ACCIDENTS OCCURRING IN THE YEAR 1957/ 
DEPARTlVIENT 
A Cooposing group 
B Artists, photolitho, stereo 
C Letterpress o/c rooo 
D Litho o/c rooo 
E Grnvure (o/c rooo, c 
layout) 




J Wnrehouse ~d dispo. 
K Mr,intena.nce 
L Process engro.vers 
TOTAL 










110 X 100 
997' 
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997" 11% 
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In relating accidents to departmental grouping it should be noted that 
on account of the varying kinds of work different individuals are exposed 
to varying amounts of physical risk. Notwithstanding the social implications, 
a proof reader for example (department I) cannot be said to expose himself 
to the same dangers as a fitter and turner or even a carpenter's labourer in 
his daily routine. 
Incidence according to race and sex 
It does not seem specially significant that in a factory average 
incidence of 11% white should show 9-8% and coloured 12%. Neither does it 
seem significant that meR should show an incidence of 12.8% compared to 
women 4·5%. Men are certainly much more exposed to physical danger than 
women. 
Incidence according to marital status 
If married people are less likely to lose time as frequently as 
~nmarried people (see chapter VI) it would be expected that they would show 
a lower accident percentage. But this does not appear to be the case: 
married 14%, "single"(l} 10.3;;0. 
Incidence according to grades 
It would seem that the significant feature of this table is the high 
incidence among labourers - double the factory percentage. But if we use 
the same criterion for comparison as in figs. 23 to 27 - the percentage of 
grade I or apprentices, then the results may be expressed as follows: 
(l) 






















In the accident statistics prepared by the firm no distinction is made 
between never married, widowed or divorced, people. They are all 
classified as "single". 
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These figures do not appear significant at all and, if there is a correla-
tion between accident incidence and absenteeism, would indicate that the 
percentage of grade I and apprentices hitherto used as a criterion is 
unsatisfactory. It would suggest, in fact, the significant criterion is the 
percentage of labourers in a department. Therefore the percentage of 
labourers should be directly proportional to the extent of lost time. Then 
Lost time categories 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 whole 
percentage labourers 9 10 19 19 18 19 23 
This seems to show greater correlation than the indirectly proportional 
percentage correlation shown in figure 27. 
16 
CHAPTER IX - THE FIFTH ABSTRACTION 
Modification of the fourth abstraction resulting from accident 
analysis - classification of departments excluded at the third 
abstraction - summary of final hypotheses. 
* * * * ** 
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THE FIFTH ABSTRACTION 
The application of the critical factors used in the table of the fourth 
abstraction to the pattern of accident statistics led us to the conclusion 
that the most important feature of grade distribution and the extent of 
lost time was the direct relationship between percentage of labourers and 
extent of lost time and not the indirect relationship between the percentage 
of journeymen and apprentices and extent of lost time. Therefore the fourth 
abstraction table must be revised to account for this change. Further it 
seems that the departmental groups C D E G H and K which were excluded from 
the original classification of departments into better 9 worse 9 or average 
time keepers for the purpose of arriving at tentative conclusions should now 
be included in a summary table showing the interrelationship of the various 
critical factors so far 9 and also included in this table a summary of the 
accident analysis. This will be called the fifth abstraction table (fig. 
which yields the following: 
No. Aver~e Eer DeEt· 
better time keepers H 28 7 
L 8 2 
(4 depts.) N _4 1 
40 10 
worse time keepers H 6 3 
L 12 6 
(2 depts.) N 2 l 
20 10 
average time keepers H 28 4·7 
L 16 2.7 
(6 depts.) N 16 ..1d 
60 10.1 
This again supports the tentative conclusions framed in terms of the 
third abstraction tables for the lost time category series. Restated 
briefly these are: 
31) 
l) • ~: An inversely proportional relationship between extent of time lost 
and percentage of older workers. 
2) Race and se~: An inversely proportional relationship between percentage 
of white men and extent of lost time. 
3) Marital status: A slight inversely proportional relationship between 
percentage of married people and extent of time lost • 
• 4) Grades: A directly proportional relationship between percentage of 
labourers and extent of time lost. 
,5) Wage: An inversely proportional relationship between the percentage 
earning more than 1N4 and extent of lost time. 
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TABLE OF FIFn1 P~STRJ£TION 
Better tioe L~:eepers Worse tioe keepers Lvera(e tine keepers 
Critic:-,1 ~rigino.l Nevr 
Original Meobers Org. New F::>ct.ors tlenbers oeobers oeo.b. oeobers 
.A I L G B J' F c D E H K 
--
AGE 
% over 35 N H H L L R H N x-r N N H 
--.. ----
RLCE & SEX 
%whites H H' H L u L L N N H L N 
MARITLL 
STLTUS H H N L N H H N N H I. H 
GR.LDES 
r; lc-,brs .. H H H H H L N H H H H L 
-
WAGE 
% earning H II H L H L L N N' H L H 
oore than W4 
SERVICE 
% with less H H H N L N H L H H H L thc,n 10 yrs. 
service 
CHi .PEL 
% oeo.bers H H H L H L N H H H L L .. ,., 
-
REC. CLUB 
% neobers H L H N L L L L H H N L 
MED. AID .. 
% oeobers H L H L L L H L H ]t!. •• H L 
ACCIDENT 1' 0 0 8 16 16 3 11 11 14 3 39 
% H H H H L L H N N N H L 
LOST TIME 
% less thnn 51 61 72 59 36 42 53 55 51 55 53 53, 
1 v:ree'k p ,e,, 
H (high) == Tending towt.rd §ood tine I·teeping 
L (low) ::: Tending to11::-,,rd poor tine keeping 
N (neutr2,l) ::: Not significant 
}ffi The percent[\ges given for r-cucidents Q!'e to.ken. froc fie;. 29 but c.re shown 
here to ~~he neo.rest 11hole nuober. 
31 
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6) Service: A directly proportional relationship between percentage of 
people with less than ten years service and extent of time 
lost. 
7) Chapel dues payment: An inversely proportional relationship between 
percentage of paying members and extent of lost time. 
8) Savings Scheme: A slightly inversely proportional relationship between 
percentage of members and extent of time lost. 
9) Medical aid society: A slight inversely proportional relationship between 
percentage of members and extent of lost time. 
10) Accidents: A directly proportional relationship between extent of lost 
time and frequency of accidents. 
And if we accept the hypothesis that absenteeism is an index of morale 
then the generalizations could be framed positively in terms of morale instead 
of negatively in terms of lost time. 
But it is clear that these generalizations are only valid in isolation. 
Each particular departmental group comprises individuals whose personal 
characteristics are a combination of tendencies both towards strength of 
morale and towards weakness of morale. Thus not one of the critical factors 
deduced is, in itself, a conclusive touchstone. 
The argument presented is in the orthodox manner of scientific thought. 
An hypothesis is formulated in one situation and tested out in another. As 
a result it is modified and tested again. (l) 
But the process is not confined to a single hypothesis; it concerns 
several. At each point of assessment an attempt is made to dovetail the 
various theories presented. But complete reconciliation is not possible owing 
to the limitations of the basic material. Thus the significant ( 2) criteria 
regarding grade was changed from journeymen and apprentices to labourers in 
formulating the fifth abstraction and this change apparently exploded the 
cohesiveness of the fifth abstraction. If the percentage of labourers is more 
critical than the percentage of journeymen and apprentices, it could be argued, 
then the percentage of lower wage earners must be more critical than higher 
wage earners. And if this is so then the percentage of coloured men must be 
more significant than the proportion of white men. 
The reply to such an argument is that the critical factors used in the 
fifth abstraction are merely tools of thought and as such a tool the 
percentage of coloured men was found to be inadequate at the level of the 
third abstraction (see fig. 27). 
(l) cf. G and M Wilson: The Analysis of Social Change p. 64-5. 
(2) 
significant can be used in at least two waysg statistically and 
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CHAPTER X THEORY 
A discussion on the interrelationship of the final 
hypotheses. 
* * * * * 
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/- INTER-RELATION~HIP OF TEE VARIOUS CRITICAL FACTORS. 
If the general theory that absenteeism is a withdrawal, conscious or 
unconscious, from the work situation is valid, then firstly, the older and 
longer service employees are in a sense already adapted to their social 
environment, and departments with a high percentage of such workers could 
expect low absenteeism figures. 
Secondly, if the state of being married indicates a state of completed 
adjustment on the one hand and responsibility on the other hand, this would 
account for the correlation between being married and lower lost time. But 
this interpretation.do~s not take into account the supposed relationship 
~ . ·-
between accfd~'rt&~:,".:f3hd:\absenteeism since married people had a higher accident 
.. · ~,;":1,:,;~~, 
incidence than unmarried ~fig. 30). 
It would be more accurate to re~~te marital status to length of service 
and age. Thus as any given cohort of employees becomes older in the company's 
Both ~ service an increasingly higher percentage assumes the married state. 
marital status and absenteeism are directly related to length of service 
and this would account for the apparent relationship between the two. 
Thirdly, it seems that those who have the better paid positions show a 
tendency toward better time keeping. 
hand and race and sex on the other. 
Associated with this is grade on the one 
Tables showing the correlation between 
wage and sex and race have not been made but it is safe to assume that the 
higher paid people are mostly white men. There must also be a correlation 
between wage and grade since the industrial agreement specifies higher minima 
for grade I (journeymen) than for grades II and III. Apprentices start at 
a rate approximately equivalent to the better paid labourers, and rise 
steadily to the journeyman's rate. 
Fourthly, the association of accident occurrence with lost time indicates 
a relationship between the two. Not only do accidents cause lost time 
~directly, both may be aspects of the same phenomenon - a withdrawal from the 
~ work situation. Thus the high rate among labourers need not necessarily 
indicate that labourers are particularly exposed to hazardous conditions. 
Considered from a more sociological point of view we can summarize the 
position as bearing out Homans(l) hypothesis that status is directly 
correlated with adherance to group norms. The higher a person's status 
(manifested in age, race, sex, grade, wage and length of service) the more 
closely he follows the norm of the group, the more closely in fact he is 
identified and identifies himself with the group. And here we can consider 
the joining of voluntary organizations as identification with the group. 
(l) G.C. Romans: The human group, p.141. 
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•.. The lower a person's status on the other hand, the less closely he is 
identified with and identifies himself with the group. This lack of identifi-
cation is concomitant with higher absenteeism rates~ higher accident figures 
• and, almost by definition, less likelihood of joining voluntary organizations. 
The findings of this thesis~ then~ might be summarized as stating an 
inverse relationship between height of status and absenteeism. But this is 
true only up to a point. I suggest that what is significant is the inverse 
relationship between morale and lost time. And morale I would define as the 
degree of unanimity of values shared by members of a group. If there is an 
inverse relationship between morale and lost time then the eoncomitance of 
high absenteeism with low status is of secondary importance. Wnat is of 
primary importance is the association of low morale with low status. If 
morale is unanimity of values~ then in order to develop an attitude or value 
towards work~ place of work or the work organization it is necessary to be 
furnished with full information on those subjects. Lack of information cannot 
lead to positive shared values and could give rise to antagonistic values 
or low morale. What appears to be the position here is that low morale~ as 
manifested in high absenteeism, high accident rates and low percentages 
joining voluntary organizations is associated with a low amount of group 
knowledge and the availability of group knowledge to an individual depends 
upon his status. 
The final summary might then be formulated as followsg-
a) there is an inverse relationship between morale 
and the availability of group knowledge. 
b) availability of group knowledge is directly 
related to height of status. 
c) absenteeism is a characteristic of low 
morale. 
CHAPTER XI COMPANY POLICY 
Notes on those aspects of management having a bearing on 
the hypotheses formulated. 
* * * * * 
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A NOTE ON COYuANY POLICY 
I' If 'morale. is defined o,s the degree of u:qanini ty of vr..lues of c. ~roup, 
<-,ml if low nor~.le ocmifests itself in hi~h rc:tes ?f lost tioe ancl high 
c,ccident rc,tes, then it could be e:1~:}ected that Dr..nr..e;eoent would pursue 
policies c,....lculc-,ted to oaintc,in high Doro,le • .....- Let us now discuss mmo,cet:Jent 
po Hey c,t the Co..pe Tioes in relc;td.on to the cone lusions of this thesis. 
Lge o..nd service. We c0..n only surnise o,t this st:-,ge w·hether the . .). . 1:\SSOC l.O..t..l.On 
of good tine keepine; with hiGher r..ge cc:'0egories is due to the 
obvious ~ssocic,tion of o..e;e vrith length of service or iThether it is due to c. 
outuc,l o..greec-,bi li ty bet11e::m the older employees "'nd -the Idnd of work they 
clo. Assuninr; the 1~.tter the C0..pe Tines, as fr:::,r ns I knm•r, h:--,s no spec ir,l 
desire to c,ttro.ct older workers. If, on the other hc.nd tbe signiiicrmt 
fo,ctor is length of service quite o.po,rt fron c.e;e, then coopnny ~)olicy is 
clecrly one tending to procote high L-:.orr,le. This is done by the s:-wings furrl 
vrhereby the oenber hG.s deducted froo his pc.y c.bout 30 shilline;s n oon!;h if 
his bo..sic t:Jonthly pny i-s npproxiontely £40 c. oonth or oore, If he ec-.rns less 
thnn £40 a oonth the contribution is correspondingly st:Jaller. The 
COntributions accrue interest o..t 4% p, [',. nnd in aclQi tion the DD.ll0{';8Dent c,dcls 
·':1 sbil1ing in the pound for every ye.--:.r of coopleted service up to n oc.::douo 
of 20 shi 11 ings in the pound. Thus o, oeober of 20 yeo..rs sto.ncling or oore 
vrould, if he left, receive 4% coopound interest on his ooney a.n.d in r.ddi tion 
:--~n equivo,lent ~nWJJlt to his total contributions. Eoployees once they join 
the scheoe o..re not c..llo·wed to withdrmr froo it, unless they lerwe, rclthough 
noney or:,y be c,dvo.nced to then to help theo to buy houses. 
Another scheoe is the endovrnent trust whereby, to every eoployee of tv1o 
ye~rs stc.ndine; or nore, certifico..tes nre issued cmnuo,lly with o. face vo..lue 
of nppro:>rir::m.tely one third of a. oonths s::,lo,ry. The face vo.lue of these 
certificr:tes is pr..id out r,t deo.th or nt the rD..te of o. shilling in the p01ind 
:for every coopleted ye0.r of holding the certificate on ler..ving the firos 
er.::!ploy;, Membership of this endo-.;ment trust is obligo..tory r..nd free. 
The c..io of these two scheoes, quite clea.rly, is to encouro.ge long servi-ce. 
M:1rita.fstntus; There is no fincmcio,l encouro..e;ecent to D1'.rry r.ncl o,s f0.r ns 
I Imow r:nrried people o.re not f:woured in r,ny other \'U:.y. 
It should be noted here that the evidence for correlo.tine; being onrried to 
high oornle is slender. Although there is sooe neg~tive correlation between 
:'.bsenteeiso r,nd being or,rried, we found oo..rried people showed o.. hic;her o.ccident 
incidence tho..n unoa.rried: 14% conpnred to 10% 
Volunt<',ry orgc.nizQ~tions. Gre8..t effort is D'1de to persuade new n.pprentices c-.ncl 
ne:-;; office str,ff in pc.rticulo..r to join the recreo.tion 
club, oedica.l o.id society cmd the sewings scheoe. This is clone ct induction 
courses in which an effort is oo.de to onke the ne"C·rcooer feel rm ioport.:-.nt 
part in ·~:,he vo..st org~.nizo..tion which consti tuiles the Co..T?e Tines. This is 
sto.ndr,rcl pe!"sonnel onnnc;ement text book procedure. ':'he ncwcooer is told 
1rho.t the firo expects froD hio c:.nd vrhc.t he co.n e:>rp:ect froo the firo. 
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The tables for showing correlation between grades and membership of the 
voluntary organizations were .not worked out but it can safely be assumed that 


















If this supposition is correct then it shows that the higher grade employees 
are more integrated toward unanimity of values than the lower grades. If 
an effort were made to integrate the lower grades one could expect an increase 
in morale and a corresponding lowering of absenteeism and accident ra te.s. 
Accidents. The Cape Times management are accident conscious and in an 
endeavour to make the employees similarly aware an industrial 
safety committee was started late in 1954· The committee is responsible for 
inaugurating safety campaigns through lectures, competitions and films on 
the one hand and on the other hand it is responsible for making recommenda-
tions to management for the removal of hazards, creating of safer working 
conditions in specific and general instances. Under the chairmanship of the 
chief engineer, each department is represented and each representative is 
himself chairman of a safety sub-committee in his own department. 
The House magazine. Every month every employee of the Cape Times receives 
a free copy of the Talk of the Times which comprises 
reports of arrivals, departures, engagements, marriages, births and so forth 
of various individuals throughout the firm and also articles on specific 
projects which have occurred or are about to occur. For example the 
activities of the industrial safety committee, chapels, recreation club, and 
medical aid society are fully reported. A specimen copy is attached. 
FACTORS RETARDING THE FLOW OF INFORMATION. 
It is implied in chapter X that, in order to promote high morale, 
management should ensure that as much information passes up and down the 
line of supervision as possible. B,y its nature however there are certain 
difficulties in this industry. 
Owing to the complexity of the various printing processes, fourteen 
different trades each requiring a minimum of 4 years apprenticeship, a vast 
amount of complex knowledge is stored in the minds of each journeyman. Many 
trades are hundreds of years old and therefore each journeyman has generations 
of occupational antecedents behind him which give him the kind of exclusive 
pride found among descendants of long lineages. 
This pride is bound up with the awareness that his knowledge is 
exclusive, (l) A journeyman tends to consider that if those over him are 
not also of his trade they are in some way inferior 
(l) See appendix IV. 
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to him or at least are not sufficiently aware of his problems. As even the 
4epartmental managers are usually journeymen in one trade there are many men 
under them who know more than the managers about some technical matters. 
This all adds up to .a situation which inhibits the free flow of ideas 
up and down the line of supervision. 
CHAPTER XII - INDUSTRIAL SOCIOLOGY 
A discussion on existing theory relating to absenteeism 
and their relationship to the ideas put forward in this 
study - concluding remarks. 
* * * * ** 
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'f.. THE RELATIONSHIP OF HYPOTHESES TO EXISTING INDUSTRIAL THEORY. 
We have considered our generalize-tion in relation to one another, we have 
considered their relevru1ce to company policy; it now remains to consider the 
validity to current theory in;industrial sociology. 
Mayo(l) and Homans( 2) suggest that absenteeism and accident rates are 
indicative of maladjustment, to the work situation. They stress the 
importance what is called a non-logical code; that, however good supervision 
may be it will fail if some mechanism is not installed to demonstrate the 
significance of the individuals job in relation to the factory as a whole, 
~his appears to be the foundation of subsequent personnel management r 
literature). Brovm (3) goes further and quotes Hewit as saying that 95% of 
r 
industrial dermatitis cases have a psychosomatic origin and he links this with 
industrial maladjustment. Hill and Trist(4) experimentally demonstrate the 
statistical correlation between accidents and their absences with length of 
service, suggesting that longer service workers have adjusted themselves to 
their work situation and that those who have not done so, have left.~The 
Cape Times study appears to support out this hypothesis. The relationship 
between length of service and absenteeism has been shown and the tendency for 
better time keepers to show higher percentage of membership in the voluntary 
organizations suggests a certain amount of adjustment to, and agreement with, 
the work situation. The problem now is to fit the conclusions of this study 
into a general theoretical framework. Mayo for examples does not distil his 
postulations far enough to produce crisp general laws with which our 
conclusions could be compared. Romans, on whom we have leaned heavily in 
formulating our own ideas, has not specifically related his conclusions to 
absenteeism. 
How far can we suggest scientific laws to explain the phenomena 
described? All laws, says Professor Schaffer, are "working hypotheses which 
we use with more or less confidence according to the range and variety of the 
data on which they are based, or by which they have been corroborated11 ( 5). 
Schaffer suggests that hypotheses fall roughly into three types~ 




G.C. Romans: The human group 
J.A.C. Brown: The social psychology of industry, p.263 
Hill and Trist: Industrial accidents as a means of withdrawal from the work 
situation. 
(5) W. Schaffer: Natural law in the physical sciences, p.44 
(a) generalizations of classification (our hypotheses of the third 
abstraction would thus be classified, See chapters V and VI). 
(b) substantiated working hypotheses deduced from a combination of 
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various factors. These are generally of a complex nature. (Our 
generalizations of the fifth abstraction would fall into this category). 
(c) fundamental laws which are essentially simple. The generalizations 
formulated at the end of chapter X are an attempt to approach this kind 
of simple, fundamental law. They are: 
(i) there is an inverse relationship between morale and the 
availability of group knowledge. 
(ii) availability of group knowledge is directly related to 
height of status, all other factors being equal. 
The qualifying clause at the end of (ii) is to cope with a situation in 
which a particular section of the whole receives special instruction and 
may possess a greater amount of group knowledge than sections higher in 
status. In terms of (i) therefore, such a section could have a higher morale 
than would otherwise be expected. 
CHAPTER XIII - RECAPITULATION 
A summary of the reasoning. 
* * * * * * 
/ 
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1i SUMI!11:....Ti.Y OF THE REASONING 
This study is b-:-,sed on em. r:.ssessoent .. of 25 correlc,tion t-:-"bles which 
e::-,ch show the dis~c.ribution of the nine hundred :1nd ninety-seven wor~ers 
::-,ccorcling to two crite rio.. 
From these 1:rere prepc-.. red corresT:onding percento.e;e to.bles (t::-.bles of~ 
Jc..he first abstrroction.). Fr..Irther "c,a.bles were prepo,red to show 2,t one tioe 
~:..he inforoc..tion relevc..nt (a.) to the respective de;)r,r·toent (jroups c,nd (b) 
to the lost tioe co.te(jories (to.bles of the second o.bstro.ction). Froo these 
c.e;-:-,in sui.:JD.o.ries were prepo.reci. coo.po.ring I"Tho.t wo.s regc.rded o..s the significo.nt .• 
c.spect of e~.ch tc.ble ( t··.bles of ·t..he ·third o.bstrc-.ction) end froD these, ·two 
se·ts of te:cy/:.c,tive conclusions 1rere derived. Then il1e results of tbese 
tentative _ cone lusions were surr.c.rized in c, t .. ::-,ble of the fourth c.bst .. ra.ction. 
Lt J,}·ds 1;oint 'U1e o.cciclent fie;ures 1•rere discussed according to the 
cri teric, of t.h2 fourth c.bstr-:-.ction. There D,ppec'.red to be correlo.tion bet·wean 
the c::-:tec;ories with h.ie;h cbsenteeiso fie;uren ~.nd high r-,ccic:ent ~~ercentc,g~. 
Synthesizing the r.cciclent c.nc,lysis with the fourth cbstr~~ctice. s ::mes•t.ed c. 
oodiiico.tion of the cri terio, used for g;rades. A tnble of the fifth 
~bstr~ction v~s accordingly prepo.red, incorpor~ting the uodific-~ion, 
inc orpor a. tine; the o,cc ident perc en·.tcses "'nd incorporc:tine; the six depc,rtoents 
e:>w luded froo 'dj.scussion :-,t ~he level of tl1e third o,bstr.~ction. 
The hypotheses of the fifth r:-.bstrr.ction were then discussed in terns 
(c) of coopc:.ny policy o.nd (b) existing theory in industric.l sociology. 
li. di c.e;rc.o of this sunoc:.ry is shmm overleo.f. 
exclusion 
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DEPARTR~NTAL GROUPS AND AGE. 
-----
-20 -25 -30 -35. -40 ·-45 -50 --55 -60 -65 -70 70+ DK TOTAL 
A 44 32 19 14 11 4 9 10 5 2 1 151 
B 12 lC 6 6 2 3 3 2 1 45 
c 22 31 26 14 10 3 2 10 5 3 126 
D 21 17 14 12 12 10 () e; 1 4 ;_ .. 1 105 0 u 
E 6 6 3 4 1 4 1 3 1 .... 29 
F 3 3 7 4 2 2 2 4 4 1 32 
G 41 57 55 24 18 9 9 6 5 2 1 :... ~27' 
H 12 ln 19 7 9 7 "' 3 l 0 -- .... 79 I 2 3 3 7 4 3 5 2 6 T 36 
J 9 10 5 2 3 7 2 2 0 1 2 43 
K 8 13 lG 12 10 9 6 6 4 1 .... 2 G9 
L 7 7' 3 0 5 5 4 '1 32 
DK 2 - l 3 
185 206 178 102 90 69 52 57 28 21 2 4 3 997 
Whole A B c D E F G H I J K L DK 
.;...20 19 29 ~77: 17 20 21 9 18 15 0 21 29 22 --
-2.5 21 21 22 25 16 21 9 25 23 6 23 15 22 
-30 18 13 13 81 13 10 22 24 24 8 12 20 -9 
-35 10 9 13 11 11 14 13 11 9 8 5 13 
-40 9 1f 4 8 11 3 6 8 ll 19 1 ll 16 
-45 7 3 7 2 10 14 6 4 9 ll 16 10 '16 67' 
-50 5 6 7 2 8 3 6 4 4 3 5 7 13 
-55 6 7 4 3 5 10 13 3 4 14 5 7' 3 
-60 .... 3 4 1 3 13 2 1 6 - 4 u -
-65 2 1 2 4 - 3 1 - 11 2 1 33 
-70 1 3 
70+ 2 5 
DK 1 ~ .. 2 
Tota.l 100 100 99 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 101 99 101 100 
fie;. 34 
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DEPARTMENTAL GROUP AND RACE ~~ SEX. 
VlHITE COLOURED 
Men Vlooen Men Wooen. Tote.,! 
A 115 2 34 151 
B 36 5 4 45 
c 51 69 6 126 
D 43 53 9 105 
E lG 12 l 29 
F 2 28 2 32 
G 34 n 62 120 227 
H ·4 4 30 41 79 
I 26 10 36 
J 3 2 36 2 43 
K 36 50 3 89 
L 27 5 32 
DK - 3 3 -
Total 393 29 3871 188 997' 
Whole A B c D E F G H I J K L DK 
39 76 80 40 41 55 6 15 5 72 7 40 84 oen w 
H 





39 23 :u 55 50 41 88 27 38 - 84 56 16 100 oen L 
0 
19 9 5 9 3 6 53 52 5 3 u ..j - -wooen R 
E 
D 
100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 101 99 100 100 
fis. 35 
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DEPARTMENTAL GROUPS AND MARITAL STATUS. 
N M VI D DK Total 
A 87 62 .:: 1 1 151 
B 86 18 ":" ·- l 45 c 70 48 2 6 126 
D 54 42 2 7' 105 
E 13 15 1 29 
F 9 19 4 32 
G 146 53 6 4 18 227 
H 51 22 1 5 79 
I 16 20 36 
J 20 19 1 3 43 
K 32 45 12 89 
L 14 11 11 32 
DK 2 1 3 
Total 538 376 12 5 66 997 
Whole A B c ]) E F G H I J K L DK 
N 54 58 58 56 51 45 28 64 65 44 47' 36 44 
M 38 41 40 38 40 52 59 23 28 :::-.6 44 51 34 67 
w l 2 2 .:;. 3 l 2 ~ ~ 
D 1 l 2 " - -
DK 7' 1 2 5 7i 3 13 (') 6 7 13 22 33 u 
Totc-1 101 101 100 lOl 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 Ioo 100 
fig 0 36 
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DEPARTMENTAL GROUP AND GRADES. 
Ln.st Yr ... Other 
I .App. .App. II III Ln.b. DK NA Tot<;,l 
A 74 5 38 26 2 6 151 
B P.3 4 9 6 2 1 45 
c 33 5 17 49 5 17' -- 126 D 21 1 16 57/ 4 6 -- 105 
E 11 1 4 10 2 1 29 
F 4 21 3 4 32. 
G 26 4 4 159 14 19 ]_ 287' 
H 1 59 4 9 .;.. 79 
I 17 9 10 36 
J 1 3 1 3~ ..... 2 4:3 
K 28 1 5 54 .;.. 1 89 
L 19 2 6 3 2 .;.. 32 
DK 3 3 
264 23 "'~08 403 35 159 5 997' 
Whole A B c D E F 'G p J1 I .J K L DR 
I 26 49 51 26 20 38 13 11 9 47 2 31 59 .... 
L. Y. App. 8 3 9 4 1 3 2 1 6 
Other App ll 25 20 13 15 14 2 25 6 19 
II 40 17~' 13 39 54 34 66 70 75 28 1 9 
III 4 1 4 4 7 9 6 5 2 .:. 
Lo,br. 16 4 4 13 6 3 13 8 11 84 61 6 100 
DK - ~ ..... - - .,.. 
lfA 1 ":' 2 5 1 T 
Totc-"1 100 99 99 99 100 99 101 99 100 100 100 100 99 100 
fig. 37 
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;DEPARTMENTAL GROUP AND WAGE. 
Grou12 9 8 7 6 2 4 ~0 2b :2a 2 1 DK Total 
A 2 14 42 20 10 6 15 10 31 1 151 
B 2 1 7 9 3 6 8 3 5 1 45 
c 2 3 23 7 8 11 37 8 21 5 1 126 
D 3 2 4 10 1 3 12 44 5 14 3 4 105 
E 1 1 4 3 2 1 11 3 3 29 
F 1 3 5 6 11 1 5 32 
G 2 12 11 30 15 117 14 18 4 4 227 
H 1 3 3 2 3 50 7 8 2 79 
I 1 5 13 3 5 9 36 
J 1 2 2 6 28 3 1 43 
K 1 21 5 3 3 47 7 2 89 
L 2 7 8 3 2 4 2 4 32 
DK 3 3 
Total 15 4 42 137 71 72 56 304 71 184 26 15 997 
Whole A B c D E F G H I J K L DK 
9 2 1 4 2 3 3 1 1 6 
8 2 2 3 
7 4 9 16 2 4 14 3 3 1 22 
6 14 28 20 18 10 10 5 4 14 2 24 25 
5 7 13 7 6 1 7 9 5 4 36 6 9 
4 7 7 13 6 3 3 16 13 3 5 3 6 
3c 6 4 9 11 19 7 4 8 
3b 30 10 18 29 42 38 34 52 63 14 5 13 
3a 7 7 7 6 5 10 3 6 9 25 14 3 6 
2 18 21 11 17 13 10 16 8 10 65 53 13 
1 3 I 2 4 3 2 3 7 8 
DK 2 1 4 2 2 2 100 
. 100 100 100 101 101 98 100 101 101 100 100 100 100 rpo 
figo 38 
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DEPARTMENTAL GROUP AND SERVICE. 
Group -5 -10 -15 -20 -85 -30 -35 -40 -45 -50 50+ DK TOtal 
A 88 30 8 5 8. 4 1 2 4 1 151 
B 3-4 5 3 1 1 1 45 
c 79 34 8 6 2 1 l 1 126 
D 61 17 10 4 4 2 4 3 105 
E 14 6 1 3 1 3 1 29 
F 16 8 4 2 ~ 32 
G 128 69 9 5 7 6 3 2~7' 
H 37 23 5 8 1 2 1 l 1 19 
I 24 4 2 4 1 1 36 
J 32 3 3 l 1 l 1 1 43 
K 67 20 1 t"' 1 .... .:.. ... -··8·9-· 
L 14 9 4 3 2 .:.. 32 
DK 3 3 
597 228 52 42 29 19 13 7 6 2 2 997 
Whole A B c D E F G H I J K L DK 
-5 60 58 76 63 58 48 50 56 47 67 74 75 44 100 
-10 23 20 n 27; 16 21 25 30 29 11 1 22 28 
-15 5 5 7 2 10 3 13 4 6 6 1 1 13 
120 4 3 2 5 4 10 6 2 10 11 2 9 
-25 3 5 2 2 4 3 6 3 l 2 6 
-30 2 3 2 2 10 .::. 3 3 2 
-35 1 1 1 4 0 1 1 " 2 1 <.) 
-40 1 1 1 3 3 
-45 1 3 3 2 ;... ... 
-50 1 1 
50+ ~ -
DK l 1 
Total 100 100 100 102 101 98 100 99 99 101 98 99 100 100 
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DEPARTMENTAL GROUP AND LOCALITY. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 'T 8 9 10 Tote,l 
A 12 177 ll 6 39 15 16 10 23 2 151 
B 2 ll 3 3 10 5 4 l 5 1 45 
c 15 5 9 6 25 ' 22 9 16 14 5 126 
D 16 8 8 1 8 10 n 13 18 105 
E 10 5 3 '1 1 1 7 1 29 
F 8 2 4 2 6 7 3 32 
G 56 8 13 7 20 27 32 31 33 '" 227 H 18 3 6 2 5 10 14 n 10 19 
I 3 6 2 10 . 10 3 .... 2 36 
J 11 2 3 8 11 2 5 1 43 
K 1 6 1 7 39 16 8 3 1' 1 89 
L 2 2 1 5 s '2 3 'J' 8 32 0 
DK 2 1 "' (:.\ 
Total 154 71 56 48 17''{' 133 115 102 131 10 997' 
Loce.li tz Code. 1 - Cr,pe To·wn 6 - VCoSCO 
2 - Co:.mps Bo_y 1 - S:>.lt, River 
3 - Milnerton 8 - PinelEmds 
4 - Pae.rl 9 - Southern Suburbs 
5 - BeUviUe - Parow 10 - DK 
Vlho1e A B c D E F G H I J K L DK 
1 15 8 4 12 15 35 25 25 23 8 26 1 6 
2 1 11 24 4 8 171 4 4 17 1' 6 
3 6 7 7 7 8 .., 6 8 6 5 1 3 
4 5 4 7 5 7 6 3 n 7 8 16 () 
5 18 26 22 20 8 10 13 9 6 28 19 44 19 
6 13 10 11 17 10 3 6 12 13 28 26 l8 6 67' 
7 12 ll 9 7 16 3 19 14 18 8 5 9 9 
8 10 7 () t:J 13 12 3 22 14 14 12 3 -9 33 
9 13 15 11 n 17 24 9 15 13 6 2 8 25 
10 1 1 2 4 :- 3 ~ 1 
Total 100 100 99 100 101 98 100 102 102 101 102 100 99 100 
fig. 40 
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DEPARTMENTAL GROUP AND RECREACTION CLUB. 
Yes No DK Tote,l 
A 51 98 2 151 
B 8 34 3 45 
c 23 101 2 126 
D 28 75 2 105 
E 8 20 1 29 
F 5 271 32 
G 46 179 2 227 
H 20 58 l 79 
I 5 31 36 
J 4 39 43 
K 5 84 89 
L 13 171 2 32 
DK 3 3 
Total 216 766 15 997 
Whole A B c D E F G H I J K L DK 
Yes 22 34 18 18 27 28 16 20 25 14 9 6 41 
No 77 65 76 80 71 69 84 79 73 86 91 94 53 100 
DK 2 l 7' 2 2 3 1 1 .... 6 
Total 101 100 101 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 
fig. 41 
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DEPARTMENTAL GROUP AND CHAPEL DUES. 
Yes No JDK Total 
A 77 12 2 151 
B 20 22 3 45 
c 57 67 2 126 
D 44 59 2 105 
E 15 13 1 29 
F 10 22 32 
G 42 183 P. 2~7 
H 16 62 1 79 
I 16 20 36 
J l 42 43 
K 1 88 89 
L 16 14 2 32 
DK 3 3 
Total 315 66'Tf 15 997 
'·· Whole A B c D E F G H I J K 1 
Yes 32 51 44 45 42 52 31 18 20 44 2 l 50 
No 67 48 49 53 56 45 69 81 79 56 98 99 44 
DK 2 1 1 2 2 3 l 6. 
Toto,l 101 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 
fig. 42 
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DEPARTMENTAL GROUP AND SAVINGS FUND. 
Yes No DK Total 
.A 139 10 2 151 
B 30 13 2 45 
c 96 22 2 126 
D 85 18 2 105 
E 23 5 l 29 
F 25 1 32 
G 1'11 48 2 227 
H 71 7 l 79 
I 27/ 9 36 
J 83 20 43 
K 55 34 89 
L 28 2 2 32 
DK 1 2 3 
780 203 14 997 
WJhole A B c D E F' G H I J K L DK 
Yes 78 92 61 1 76 81 79 78 78 90 75 54 62 88 33 
No 20 1 29 22 l1 l7 22 21 9 25 41' 38 3 61( 
DK l 1 4 2 2 3 1 1 6 
Totnl 99 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 101 100 100 100 
fig. 43 
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DEPARTMENTAL GROUP AND MEDICAL AID SOCIETY. 
Yes 1Jo Totr,l 
A 135 16 151 
B 89 16 45 
c 84 42 126 
D 83 22 105 
E 25 4 29 
F 25 7 32 
G 145 82 2~7 
H 84 l5 79 
I 23 13 36 
J 18 30 43 
K 40 49 89 
L 30 2 32 
DK 1 2 3 
Total 697' 300 997i 
Whole A B C D E F G H I J K L DK 
Yes 10 89 64 67 79 86 18 64 81 64 30 45 94 33 
No 30 11 . 36 33 ~~ 14 ~2 36 19 36 70 55 6 r67 
Tot~l 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
fig. 44 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY AND AGE. 
-20 -25 -30 .;35 ) -40 -45 -50 -55 -60 -65 -10 TD+ DK Tote. I 
0 9 n 9 10 11 ll 9 13 6 4 l 91 0 
1 61 65 51 33 26 24 15 9 9 7 1 2 309 
2 84 41 28 ll 18 7 6 12 2 2 1 146 
3 28 42 42 n l1 n 10 7 6 3 1 1 119 .. 
4 7 18 15 15 6 5 3 3 1 l- 7B 
5 5 8 7 5 3 1 8 l ... 38 
6 "' CJ 6 5 3 3 2 1 2 1 ...; 1 26 
DK 3 3 5 4 4 4 3 1 1- 1 28 
NA 46 15 10 14 8 5 3 6 2 4 113 
Tote.l 185 206 178 102 90 69 5~ 57 28 21 2 4 3 997< 
Whole 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 DK NA 
-20 19 10 20 16 16 10 16 8 H 41 
-25 ~1 9 21 88 ~;8 25 25 23 ll 13 
-30 18 10 18 19 23 21 28 19 18 9 
-35 10 11 11 8 6 21 13 12 12 
-40 9 12 8 8 9 8 9 12 14 7 
-45 7 12 8 5 6 .7 .:. 8 14 4 
-50 5 10 5 4 6 4 3 4 14 3 
-55 6 14 3 8 4 4 6 8 n 5 
-60 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 4 2 
-65 2 4 2 l 2 4 4 
-70 "':' l 1 ,.j 
70+ 1 1 - - 4 
DK 1 - ' ~~ - - ;.. 
100 100 100 99 100 101 100 102 101 100 
fig. 45 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY AND RACE AND SEX. 
WHITE COLOUR.ED 
Ill en . Vlomen Men Women T-ot1:1l 
0 39 3 41 8 91 
l 1~8 14 93 69 309 
2 53 1 64 28 146 
3 63 5 74 37 179 
4 18 2 32 ~1 13 
5 10 1 15 6 32 
6 7: 2 13 4 26 
DK 13 9 6 iB 
NA 62 1 41 9 113 
Toto,l 393 29 387 188 997 
WHOLE 
WIUTE COLOUJ.ED 
Men Women Men Women 
0 9 10 10 11 4 
1 ~ 31 "" vv 48 25 37' 
::>. 15 13 3 ].7 15 
3 18 16 11 19 20 
4 1' 5 7 8 11 
5 3 3 3 4 3 
6 3 2 7 3 2 
DK 3 3 2 3 
N.A. 11 16 3 u 5 
Total 100 101 98 100 100 
WIUTE COLOURED 
Men Women Men Women Tote.l 
0 43 3 45 9 100 
l 41 5 32 22 ].00 
2 36 1 44 19 100 
3 35 3 41 2l 100 
4 25 3 44 29 101 
5 31 3 47 19 100 
6 27 B 50 15 100 
DK 46 32 21 99 
NA 55 1 36 0 100 u 
Whole 39 3 39 19 100 
fig. 46 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY AND MARITAL STATUS. 
N M w D DK Totc. ... :-1 
0 35 5.2 4 91 
1 169 113 6 21 309 
2 89 47 1 1 B 146 
3 101 59 3 3 13 179 
1 39 ~8 l 5 7:3 
5"' 18 n 1 2 32 
6 14 1 5 26 
DK g 15 5 28 
N.A 65 44 l 3 U3 
Totc.l 538 316 12 5 66 997 
--··· 
Whole 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 DK NA .. 
N 54 3B '55 61 56 53 56 541 29 571 
M 38 57 37 32 33 38 34 81 7 54 39., 
w l 2 1 2 l 3 
D l l 2 ..... ... -· l 
DK 7' 4 7 5 7• T 6 19 18 3 
Total 101 99 101 100 100 99 99 100 101 100 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY AND GRADES. 
NA I LAST YR. OTHER II III Lll.B DK Total 
APP. APP. 
·~ 
0 31 l 4 46 1 g 91 
l 1 94 9 31 131 12 31 309 
2 33 4 15 59 7 28 146 
3 C) 46 5 13 71 () 34 179-(' 0 
4 10 3 4 41 2 13 73 
5 5 1 3 15 2 6 32 
6 l 3 .:. 3 13 6 26 
DK 13 8 1' 28 
NA 1 29 ~ 35 19 3 P:6 113 
Totr.1 5 264 23 108 403 35 159 997 
Whole 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 DK NA 
N.A. 1 1 - 4 1 
1 2G 34 30 83 2~ ~v 14 lG lP. 46 P.6 
Lo.st Yr. App o 2 1 " 3 3 4 3 -a -
Other App. 11 4 10 10 7 5 9 12 31 
II 40 51 42 40 40 56 47 .50 29 111 
III 4 1 4 5 4 3 6 3 
Lab 16 9 10 l9 19 18 19 23 25 23 
DK .. ;. ':" ..,, 
Tot.c.1 100 100 99 100 Jl.OO 100 100 101 100 101 
fig 0 48 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY, AND WAGE. 
--
0 l 2 3 4 5 6 DK N'.A.. Tote..l 
9 1 ~ 11 3 15 
8 2 1 1 - 4 
7' 11 14 3 8 1 2 1 .. -2 42 
6 11 53 21 25 7 2 1 11' 137 
5 11 26 9 15 2 1 i l 5 1'1 
4 4 29 9: 15 8 3 2 2 72 
?>c 15 19 13 5 1 2 l 0 56 
~b 29 97 43 59 37 12 9 2 1~ v 304 
3a 3 27 ~9 12 2 4 4 1 9 71 
2 7 38 35 38 14 5 1 l 39 184 
1 4 ~2 2 - 1 1 16 26 
DK . ' - 11 4 15 - - ~ 
Total 91 309 146 179 73 32 26 28 113 997 
•• 
., 
Whole 9 8 7' 6 5 4 3c 3b 3a 2 1 DK 
0 9 .. - 26 8 16 6 27 10 4 4 - -
1 31 - 50 33 39 37 40 34 32 38 21 15 -
2 15 1 25 1 15 13 13 23 14 13 19 8 .. 
3 18 .:. - 19 18 21 21 9 19 11' 21 ·8 -
4 7' - 25 2 5 3 11 2 12 3 8 - -5 f) - ' 5 1 1 4 4 4 6 3 4 -l} -
6 3 -· - 2 l 1 3 2 3 6 4 - ~ 
DK 3 73 - - .:. 1 - - 1 l 1 4 73 
NA 11 20 - 5 12 T 3 - 5 13 21 62 27 
Total 100 100 100 99 99 100 101 101 100 101 102 101 100 
9 8 7' 6 5 4 3c 3b 3a 2 I DK ·Total 
0 12 12 12 4 16 32 3 8 99 
1 l 5 17 8 9 6 31 9 12 1 99 
2 1 1 2 14 6 6 9 29 6 24 l 99 
3 4 14 8 8 3 33 7 81 1 99 
4 1 1 10 3 11 1 51 3 19 100 
5 6 6 3 9 6 38 13 16 3 100 
6 4 4 4 8 4 35 15 27 101 
DK 39 4 1 4 4 4 39 101 
NA 3 2 15 4 2 14 8 35 14 4 101 
Whole 2 - 4 14 7 "{! 6 30 7 18 3 2 100 
fig 0 49 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY AND SERVICE. 
-5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 ...:.35 -40 -45 -50 50+ DK Tote,l __ ,_,_ 
0 38 l7 8 8 6 4 5 4 1 91 
1 173 75 21 13 10 8 4 1 2 1 1 309 
2 82 44 7 5 3 3 1 1 ·, 146 
4 98 5~ 10 8 4 :t 2 1 1 1 :11 4,1 2o 5 4 ~ :.... ;_ .:.. ;... 
5 P.5 5 1 1 ~ .:.. ~ ~ 32 
6 19 6 ... l ;... .... - ... 26 DK 12 5 l 3 2 2 2 28 
NA 109 1 2 1 H3 
Total 597 228 52 42 29 19 13 7' 6 2 2 997 
WHOLE -5 -10 -15 .-,20 -25 -30 -35 -40 -45 -50 50+ IDK 
0 9 6 7 15 19 ~n 21 38 i5>7 17 ;... 
1 31 29 33 46 31 35 42 31 .q4 33 50 50 
2 15 14 • 19 13 .12 :n.o 16 .14 11' 
3 18 16 23 19 19 14 5 15 14 11 50 ;... 
4 7 "!' 10 10 10 .;;. 
·- 5 3 4 2 ..;; " 5 t) 
6 3 3 3 3 
DK 3 2 2 2 7 7 11 15 50 
NA 11 18 ' 1 7 17 
100 99 99 99 '99 100 100 99 ca9 101 100 0 100 
-5 -10 :n.·· - 0 -20 -25 -30 "~ -~'U -40 -45-- -50 56+ DK Tote,l 
0 42 19 9 9 7 4 5 4 l - 100 
1 56 84 7' 4 3 3 l 1 .-· 99 
2 56 30 5 3 2 2 1 1 100 
3 55 30 6 4 2 1 1 1 l 1 ,_ 10:2 
4 56 32 7 5 
~ 100 - -
5 78 ln ;) 3 3 :wo 
6 78 23 ... 4 .. 100 
Whole 60 23 5 4 3 2 1 l l 100 
fig. 50 
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-LOST Tlto\t CA.1'tGO~\i kNI> LOCAUT\'. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 77 8' 9" 
C.T. .Camps Milnerton Paarl Bellvill¢ 'Vasco Salt Pine- South DK ·Total 
Bay Parow Riv~r b .. nds subs. 
0 14 6 8 l 16 9 n 13 12 1 91 
1 50 19 n 13 50 43 39 36 40 2 309 
2 30 B 9 9 33 u 15 ll 19 1 146 
" I) 26 17 10 ].0 27 24 19 18 25 3 119 
4 13 6 5 4 12 11 lO 4 B 73 
5 3 3 1 3 6 6 3 l 6 32 
6 3 3 1 2 1 4 3 2 1 26 
DK 3 3 1 5 3 1 () 4 - 28 u -
NA 12 G 5 7 26 19 13 n 15 2 113 u 
Total 154 71 56 48 1 17' 133 115 102 131 lO 997' 
Whole 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 DK J'JA 
c.T. 15 15 16 21 15 18 9 18 11 u 
Ce.mps Bay 7 7 6 5 10 8 9 12 H 5 
Mi1nerton 6 9 6 6 6, 7 ) ~ 4 4 
... Paarl 5 1 4 6 e 5 9 4 0 6 
Bellville 
18 18 16 23 15 lG 19 8 lG 23 Parow-
"Ve.sco 13 10 14 8 13 15 19 27 ll 11 
Salt River 12 12 13 10 11 14 9 15 4 12 
Pinel11nds 10 14 12 () 10 5 3 12 29 7 u 
South Subs. 13 13 13 13 14 H 19 0 14 13 Cl 
DK 1 1 1 1 2 - 4 2 ~ 
100 100 101 101 102 99 99 102 102 100 
fig. 51 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY AND RECREATION CLUB. 
Yes No DK Total 
0 22 69 91 
l 82 2~~7 309 
2 37 109 146 
3 45 134 179 
4 14 59 73 
5 7/ 24 1 32 
6 6 20 26 
DK 2 15 11 28 
NA l 109 3 113 
Total 216 T66 15 997 
Whole 0 l 2 3 4 5 n DK NA 0 
Yes 22 2~ 27' 25 25 19 22 23 7 1 
No 77 76 73 75 75 81 75 77 54 96 
DK 3 - ;.. 3 39 3 v 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY AND CHAPEL. 
Yes No DK Totnl 
46 45 91 
110 199 ..... 309 
50 98 146 
53 126 119 
19 54 73 
6 P.5 l 32 
4 22 86 
3 14 11 28 
84 86 3 113 
315 6G7 15 997 
TOTJ,L Yes No DK 
9 15 7 
31 35 30 
15 1 ~, 14 
18 17 l9 
7 6 8 
3 2 4 1 
3 1 3 -
3 1 2 73 
ll g 13 20 
100 101 100 100 
Yes No DK Total 
51 49 :- 100 
33 64- 100 
34 66 100 
30 70 100 
26 74 100 
19 78 3 100 
15 85 100 
ll 50 39 100 
21 76 3 100 
32 67' 2 101 
fig. 53 
LOST THIJE CATEGORY AND SAVINGS FUJIJll. 
Yes No 
0 74 17' 
l 262 47 
2 122 24 
3 148 31 
4 63 10 
5 25 7 
6 25 l 
DK 8 9 
NA 53 57 
Tote,l 780 203 
Whole 0 1 2 3 4 
Yes 78 81 85 84 83 86 
No 20 19 15 16 17 14 
DK 1 "'\' 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY AND MEDICAL AID SOCIETY. 
Yes No DK Total 
0 69 22 91 
1 229 80 309 
2 106 40 146 
3 129 50 179 
4 53 20 ... 73 
5 21 u ... 32 
6 20 6 26 
DK 20 8 28 
NA 50 63 113 
Tote.l 697 300 997 
Total Yes No DK 
0 9 10 7' .... 
1 31 33 27? -2 15 15 13 ... 
3 18 19 17 :... 
' 4 1' 8 1! -
5 3 3 4 .. 
6 3 3 2 ... 
DK 3 3 3 -N.A. 11 7 21 
Total 100 101 101 
Yes No DK Total 
0 76 24 100 
1 74 26 100 
2 73 27' 100 
3 72 28 100 
4 73 27 100 
5 66 34 100 
6 77 23 100 
DK 71 29 100 
NA 44 56 100 
Whole 70 30 100 
fig. 55 
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DEPARTMENTAL GROUP AND LOST TIME. 
Group 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 DK NA Total 
.A. 11 51 24 31 2 1 6. 0 19 151 
B 4 9 3 12 l' 5 2 2 '7 45 
c 19 29 '"21 18 10 2 1 4 22 126 
D 21 19 14 16 9 5 2 3 18 105 
E 2 11 3 2 2 - 1 1 7 29 
F 2 11 4 6 4' 1 2. - '"'2 32 
G 10 88 37 37 26 9 4 6 10 22'1 
H .. 31 11 19 5 .. 3 3 '7 79 
I 8 a· 6 2 1 2 1 8 36 
J 5 9 4 13 5 2 1 1 3 43 
K 4 28 16 20 6 1 2 2 10 8g:, 
L 5 15 3 3 2 .. 3 1 32 
DK .. .. .~ 2 1 3 .. ., -
91 309 146 179 73 32 86 28 113 997 
PERCENTAGES 
w 
Whole J,. B c D E F G H I J K L DK 
0 9 7• 9 15 20' 7• 6 4 e 22 12 4 16 ... 
1 31 34 20 P-3 IS 38 34 39 39 22 21 31 47 ... 
2 15 16 7 17 13 10 13 16 14 17" 9 18 9 
3 18 21 27 14 15 1! 19 16 24 6 30 22 9 ... 
4 7 1 2 8 9 7' 13 11 6 3 12 7' 6 ... 
5 3 5 11 2 5 .. 3 4 ~ ... 5 1 .. ... 
6 3 4 4 1 2 3 6 2 4 6 2 2 - ... 
DK 3 ;. 4 3 3 3 ... 3 4 3 2 2 9 ... 
NA 11 13 16 17 15 24 6 4 9 22 7' 11 3 -
100 101 100 100 100 99 100 99 100 101 100 98 99 
Whole 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 DK 
A 15 12 17 16 17 3 22 23 
B 5 4 3 2 7 1. 16 8 
c 13 21 9 14 10 14 6 4 
D 11 23 6 10 9 12 16 8 
E 3 2 4 2 1 3 ... 4 
F 3 2 4 3 3 5 3 s 
G 23 11 28 25 21 36 28 15 
H s .. 10 8 11 71 12 
I 4 9 3 4 1 1 .. 8 
J 4 6 3 3 7' 7 6 4 
K 9 4 9 11 11 8 3 n u 
L 3 6 5 2 2 3 .. .. 
DK .. ... -· .. ... ... '· 
101 100 101 100 100 100 100 102 
fig. 56 
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DEPART~~NTAL GROUP AND OCCUPATION. 
A B c D E F G H I J K L DK Total 
Comp. 105 1 106 
Proof Read. 1 l 34 36 
Stereo Electro. 6 6 
Type Cast 0 
Proc. Eng. 1 27 '28 
Photo Grav. 15 15 
Litho. 36 36 
Print W1hsing 0 
Eng. Dies 1 1 
]3ook Binding 2 25 27 
Ruling 3 3 
Cutting l 3 1 1 6 
L/P 7M/CY minding 4 55 2 2 63 
Artistry 7 7 
Photo Litho. 18 18 
FHS (Printing) 15 8 3 10 10 2 1 49 
FHS (non-p) 4 1 l l 1 6 39 1 54 
Clerk 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 4 15 
Packer 1 5 6 
DK 26 1 61 62 12 .17 182 71 27 50 3 3 521 
Total 151 45 126 105 29 32 227 79 36 43 89 32 3 997 
Whole A B c D E F G H I J 'K L DK 
Comp. 11 70 3 
Proof Reader 4 3 3 94 
Stereo Electro 1 13 
Type Cast 0 
Proc. Engraver 3 2 85 
Photo Gravure 2 52 
Litho. 4 34 
Print W1hsing 0 
Eng. Dies 0 1 
Book Binder 3 2 11 
Ruling 0 l 
Cutting 1 3 l 1 2 
L/P~M/C~ minder 6 9 44 6 3 
Artistry 1 16 
Photo Litho 2 40 
FHS (printing) 5 10 6 3 31 4 3 3 
FHS (non-p) 5 3 2 l l 14 44 3 
Clerk 2 l 2 l 1 3 3 1 l 3 9 
Packer 1 l 12 
DK 52 17 16 48 59 41 53 82 90 63 56 9 100 
Total 103 101 100 100 100 99 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
fig. 57 
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LOST TIME CATEGORY AND OCCUPATION. 
0 l 2 3 4 5 6 DK NA Total 
Comp. 6 38 16 20 1 3 4 18 106 
Proof Read. 8 8 5 2 1 3 1 8 36 
Stereo Electro. 2 2 1 1 6 
Type Cast 0 
Proc. Eng. 3 14 3 3 2 2 1 28 
Photo Grav, 2 7 1 2 1 1 1 15 
Litho. 2 6 7 4 4 1 12 36 
Print W'hsing 0 
Eng. Dies 1 1 
Book Binding 14 l 5 3 1 2 l 27 
Ruling 2 l 3 
Cutting 4 2 6 
L/P,M/C, minding 10 17 11 9 2 l 13 63 
Artistry 3 1 l l l 7 
Photo Litho. 2 l 9 l 2 l 2 18 
FHS (Printing) 6 14 7 9 4 2 3 2 2 49 
FHS (non-p) 2 21 8 ll 3 l 2 6 54 
Clerk 2 5 3 l 4 15 
Packer 1 3 l 1 6 
DK 47 152 84 97 49 21 13 16 42 521 
Total 91 309 146 179 73 32 26 28 113 997 
PERCENTAGE. 
0 1 2 2 4 2 6 DK NA Whole 
Comp. 7 12 11 ll 1 9 15 16 11 
Proof Read. 9 3 3 1 l 12 4 7 4 
Stereo Electro. 2 1 3 l 1 
Type Cast 0 
Proc. Eng. 3 5 2 2 3 1 1 3 
Photo Grav. 2 2 l 1 1 4 l 2 
Litho. 2 2 5 2 5 4 ll 4 
Print W' shing 0 
Eng. Dies i 0 
Book Binding 5 l 3 4 3 7 l 3 
Ruling 1 l 0 
Cutting 1 l l 
L/P,M/C, minding ll 6 8 5 3 4 12 6 
Arttistry 2 3 4 4 l 1 
Phto Litho. 1 1 5 l 6 4 2 2 
FRS (Printing) 7 5 5 5 5 6 12 7 2 5 
FRS (non-p) 2 7 5 6 4 3 8 5 5 
Clerk 2 2 2 l 4 2 
Packer l 1 l 1 1 
DK 52 49 58 54 67 66 50 57 37 52 
Total 100 103 101 101 97 99 101 102 102 103 
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SERVICE AND RACE/SEX. 
WHITE COLOURED 
.. J 
Men Women Men Women Total 
-5 233 13 234 ll1i 597' 
-10 83 8 86 51 228 
-15 18 2 86 6 52 
.;..P,Q 16 4 16 6 42 
-25 15 1 10 3 29 
';-30 9 7• 3 19 
-35 10 1 1 1 13 
-40 3 4 7' 
;...45 5 1 - 6 -50 -- ...; 2 j. 2 
+50 .·. 
DK -1 - 1 2 
393 29 387 188 997 
Whole -5 -10 -15 -eo -25 -30 -35 -40 -45 -50 +50 DK 
w 
H men 39 39 36 35 38 S2 47 11 43 83 - 33 I 




t men 39 39 38 50 38 35 37' 8 57 17· 100 100 33 
6 
w 'romen . 19 20 g~~ 12 14 10 16 8 ... 33 
E 
D 
100 100 100 101 100 100 100 101 100 100 100 100 99 
fig. 59 
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WAGE AND SERVICE. 
-5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40 ~& .50 .so D1t .. To-tal 
9 1 2 3 4 2 2 • 1 .. 15 
8 1 2 ... 1 .. • • .. .. 4 
7 10 12 5 5 4 3 1 2 . 42 • • • 
6 66 42 10 8 3 3 2 2 1 .. •• • 1371 
5 35 16 2 4 4 3 1 Po 3 1 • 71 4 34 23 6 2 2 4 I .. ., 1 .. • 72 
je, 10 19 5 8 6 2 5 1 • • • 56 3b 174 92 21 10 4 1 1 • .. .. 1 304 
3a ·64 3 2 .. 1 ... 1 .. .. • 71 
2 166 14 1 1 1 . 1 184 .. • .. 
1 25 1 ., :.. .. - - .. 26 DK 11 2 1 1 .. • - - - 15 
Toto. I 59f' 2~8 52 42 29 19 1,3 'f7 6 2 - 2 997• 
Whole 9 8 'fl 6 5 4 3e 3b. }a.' 2 1 DK 
·5 60 7 25 24 48 49 41 18 57 90 90 96 7·3 
-10 23 13 5'0 29 31 23 32 34 30 4 8 4 13 
-15 5 .. 12 7 3 8 9 7 3 'po .. If; 
-20 4 20 12 6 6 3 14 3 1 'T 
-9.5 3 2'1' 25 10 2 6 3 11 1 1 -
-30 2 13 7' 2 4 6 4 - 1 ~ .. ~ 
-.35 1 13 2 1 1 9 - 1 - .. .-40 1 7 - 5 1 3 2 .. ... -
-45 1 .. ... 1 4 .. - 1 •50 .. • .. - 1 1 .. - .. • --w;o • • .. - - .. .. ... ... DK , - • .,; .. - .. 1 
100 100 ],()0 101 99 100 100 101 98 99 102 100 100 
fig. 50 
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AGE AND RACELSEX. 
WHITE COLOURED 
Men Women Men Women Total 
20 99 .;. 47 39 1S5 
25 74 4 77 51 206 
30 36 3 95 44 178 
35 38 4 44 16 102 
40 32 6 40 12 90 
45 24 5 ~:9 11 69 
50 27 3 16 6 52 
55 32 2 18 5 57 
60 14 1 10 3 2G 
65 12 l 1' 1 21 
70 l 1 2 
70+ 2 2 4 
DK 2 .,. 1 3 
393 29 387 WB 997 
AGE --
W\-.o\e. -20, ~5 -30 -35 -40 45 -50 -55 -60 -65 -70 70+ DK 
White 39 54 36 20 37' 36 35 52 56 50 57 50 50 67 Men 
White 3 2 2 4 7 7; 6 4 4 5 Women 
Coloured 
39 25 37 53 43 44 42 31 32 35 33 50 50 33 Men 
Coloured 19 21 25 25 16 13 16 12 9 u 5 Women 







( 1) CHAPEL: The Cr,pe Times Pcrov:r Chnpel is the loco]. brc.ncb of the Typo-
graphico,l Union. Sepa,rnte chapels are established in er.,ch :::rinting 
house fnlling under the jurisdiction of the Union. The n~me, it is ssid, detes 
br..ck to the days when printing we-,s mainly the monopoly of m.onc,stic institutions. 
Similo,rly 11ho,t in other industries would be cdled shop ste~mrds are chapel _ 
coom.i ttee members c,nd this committee he,s o, Father-of-the Cho,pel, and c, Deputy 
Fo,ther, 2-ncl c, Cle-r)t·-of-the-chepel instec,d of c., chcdrman, vice chairman and 
secretc,ry. 
Payment of chapel dues, as distinct from Typographical Union payments, 
c.re li:olunte.ry r,nd nre open to grc.des I a.nd II and to o,pprentic es o 
(2) COMPOSITOR'S STICK: The metal brncket into ·rrhich the hand compositor 
puts U1e type 1·rhich he picks up. 
{3) FISH GLUE: This is the term used for a light sensitive emulsion of 
clbumen a.nd a.mmonium bichromate. It is used for coating 
zinc plates to enable a,n image, such as c photogrephic negnti ve, to be 11prirtted·: 
II 
down onto it. 
( 4) PROO.RESS DEPART!JlEI'.JT: At a.ny one time there c,re between 1000 end 1500 orders 
in t'l!e fect·ory ,. each with c customer 11ho requires its 
completion nt a certo,in elate. Eo.ch job requires handling by ::,t leo,st four 
different administr~tive departments (order, progress, counting, despo.tch) 
in o.ddi tion to the various fc,ctory dl.epa.rtments which have to process ito The 
functio~ of the progress department is to see that it moves from depa.rtcent 
to department on schedule. 
(5) PULL: - To- make a proof is to tc,ke a "vull" o A "pull" is such a. proof. 
The word is o.lso used os a verb1 to pull a proof. 
{6) TYPE: The o.ctunl Elietol charc,cters which c,re set by c compositor. 
(7) TYPE ~AATTER: The mntter printed from type. It way be text, in the case-
of a. book, or cc,ptions a.nd text in an a.dvertisemen~ for 
e:1mmple. 
Arbous and Kerrick: 
Edding~on, Sir Arthur: 
Hi 11 ·end Tri st: 
Hom~ns, George C: 
Mo.,yo, Elton: 
M:::.yo, Elton: 
Whet ton, Hr.rry: 
Wilson,G. and M: 
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APPENDIX IV 
SENTIMENTS OF EXCLUSIVENESS TOWJ,Iti'J CRAFT KNOWLEDGE( l) 
The converso.tion recorded below took plo.ce o,t luncl1 one dc.y when I wo..s 
present. The speakers were: 
A Ju1 office worker, previously c. journeymo..n 
B Her.d of o..n office clepnrtnent i'rith n bo.ckgrouncl wholly 
C in the c.d~inistro..tive side of printing. 
C A s-:::.lesmo.n, formerly o. journeymen 
A ho.d o..sked B to spenk et a meeting of the Associo.tion of Printing House 
C r ['\,ft smen • 
B ( cynic['l,lly) ~ Ho-vt ouch? 
A (lo.ughing): Oh you don''t, get po.icl. The associr,tion is a. society for the 
proootion of the sho,ring of knowledge - open to o.nyone who works 
in o firm connected with printing. You oigbt be interested in 
joining. 
B (smiling cynicolly): Shakes his heod. 
C: I don't ::-.pprove - if it Tms em nssocio.tion for shering knmrlec:ge, well end 
good but whot it o,r::wunts to is o..u nssocie.tion where non pro.c-ticnl oen pick 
the brc.ins of pro..cticol cro.ftSI:J.en. Then in o few yec.rs tioe they get the 
cushy jobs and the other fellows o.re still on the bench. 
B: Tho.t 1's right c..ncl it ho.ppens in just such c. firm ns this - they don ''t promote 
pro.ctico.l men. 
A: Well I think people like you (turning to C) should join the o.ssocio.tion so 
tho..t it ·would ho..ve o.. higher percentage of pro..ctica.l men in it. 
C: (hea.tedly): Oh no. I totally diso.piT:."OVe. 
A: You should, you ~1ow, Lo..ck of sufficient support by pro.cticnl men ha.s led 
to the c.dmission of others. 






HOUSE MAGAZINE OF THE CAPE TIMES LIMITED 
THIS splendid picture, featu red on the front page of the Cape Times recently, was taken 
by R eporter Cedric /11 right, who is a frog-
man, about 20 fe et do wn in the Atlantic three 
miles off Kommetjie. 
It shows Able Seaman ] . G. Bantjes, of the 
SAS V rystaat, guiding electronic apparatus 
to the seabed 170 feet down. /Pith the appa-
ratus University of Cape Town scientists will 
measure the velocity, magnitude and direc-
tion of ocean swells as part of South Africa's 
International Geo phvsical Y ear programme. 
In our cover pictnre, taken by Staff Photo-
grapher Jock Webster, !VIr. W right is seen 
descending a ladder f rom a motor launch 
with his underwater camera just before he 
dived to take his picture of Able S eaman 
Bantjes. 
W hat happened then is related by Mr. /F right 
on the opposite page . 
Easier Access 
PEOPLE who usuall y travel by car to our P arow works from Cape Town are fi ndin g 
the journey much easier because of the new SO-
foot ring roa d whi ch links the Parow North 
road with the nati onal road. 
The new Stewart Street bridge over th e rail-
way line a t Goodwood has made access to the 
factory easier also for those who drive there 
from Cape Town's southern suburbs. 
Motorists can now avoid the notorious Pine-
lands level eros ing by driving either through 




TIMES WORI( ERS 
THREE pages of the April issue of Roan Antelope, a monthly magazine publ ished by 
Roan An telope Copper Mines Ltd ., Luanshya, 
orthern Rhodesia, for th e interest of its em-
ployees, are devoted to a picture story of how 
the magazine is produced by the Cape Times 
Ltd . 
N ine excellent pictures, most of them taken 
at our Malvern works, illustrate the feature. 
Some show Mr. Fred Mason, Malvern Wo rks 
Manager, and Mr. Arthur Call aha n discussing 
copy; Mr. Les Williams, overseer in the Com-
posing Department, handin g co py to :Yir. H. A. 
Cla rke; Mr. P. B. Fourie, a co mpositor, makin g 
up pages; Mr. J. Green lockin g up the pages 
in chases; and Mr. Mark Rushton exam ining a 
sheet as it co mes off a two-col our machine. 
Others show Mrs. M. Allison workin g a fold -
ing machin e; Mr. R. S. Wicki ns tr immin g 
copies of the ma gazine to size on a three-sided 
trimm er ; Mr. H. R. King preparing a block in 
th e Parow Process Department for fin e etchi ng ; 
and Mrs. J. Brui gom, of the Dispatch Depa rt-
ment, insert in g a copy of the magazine into an 
envelope. 
Elected Typo Union 
Trustee 
WE co ngratul ate Mr. W. J. Cochiu s, of our Burg Street Stereo Department, on hi elec-
tion as a tru stee of the Ca pe Town branch co m-
mittee of the South African Typographical 
Uni on . 
Another member of the Bu rg Street tereo 
staff, Mr. G. P. Seaton, has bee n elected to the 
branch committee, and Mr. W. R. I. Rouse, of 
our Burg Street Readin g Department, has been 
re-elected to the co mmittee. 
To them, too, we offer co ngratul ations. Mr. 
Sea ton is Father of our ews Chapel, and Mr. 
Rou se a former Father. 
The winning speech is always the one with 
a good beginning and a good ending-both as 
close together flS possible. 
How Reporter-Frogman Got 
Magnificent Picture 
a 
By CEDRIC WRIGHT, Editorial Department 
ABLE SEAMAN J. G. BANT JES stepped olf the diving ladder and spiralled down into 
the blue water beneath the boat. I sat on 
the deck watching the bubbles from his breath-
ing apparatus blossomin g at the surface. J 
shuddered. 
Once they had seen A.B. Bantj es off safely, 
the avy men turned to rue. Excu es began to 
run throu gh my mind . This thing had started 
as a boastful lark, and now I had committed 
myself to diving into the cold Atlantic Ocean 
mil es from anywhere in the vague hope of 
"shooting" a fro gman at work beneath the sea. 
" I'll take my underwater camera along with 
me," I had told the News Editor when I was 
assigned to cover the recent South African Navy 
frogm en operation off Komm etjie. 
" Good idea," he had repli ed, as though pre-
occupied with other thin gs. " ow you had 
better arrange for the car to pi ck you up 
early ... " 
So here I was, sitting on a launch three miles 
from shore in a bathing costume, nervously 
clutching the heavy copper case co ntaining my 
camera. 
Everyone looked at me. It was my cue. l 
pull ed on frogfeet and mask. Photographer 
J ock Webster was there to give me a few words 
of encouragement before I dropped into the 
water. 
Grotesque Beauty 
It was cold , and the water was the bluest I 
have ever seen. I was entranced as I looked 
down and saw A.B. Bantjes 20 ft. below me, 
hovering near the scientific apparatus which 
was being lowered to the seabed, 170 feet down. 
His job was to check that it had entered the 
water properly and that non e of the ropes and 
cables were tangled . His secondary job was 
to " hold it " while I shot a picture. 
I was so engrossed in looking at him and 
admiring the grotesque beauty of the scene that 
I forgot about the current. In a few seconds 
I had been swept past the tern of the launch. 
The swim back almost exhausted me. I was 
puffing and blowing- in no shape to undertake 
the long, steady dive necessary to take a picture. 
I took a long breath and went down. Ten 
T H I S strikingly clear seabed picture was taken at 
Miller's Point by Mr. Wright with his underwater 
c;~m era. He uses a standard Super l konta camera 
in a ho me-buil t copper case which cost him £8 to 
const ruct. 
T he case is press urized to stand up to under-
water work. It is the resul t of five yea rs of ex-
peri menting, in which two ca meras lVC r e ru ined 
by seawater and three cop per cases were discarded 
as unsuccessful. 
feet, 15, 20 and I was alon gside the frog man , 
but losing position in the current. I sighted the 
camera and pressed the button. Nothin g hap-
pened. I shot to the surface and gulped fresh 
air. Then I dived again. 
Able Sea man Bantjes was feeling the cold by 
the time I mad e my third attempt. I swam to 
the diving ladd er for a breather , and checked 
the camera through the glass panel in front of 
the lens. 
As I had suspected, the plunger had become 
disengaged from the camera button. I adjusted 
it, while the watching Navy men began to look 
professionally bored. 
The fourth dive had to be it. I was nearl y 
exhausted, the waiting frogman was cold, and 
the avy wanted to get on with the job. 
I plunged down again, holding th e camera in 
front of me. I reached my subj ect and fired. 
3 
U.C.T. PRIZE FOR 
SON OF FORMER 
SUB. CHIEF 
WE congratulate Mr. John Claughton, 19, only son of the late Mr. G. E. Claughton, 
who was Chief Sub-Editor of the Cape Times 
when he died in 1954·, on winning the Laurence 
Prize of £25 for Greek at the University of 
Cape Town. 
After getting a first-class pass in the Cape 
Senior Certificate examination at the end of 
1954, Mr. Claughton worked for an insurance 
company for a yea r and then went to the Uni-
versity of Cape Town to study for its B.A. 
degree. 
ln his first year there he won class medals 
for Latin and Greek, and now he has gained 
the further distinction of being award ed the 
Laurence P rize. 
He lives with his mother in Three Anchor 
Bay. 
A r esounding " click " told me that this tim e the 
camera had worked. 
Jock was there to help me back on board. 
"Nice work, boy," he said. 
I did not have much hop e that I had got a 
usable pictu re, and soon forgot a bout it in the 
excitement of the main event- the descent by 
two frogmen to the Atlantic seabed to check 
the result of the operation . 
Here it was that Jock went to work with his 
Speed Graphic, recordin g their dive and the 
rest of the operation in fine pictures which 
later made a full page (a n unusual event these 
days) in the gravure section of the Cape Tim es 
Week-end Magazine. 
On our return to the office we headed for a 
darkroom a d Jock started to develop my 120 
HP3 spool with its solitary exposure. I was only 
half interested, and was startled when Jock 
switched on the darkroom li ght, exa mined the 
negative and yell ed : "We've got it! " 
I peered over his should er, and th ere, solidly 
recorded in the emulsion, was Frogman Bantjes 
and the scientific apparatus under the sea . 
There was great exci tement in the office when 
Photographic Printer Jim No md o brought down 
the enlarged prints. 
I was embarrassed by the acclaim and the 
rare hono ur of havin g my name used in t9e 
front-pag e caption because, after all , th at pi c-
ture really was a fluke! 
4 
MISS BETTY HA NDLEY-SMITH, who sailed for England in the Ca petown Castle 
on Jlllay .~ after 12-!t years with the Cape 
Times. 
For the fi rst 10 years she was typist to Mr. 
Edga r Lipsett, Advertisement Manager, and 
/ur the last 2it years cashier in St. George's 
St reet. She plans to work at llkley, in her 
hom e county of Yorkshire. We wish her every 
happiness. Miss Ann Sta lk has taken her 
place as cashier. 
Miss Handley-Smith entertained colleagues at a 
farewell champagne party in the Accounts 
Department on April 30 and a cheque as a 
gift from them was handed to her there by 
Mr. C. G. Cawcutt, Manag er of the Accounts 
Department. 
Earlier Jl!Ir. Cawcutt has presented a teasel to 
Miss Yvonne Chamly as a far ewell gift /rom 
her Accounts Department colleagues on her 
departu re to spend a few months with her 
parents before marrying. She was with us 
/o r a year. 
A concert was being held in a village school-
room and it was Sandy's turn to give his bag-
pi pe solo. When he had finished and the 
applause had died down, a voice from the back 
shouted: " Give us ' Annie Laurie', Sandy!" 
" What ?" asked Sandy, surprised and flat-
tered, "Again?" 
* * * 
A man wrapped up in himself is a very small 
bundle. 
SUPERVISORS~ PROBLEMS 
U DER a new arrangement by the National Development Foundation, firms can arrange 
to have as many seminars, lectures, courses or 
films as they wish provided the necessary 
material is available. 
We have started a first seminar as part of a 
comprehensive plan to provide training for a 
large number of our youn g employees, the aim 
being to give them opportunities for qualifying 
for advancement in the future when the occa-
sion arises. 
The first seminar is on techniques for 
identifying and solving day-to-day problems in 
uper vision. Fifteen members of our Parow 
works staff are attending. 
From Our Parow Works 
They are: Mr. E. A. Catesby, Printing Ma na-
ger; Mr. C. Hemy, personal assistant to the 
Printing Manager; Mr. R. R. Brooks, Parow 
Office; Mr. C. Middleton, Binders; Mr. D. 
Clark, Letterpress Machine Room ; Mr. L. Bay-
man, Parow Office; Mr. I. G. Fraser, Greeting 
Cards; Mr. A. Heyns, Paymaster ; Mr. N. Kiel-
block, Binders; Mr. S. 1ichols, Comps.; Mr. C. 
Merrifield, Boxmaking ; Mr. L. Taylor, Comps. ; 
Mr. D. Patterson, Litho.; Mr. E. Gardiner, 
Binders; and Mr. R. Sabatta, Comps. 
Also attending, by invitation, are employees 
from Plywoods Ltd. and Royal Baking Powder 
{Pty.) Ltd. 
This seminar consi ts of ten lessons of 
instruction, each followed by nine series of 
questions. To enable everybody taking part to 
have an opportunity to air his views at question 
time, the participant break up into two groups 
und er group leaders. The groups then report 
their findings to each other. 
The course, although elementary, is very 
complete, and the notes and appendices are 
very helpful. 
The main difficulty that arises with any such 
course is for the pupils to apply its lessons 
during the working hours. This can be over-
come by pupils bringing their problems to the 
meetin gs for discussion at question time, when 
the group can help to solve an actual problem_ 
Plays for Province 
NEWCOMER to the ranks of the prominent l sportsmen on our staff is George Martin, 
Clyde and Western Province soccer left back, 
who joined our Burg Street Linotype Depart-
ment last month. 
He has been playing soccer for Western 
Province for two or three seasons. He was a 
member of the Western Province team which 
won the Currie Cup two years ago and of the 
team which played Wolverhampton Wanderers 
on May 15. 
Also an able cricketer, he has often played 
in Alma's first team. 
T he 15 members of our Parow works staff who a re attending a National Development Foundation seminar on techniques for identifying and solving day-to-day problems in supervis ion are in this group of 20 participants. 
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THIS month Mr. T. ] . (Tommy) Taylor, Deputy Printer in the Burg Street Com-
posing Department, com pletes 50 years' 
continuous service with the Cape Times. 
R ecently he had a serious operation, 
/ rom which we trust he will have recovered 
fully by the time this appears in print. 
W e wrote asking him to record some of 
the highlights of his half-century with the 
fi rm. Writing from his sickbed, he replied: 
Given the power to concentrate, I could tell 
enough stories to fill a full page of the news-
paper, but for me the greatest hi ghlight of my 
50 years with the Cape Times was the 1911 
strike, from which Aowed benefits that we all 
now enj oy. 
When a non-Union compositor named Stone 
was given employment in the Keerom Street 
works of the Cape Times the rest of the 
printing staff threa tened to stop work unless 
he joined the Typographical Union. As he 
refused to do this, everyone downed tools. 
The strike lasted several weeks. I can still 
remember marching down Adderley Street be-
hind a huge banner bearin g the words : " We 
asked for bread and they gave us Stone." 
Interes ting Persona lities 
Among the many interesting personali ties I 
have worked with on the Cape Times were 
John Runcie, the poet, and Editors Sir Mait-
land Park, B. K. Long {whose classic reply to 
the Nationalists, when they were previously in 
power, is still remembered: "The answer is in 
the plural and it bounces"), and G. H. Wilson. 
In this group also is our present Editor, 
Victor orton. Among many other members of 
the editorial sta ff whom I remember well were 
lovable Johnny Cowan, likeable Lawrie van der 
Post, and Tom Smith, who hardly ever had to 
cut a line to make his motorin g pages fit. 
And, of course, on the composing Aoor there 
was Bob Ross, the Printer , who would not take 
an inch of copy after ll p.m. 





THE printers ' strike of 1911 started on May 8. The uext day the Cape Times consisted 
merely of a narrow sheet three columns wide, 
shorter than the usual depth ·of the newspaper 
and printed only on one side. 
It contained no general news and was issued 
free. In it the Cape Tim es management set 
out the causes of the dispu te and explained why 
it had refused to dismiss Stone, as demanded by 
the Typographical Uni on. 
It was the first time that Cape Town had had 
no morni ng newspaper since the establishment 
of a daily Press in South Africa. 
The sheet reported that all the other master 
printers of Cape Town had decided the day 
before to place their staffs at the disposal of 
the Cape Tim es and that, if their men refused 
to handle Cape Tim es copy, they would be dis-
missed instantly. The men did refuse to 3et 
Cape Tim es copy and the strike became general. 
On May 10 the Cape Times appeared in its 
usual form but with only four pages- two days 
before it had 12 pages. On May 12 it had eight 
pages. 
SECOND WIND 
A FAMOUS track coach once said that the second wind com es to a runner about 
half-way in the race, when the race really 
develops into a contest. 
Watch a mile race. At the quarter, all of 
the rnnners are going strongly. At the half, 
they begin to spread out and often they falter 
and appear almost ready to collapse. 
Then suddenly they get their second wind 
and come to life as if they had been given a 
strong stimulant. They have more confidence 
and power. 
Like runners, good salesmen are successful 
because they hang on until they get their second 
wind. The weaker salesmen are easily dis-
couraged and quit before the second wind 
comes to their rescue. 
Calling a man a crank may be a compliment. 
Cranks, after all, are what start things turning. 
Poetic Printer With a Flair 
for Winning Prizes 
COLLEAGUES of Mr. Tommy Taylor, Cape Times Deputy Printer, have many anec-
dotes to tell about him. Here are a few con-
tributed by the Printer, Mr. David Johnston: 
Tommy has won a number of prizes for verse 
and word-building com-
petitions, including the 
first prize of £50 in a 
South African medical 
journal. 
Recently he received 
a cheque fo r £282 from 
V ernon's Pools, and he 
hopes soon to celebrate 
his 50 years with the 
Cape Times with the 
bumper dividend of 
£75,000. 
"The best advice I 
ever gave to anyone," 
says Tommy, "was to 
Mr. T. J. Taylor the Printer when he had 
one of his Scottish hunches and picked the win-
n ers of the Derby and the July Handicap in the 
same year, each at 33-1 . 
" I f he had done what I advised him to do, 
instead of winning just £980 he would have won 
enough to be able to live comfortably ever after 
and buy a new Buick every year- and, of 
course, leave me all his old ones." 
If I had taken Tommy's advice, I would have 
won about £30,000- but I didn't want to take 
the risk. 
Not to be Bribed 
One night a man came with a late death 
notice and asked Tommy to put it on page one, 
as the deceased was a famous man in his com-
munit y. Tommy explained that this was im-
possible; the notice could only go on page 
t hree. 
Th ere was a long pause while Tommy con-
tinued writing the advert. Then the customer 
said: "You get plenty of m eat just now- yes, 
no?" (Meat was scarce.) "We don't do so 
badly," said Tommy. 
A not her pause. Then, confidentially, the cus-
tomer whispered: " You put notice on fro nt 
page, and I bring you half a sheep to-morrow." 
" Your notice is going on page three," growled 
Tommy, "even if you bring me half an 
elephant." 
Another story about Tommy, told by Editorial 
colleagues, concerns an occasion when his dry 
sense of humour caused a terrific " flap " that 
extended as far as Parow. 
Mrs. Gertrude Cooper, then head of the 
Women's Department, went down to the Com-
posing Department late one afternoon with 
about a column of copy and captions for nine 
pictures attached to the layout for a gossip page 
to be made up by the compositors the next day. 
Tommy was always pulling Mrs. Cooper's 
leg (figuratively) and, when she handed him the 
copy and layout sheet, he jokingly dumped them 
in a wastepaper basket at his desk. Just then 
he was called away and, by the time he 
returned, he had forgotten all about the copy 
and layout. 
The next morning Mr. A. . Burt, Day Fore-
man in the Composing Department, was amazed 
to find no gossip copy and layout waiting for 
him when he came on duty. He looked every 
where but could not find them. 
He concluded that Mrs. Cooper had not got 
them ready in time. When she arrived later 
another hunt for the missing material started. 
It, too, was unsuccessful. 
Suddenly Remembered 
Then suddenly Mrs. Cooper remembered the 
wastepaper basket incident. There followed a 
frantic search through wastepaper that had 
been cleared by the cleaners from all the Burg 
Street floors and was awaiting dispatch by lorry 
to Parow for baling preparatory to being sent 
to a paper mill. Still no trace could be found 
of the layout and copy. 
An office car was sent to Wynberg to bring 
Tommy in from his horne. That move pro-
'duced the culprit but not the copy. Then it 
was suggested that some of the wastepaper may 
already have been removed to Parow. 
The search was concentrated there and, just 
before lunch, the copy was found still attached 
to the layout sheet. They were in a pile of 
paper that was about to go into a baling press. 
Tommy and Mrs. Cooper breathed sighs of 
relief- and the gossip page duly appeared the 




THIS year the annual inter-departmental tabl e tennis leagu e for our city staff- it 
started earl y in May- has been reorganized. 
There are now separate men's and women's 
leagues, each containing five teams. More than 
30 players are expected to take part. 
The men's section has teams from the Lino-
type, Accounts and Advertisement Departments, 
and, as newcomers, teams from the Trade Ads. 
Department and the ni ght staff. In the women's 
section the Accoun ts and Directory Departments 
each have two teams and the Advert isement 
Department one. 
Trade Ads. got off to a good start in the men's 
section when they beat Advertising 3- 2. W. 
Maritz accounted for F. Petersen 21- 7, 21- 9, 
and R. Page 21- 5, 21- 12, but L. Dreyer lost 
to Page 6- 21, 7- 21, and to Petersen 8- 21, 
13- 21. In the doubl es match the Trade Ads. 
pair combined well to win 21- 14, 21- 15. 
Linotype, the defendin g champions, thrashed 
Night Staff 4-l. Rock ' n Roll L. Godwin 
jumped to good advantage to take th e first set 
off S. Evans on deuce, but Evans too k the next 
two sets 21- 15, 21- 10. 
First Appearance 
P. Mortimer, makin g his first appearance in 
the leag ue, was easily beaten by veteran H. 
Fick 21- ll, 21- 7. Fick also bea t Evans 
21- 9, 21- 18. Godwin scored the deciding 
point when he bea t Mortimer 21- 15, 21- 15 
in a well C!Jntested game. 
On May 8 Adverti sing beat Acco unts 3- 2. 
Maritz beat K. Luger 21- 15, 21- 17, and A. 
Easso n 21- 5, 21- ·5. Dreyer lost to Luger 12-
21 , 9- 21, and, in a fantastic ga me, to Easso n 
13- 21, 21- 12, 21- 23. As expected, the 
doubl es went to the Advertising pa ir 21- 17, 
21- 15. 
On May 9 Trade Ads. pulled off a close 3- 2 
win against Linotype. Fick had easy wins 
against Page (21- ll , 21- 14) and P etersen 
(21- 9, 21- 5). Godwin lost to P etersen 14-21, 
5- 21, and to Page 21- ll , 18- 21, 18- 21. 
In the doubles the Trade Ads. pair were again 
invincible, win ning 21- 14, 21- 16. 
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J ACK IE MEKLER finishes strongly, well ahead of 
his nearest ri val. His time in winning the 
South Afric:w mar.:tthon ti tle ••• Queenstown at 
Easter set a new Border record and should enhance 
his chances of select ion for the Empire Games to 
be held in Cardiff, Wales , next yea r. Mr. Bob 
Dalgleish , also of ou r Johannesburg Sales Depart-




WE congratulate Jackie Mekler, of our Johan-nesburg sales staff and form erly a com posi-
tor at our Malvern works, on his success in 
winn ing the South African marathon champion-
ship at Queenstown on April 20 in 2hr. 33min. 
6.8sec. 
He was at his peak in 1954, when he won 
the South Afri can mara thon title as well as 
two Southern Transvaal marathons and came 
seco nd in th e Empire Games marathon. 
But at the end of that year he sudd enly lost 
form and , although he stru ggled hard to regain 
it, has on ly now been able to make a comeback. 
Second to him at Queenstown was anoth er 
Springbok, Mercer Davies, who competed at 
the last Olympic Ga mes. 
After Ma y 9 the log was : 
P. W. D. L. F. A.P. 
Trade Ads. 2 2 0 0 6 4 4 
Linotype 2 1 0 1 6 4 2 
Advertising 2 1 0 1 5 5 2 
Acco unts 1 0 0 1 2 3 0 
Night Staff 1 0 0 1 1 4 0 
Forced Landing 
With Dead 
in Tiger Moth 
Engine 
By EVERT STEYN, Editorial Photographer 
"THANK heavens we're still alive." 
ln these words, uttered with a sigh of 
relief, the pilot of a veteran Tiger Moth, in 
which he had taken me up to get pictures of 
a glider in fl ight over Fisantekraal Aerodrome 
on Good Frid ay, signified that he and I had 
j ust had one of th e narrowest escapes of our 
lives. 
The reason? The single engine of th e Moth , 
which had towed the glider to a height of about 
2,000 ft. before the tow-line was slipped, fal-
tered and cut dead a split second after I had 
taken a close-up of the glider, and we were 
forced to make a powerl ess landi ng on the atr-
strip. 
Luckil y we were over the airfield when the 
engine "conked", otherwise our arrival back on 
earth would have been a lot rougher. Fisante-
kraal is a heavily wooded area, and I hate to 
think what would have happened if we had 
come down in the trees. 
Spun Down Rapidly 
As it was, we made a perfect landing after 
spinning down r apidl y from 2,000 ft.- the only 
so und the r ushi ng of air through the wing 
struts. 
Behind me, in the after cockpit , the pilot was 
frantically trying to get the engine restarted, 
but without success. 
The funny part about all this is that I did n' t 
realize at the time that we were in t rouble. 
Sitt ing deep in the front cockpit and unable to 
see that the propeller had stopped turning, I 
was surprised th at we were co ming down so 
soon and so qui ckly, for I had arrang ~d before-
hand with the pilot to fl y around the glider for 
a while to enable me to get pictu res from all 
angles. 
It was only when we touched down and took 
a n extraordinari ly long run before stopping th at 
I realized that something was amis . Then the 
pilot uttered th e words that co nfi rmed th at we 
had indeed been in trouble. 
['m beginning to wond er whether I'm a bit 
of a Jonah as fa r as aircraft are co ncerned. 
This was not the first time that this sort of thing 
had happened to me. 
In 1953, when I was working on the V olks-
&lad in Bloemfontein, I went up in a P iper Cub 
to get pictures of the Orange River in flood. 
Over Tro mpsburg the pilot noticed that the en-
gine was not running as it should and told me 
he wo uld have to make a forced landing as 
oo n as possible. 
After circling ro und the town to attract atten-
tion to the fact that we were in trouble, the 
pilot made a perfect land ing on the Trompsbu rg 
golf course, by which tim e hundreds of people 
had arrived to see a possible "crack-up". 
Prayed Very Hard 
I might add that I have never prayed so hard 
in my life as I did when we were spiralling 
down, with th e engine cut, towards the golf 
co urse- which I did not see until we were al-
most on the ground . Shaken but relieved that 
I was still among the li vi ng, I telephoned my 
office to send a car for me and to tell my 
wife that she was not a widow yet. 
The plane- needless to say without me as a 
passenger any longer- made a precar ious take-
off from the golf course about two hours later, 
STAFF Pho togra ph er Evert Steyn took this p ic-ture o f a glid er in flight fro m a Tiger Moth-
part of one o f its wings can be seen o n the left-
a moment before th e plan e's single engin e cut o ut, 
necess itating a po werless fo rced landing on th e 
Fisa ntekraal aerodro me. 
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Farewell to a 
Popular Woman 
Journalist 
MRS. GERALDINE GARDINER, an efficient and popular member of the Women's De· 
partment staff for the past 4~ years, left us 
early last month as she is expectin g a baby in 
July. 
At a farewell party in the Burg Street tea-
room on May 7 Mr. Victor Norton, Editor of 
the Cape Times, said that Mrs. Gardiner's 
Editorial colleagues regretted that the tend ency 
of the human race to perpetuate itself was 
depriving them of her pleasant company and 
efficient services. 
Her unfailing good humour had made her one 
of the most popular members of the staff. She 
had shown a remarkably high stand ard of 
professional competence both in her general 
work and in the film star page which she had 
started a couple of years ago. She would 
continue to do some of that work for us. 
He handed Mrs. Gardiner a cheque as a 
farewell gift from her colleagues. 
Her Successor 
Mrs. Gardiner's place has been taken by Miss 
Barbara Leftwich, of Claremont, who previously 
worked for five months for a Cape Town firm 
which publishes trade journals. 
Born in J ohannesburg, she ca me to Cape 
Town about 1944 and attended first the Rusten-
burg Girl s' High School and then the University 
of Cape Town. 
At UCT she started studyin g fine art but, 
after a few months, switched to the B.A. co urse 
and got her degree at the end of last year. 
For some time she was University correspon-
dent for the Cape Argus. We trust that she will 
be very happy with us. 
after the pilot had made the necessary engine 
repairs. 
If I have any more experiences like this-
and I sincerely hope I won't- I should imagine 
I would qualify automatically for a gliding 
li cence. Frankly, though, I prefer to go by car 
these days. 
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M R. and Mrs . D . ldelsohn after th eir marriage in lhe Obsenalory Melh odisl Church on May 
4. M rs. ldelsohn , formerly Miss Jean Ledgerwood. 
is on the staff of o ur Acco unts Department. We 
wish her and her husband every happiness. 
Presentation Plate 
Mystery 
0 October 31, 1919, Mr. T. G. Clark, then Accountant to the Cape Times Ltd., retir~d 
from the firm after serving it for 25 years. 
Some friends on the staff gave him a farew~ll 
gift (we do not know what it was) bearing an 
inscribed silver plate. This plate was picked up 
in High Level Road, Sea Point, a few weE:ks 
ago by Mr. R. Jones, of Heathfield Road, Sea 
P oint, who telephoned the Cape Times to report 
his find. 
Mr. Clark died many years ago and we do 
not know where to get in touch with his rela-
ti ves. The plate is now in the office of Mr. 
L. H. Freeman, our present Accountant, where 
it can be collected by anybody wishin g to 
restore it to the Clark family. 
When Mr. Clark retired he was succeeded 
by Mr. W. H. Lipsett. On the retirement of 
Mr. Lipsett in 1946, Mr. Freeman became 
Accountant. He joined the firm in 1918. 
What was found to be an effective collection 
letter was sent out by a merchant in a small 
town. It read: 
" I f you don't pay me what you owe me, I' ll 
tell your other creditors you did." 
Parow Grap e-v ine 
FORMER PRESSMAN STILL HALE 
AND HEARTY AT 83 
THE oth er day I had news of an old col-league: all of us whose memories go back 
to "Captain Blood " will be pleased to hear 
that Eddie Smith. the old Government shift 
pressman, is still hale and hearty at the age of 
H3. I wonder if he still sees Arthur at the " Big 
Wheel"?" 
The male coll eagues of Mrs. Dalebout, our 
wo man Mono. key board operator, paid her a 
pleasing tribute recently on the occasion of her 
birthday: they gave her a bouqu et. She was 
quite overwhelmed. Nice work, Ellie. It is 
quite the nicest present that a girl can get, 
isn't it? 
In the past few weeks we have welcomed 
several newcomers to our floor. 
Raymond de Gee is a new addition to our 
:Mono. casters staff . He hails from Durban, 
where he established quite a name for himself 
as a lifesaver. 
From Same U.K. Works 
The jobbing side has acquired two new 
chums-Dennis Ransom and Alan K ingston. 
Both of them come from the same shop in Eng-
lan d as did Trevo r Davies, of our magazine sec-
tion. Dennis has settled down in Stan Aldridge's 
old niche on the Ludlow machine. 
An addition to our Lino. staff is Arthur Wells, 
who has joined us in the capacity of Lino. 
mechanic. Although Mr. Wells has come to 
us from another firm, he is no stranger, having 
previously worked in our Lino. Department at 
Burg Street in the same capacity. 
To all these gentl emen we offer a hearty wel-
come. We hope that their stay with us will be 
a long and pleasant one. 
Another new fa ce in the Lino. Department 
is that of Keith le Noury, who evidently thinks 
that sitting at a keyboard is an easier job than 
setting trad e ads. 
Duggie Gordon was seen dishing out cigars 
recently. The reason: he is now the proud 
father of a bonnie on. Congratulations, Duggie. 
We hope that " junior" does not ca use you too 
many sleepless nights. 
Orange flags fluttered bravely in the breeze 
on April 30, when our large Netherl ands con-
tingent celebrated their Queen's birthda y. The 
crack about being a day earl y for Labour Day 
was taken in good part. 
tuart Nichols has stepped into Godfrey 
ieuwstad t's shoes in taking over our medical 
publications. He has quite a tradition to live 
up to as "Meneer" had more than 30 years' 
ex perience at the job. ever mind , Tubby, you 
will be O.K. provided yo u don't let the " doc" 
get you down. 
Now on the Mend 
The latest news of Jack le Roux is that he 
is on the mend and looking fine. May he soo n 
be back on the line again . That's the best news 
I have heard for a long time, J ack. We'll be 
seeing you. 
Our old friend " Booney" Boo nzaaier is the 
latest casualty. I believe he is having " back " 
trouble. Buck up, " Boon ", and get better soon 
- the Government shift is not the same without 
you. I am sure you will open your race-card to 
see what the silly blighters have been doing to 
it in your absence. 
By the way, " Boo n's" back trouble is physical 
and has nothing to do with race-horses. 
EAVESDROPPER 
Country woman : I've been expecting a par-
cel of medicine by post for a week and haven't 
received it yet. 
Post 0 ffice clerk: Yes, madam. Kindly fi ll in 
this fo rm and state the nature of yollr com· 
plaint. 
f/7 oman: f/7 ell, if you must know, it's indiges-
tion. 
* * * * 
In a traffic jam a motorist sounded his hooter 
almost continuously. After a while the young 
woman in the car next to his leaned out and 
asked sweetly : " What else did you get jor 
Christmas?" 
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By RAYMOND DE GEE 
Monotype Caster Attendant, Parow. 
AS a young boy I used to watch and ad mire people swimming in deep surf and swim· 
ming baths and by the time I was 10 I had 
made up my mind to take up swimming 
~erio u sly . 
I joined the R oyal Lifesavi ng Societ y. Now, 
after 17 years of active lifesaving, I am devot· 
ing my efforts to teaching others to swim a nd 
to passing on my knowledge of lifesaving to 
any who may wish to receive such coaching. 
The Royal Lifesaving Society sets numerous 
examina tions whi ch candidates have to pass 
before they ca n beco me qu ali fied lifesavers. The 
AUTHOR'S AWARDS 
QUA LIFICATIONS and awards held by Mr. De Gee, who is a recognized 
amateur swimming coach, are: 
Intermediate certificate, bronze medal-
lion and bar, distinguished badge, award 
of merit and bar. 
examinations, which become progressively 
stiffer, range fro m that for the intermediate 
certi fica te to those fo r the di ploma and gold 
medallion. 
Gruesome Exper ience 
Often I am asked how many rescues I have 
made in my lifesaving ca reer and what was my 
worst experie nce. Until I left Durban about 
three months ago I had taken part in 318 res· 
cues. 
P robabl y t he most grueso me was when I went 
in to th e surf to rescue a Na ti ve ma n. While 
we were being ha uled to the beach on a life· 
line a shark snapped off one of the Na tive 's 
legs a t the thigh. 
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He was in my arms and I felt a jolt but did 
not realize what had happened until the water 
started to turn red about us. By the time I got 
hi m to the shore he was dead. 
lt used to be a common occurrence on Sa tur-
day afternoons for young India n girl s, weari ng 
bea utifu l saris, to try to commit sui cid e by 
j umping i nto Durban Bay. Several tim es I was 
on the spot and dived in clothed to save girls. 
Now that I am in th e Cape I hope to help 
in the form ati on of as many swimming clubs 
as possible. Besides enabling more peo ple to 
enj oy one of the fin est forms of exercise, such 
clubs ehould make for fewer drowni ngs. 
It is never too la te to learn to swim nor does 
it matter how fat or how thin one is. Perhaps 
the Cape Times will yet have a swimming or 
l ifesaving team entering for co mpetitions. 
Mr. Raymond de Gee 
SERVICE ANNIVERSARIES 
Mr. C. Gat es 
wE congratulate the following 
members of the staff who have 
been with the company continuously 
for 20 years or longer and whose 
service anniversaries fall m June: 
MR. T. J. TAYLOR, Composing Department, Burg Street 
MR. W. J. LLEWELLY , Liftman, St. George's Street 
MR. P. WEST, Works Office, Parow 
MR. W. PEGGS, Chief Order Clerk, Parow 
MR. G . .J. RALPH, Advertisement Department, St. George's Street 
MR. W. SAMPSON, Lithographic Department, Parow 
MR. W. J. MONNERY, Linotype Department, Parow 
MR. H. PETERSEN, Lithographic Department, Parow 
MR. R. REYNOLDS, Stereo Manager, Burg Street 
MR. F. M. MASON, Works Manager, Malvern 
MR. C. GATES, Cleaner, Burg Street Machine Room 
MR. A. ALEXANDER, Letterpress Department, Parow 
MR P. S. DOMS, Reading Department, Parow 
MISS E. HEYBURG, Bindery Department, Parow 
MIS C. SMITH, Bindery Department, Parow 
MR. J. S. KRUGER, Reading Department, Parow 
MR . .J. C. FEI AUER, Photographic Department, Burg Street 


















We are publishing-when possible month by month- the service anniversaries of staff members with 20 or more years' 
continuous service. If names that should be included are omitted, please inform the Editor of Talk of the Times, Mr. 
R. A. A11drew, Burg Street, or Mr . W . M. A. Brooker, Parow Works Office. 
Th e way to kee p a circle of fri ends LS to be 
on the square with them. 
* * * * 
A girl should never agree to share a man's 
lot until she finds out what he considers a lot. 
* * * * 
Th e typist showed up /or work flashing a big 
diamond ring. 
Askr>d her boss : " Where did you get that?" 
" Oh," she replied, " when grandma died she 
left £300 fo r a stone in her memory-and this 
is it." 
Disraeli once wrote a scenario of life in 11 
words: " Youth is a blunder ; manhood a 
struggle; old age a regret." Frank Irving 
Fletcher often cited this as a masterpiece of 
compression. He was right. Try to say as 
much in as little.- Hal Stebbins. 
* * * * 
Nowadays the thing to put aside fo r one's 
old age is all thoughts of retirement. 
* * * * 
" L end me a fiv er fo r a week, old man." , 
"What weak old man?" 
H ADJI time in Mecca , Sa udi Arabia. This pic-
ture was sent to M r. Victor Norton. Editor o f 
the " Cape Tim es ", by one 'Of o ur car drivers, M r. 
Ismail Dawood, who . having made th e pilgrimage 
Mecca , is now entitled to prefix his n:1me with the 




AF TER bein g in j ured whil e a t work recently a Ca pe Times photogra pher beca me aware 
for the first tim e tha t, in such circumstances, 
he could claim benefits under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act a nd need not ask the Ca pe 
Times Medical Aid Society to pa y four- fifth s of 
hi s doctor 's and chemist's bill s. 
The position is that a wo rkman ( this includes 
women) is entitl ed to the benefits of the Act 
if he sustai ns a n inj ury or contrac ts a n illnetiS 
as a result of a n accident a ri sin g out of and in 
the course of hi s employment. 
Perso ns earnin g more than .Ll ,560 a year are 
excl uded from the sco pe of the Act unless their 
empl oyers have entered into a special a gree-
ment with the Workmen's Co mpensati on Com-
mi ssioner. 
"Accident" Defined 
J n the Act a n accident is defin ed as a specific 
occurrence for which a definite time, pl ace a nd 
circumstance can be determined. It does not 
cover the contraction of a n illness or disease by 
gradual onset over a period of time, except 
where the disease is listed as a n industrial 
di sease. 
The benefits of the Act comprise, in the ma in , 
the payment, within certain limits, of medical 
a id expenses; and the payment of compensation 
to the workman for temporary and permanent 
disablement, as well as to hi s depend ants if he 





WE co ngratulate Mr. E. A. Ca tesby, Man ager, on winning the Paraffin 
yacht racing a t Zeekoevlei this year. 
Printing 
Cup fo r 
In 1954 a pair of waterwings was presented 
to Mr. Ca tesby because hi s fri end s a t the Zee-
koevlei Yacht Cl ub said he spent more time in 
the water than on it, so often did his yacht 
ca psize. Thi s year he shed his predil ecti on for 
du ckin gs and was singularl y successful in the 
club's r aces. 
Al ong with the Paraffin Cup, whi ch is a fl oat-
ing trop hy for 16-foot Goodrick-class boats in 
a seri es of r :~ ces, Mr. Catesby rece ived a pair 
of cuff links and a tie cli p, all in the sha pe 
of a ship's helm and with a yacht engr aved on 
I hem. 
AFTER her trials and tribulations at our tele-
phone switchboard in Burg Street Miss Gwen 
No rthco te. o ur senior telephonist , relaxes on board 
the Edinburgh C:tstle while on her way to Dur-
ban in A pril to spend her annual leave th ere and 
in Johannesburg. She had morning tea with old 





NE1W BUILDING TO ACCOMMODATE 
NATIVE EMPLOYEES 
BUILDII G operations are once agam 1n pro· gress a t our Malvern works. This time a 
new building is being er ected to help accommo-
da te our increasing numb er of ati ve employ-
ees. It is being built on the south-east side of 
the grounds, nex t to the present Native quarters. 
Our tennis section recently co mpleted its first 
tournament since the inception of the Cape 
Times (Malvern ) Recreati on Club. The prize-
winners were : Men's singles, A. Callahan; 
men' doubles, F. 1\-la son an d D. Patterso n; 
mixed doubl es, Mrs. Maso n a nd P. Mason ; 
women's doubles, Mrs. Daly and Miss Mazaris. 
The tennis secti on held a braaivleis and out· 
ing for all members of the staff on May 19. 
The sports-minded members of our non-
European staff have form ed a soccer team of 
their own. They will play a number of fri endl y 
games this season and next year hope to com· 
pete in one of the soccer leagues. 
Back From Leave 
Amon g th ose who have return ed recently 
fr om leave are Mike Malone and his family. 
They travell ed down to Durban for a week. 
Dick Odend aal (Linos) had two weeks ' leave. 
We can't say it was a holiday for, if it was not 
a doctor or a speciali st attendin g him, it was 
a dentist. Here's wishin g yo u good health 
again, Dick. 
John Wylde !Office) spent hi s two week at 
home and no doubt had mu ch to do. Mavi s 
Allinso n and her husba nd went to Ca pe Town 
for th eir holiday and return ed lookin g verv fi t. 
Dougie Bisset had a week at a far m at Twee-
ling, O.F.S., and P. van Heerd en went to Lich-
tenburg. 
Eric Li ght wisely decided that the warmth 
of the atal South Coast was best and chose 
Scottburgh. Charlie Gardner went to Crawford, 
Ca pe Town, and Brian Castleman to Um tent-
weni , atal. 
Gordon Cadman and Gordon Go mes have 
returned to work looking none the worse for • 
three months' mili tary trainin g at Potchef-
stroom and Pretoria, respectively . 
[:ongratulations to Alex Clark on being elec-
ted actin g President of the J ohan nesburg 
branch of the South Africa n Typographical 
Union. If he fill s this post as well as he has 
done that of Clerk of the Malvern Chapel, then 
he need have no fears that he might not make 
a success of his new role. 
Stereo a pprentice Wall y Rossini is back a t 
work with a hea vy plaster of paris casin g on 
his right foot. After a leadin g bone spec iali st 
had operated on the foot Wally spent a long 
tim e in hospital and at home. We sincerely 
hope that when th e pl aster is removed the foot 
will be perfectly all right. 
Another unfortuna te perso n is Sheil a Gething 
!Letterpress), who injured a hand on the 
Heidelberg cylinder and was off work for a 
coupl e of weeks. 
Peter Fourie now leads our ca r parade with 
a Fiat Cub. ot far behind come three 
Renaults. Mrs. Labuschagne and Vincent 
Bisset have both changed to bi gger ca rs. 
We wish four newcomers to the staff- Mrs. 
Els, Mrs. Esterhuizen, Mr. Sand iso n and J\!I r. 
Heine--a long and ha ppy stay with us. 
1 IP AND TUCK 
Comings and Goings 
at Parow 
WE welcome to our P arow fac tor y fr om Eng· land Mr. A. W. Bradburn, Process Depa rt· 
ment, and Mr. A. W. Kingston and Mr. D. F. 
Ran som, both Com posing Department. 
Other new arrivals at Parow are Mr. D. J. D. 
Lyons, Progress Department ; Mr. l B. Elli s, 
Estimating Department (he was for four years 
a Linotype operator at Burg Street); and Mi s 
B. A. Taylor, typing pool. 
We said goodbye to Miss Valer ie Botes, who 
r ecently married Mr. V. Haylett and accom· 
panied him to a new position in J ohanne burg. 
Both were in our Parow Costing Department. 
Mr. C. Brady, Parow Estimatin g Department, 




Celebrates Golden Weddifitg 
This Month 
FlFTY years ago, co me June 19, Mr. P. H. Francis, now Cape Times correspondent for 
the False Bay area and then a sub-editor on 
the Bristol Evening N"ews, was married in Sl. 
P aul 's Church, Clifton, England, to Miss Elsie 
Bam fi eld. 
They had been " walking out " together since 
early childhood and , in spite of keen competi-
ti on, the bridegroom had remained at the head 
of the list of runners in the matrimonial stakes. 
Mr. Francis entered the world of journalism 
60 years ago when he joined the editorial staff 
of the South /II' ales Argus at Newport. His 
status and salary were both very much junior. 
Then he crossed the Severn to join the sub-
editors' tabl e of the Bristol Evening News. 
Afer so me years there he went north for another 
ub-editorial positi on- thi s time on the Daily 
Dispatch, one of the many enterprises of the 
Hulton organization. He next worked as a sub-
editor on the Evening Chronicle in the same 
building and then went to Lond on to sub-edit 
on the Evening N ews. 
Started a News Agency 
ln less than a year he was back in Man-
chester, this time as a reporter for the North-
ern edition of the Daily News. Because of a 
change in the organization of this newspaper 
he and a colleague, Mr. Tavern er , decided to 
run a free-lance news agency in Manchester. 
tfr. Taverner died but other partners came 
in . The agency grew steadily until its news 
a nd sports coverage called for a sta ff of a dozen. 
It had its own telephones on the Old Trafford 
cri cket ground and on the Manchester City and 
United football ground s. 
Mr. Francis co mbined his agency activities 
with the rugby editorship of the Athletic N ews. 
This meant coverin g the chief ru gby ga mes in 
England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland, and an 
occasional international in Paris. 
In 1924 he was commissioned by a score of 
newspapers in the United Kin gdom to send 
th m a weekly article on the tour of South 
Africa b y Cove Smith's rugby tea m. Other 
co mmissions took him to several Wimbledons. 
He sold his agency business and , with Mrs. 
Francis, came to settle in South Africa. After 
a year or two in Johannesburg th ey moved to 
16 
Fish Hoek, where a fortnight of doin ;g nothing 
became so boring that Mr. Francis arranged 
with a printer at Hermanus to produce a 
monthl y newspaper , Fish Ho ek N ews, of which 
he was Ed itor. 
The Fish Ho ek News, born in Ju ,ne, 1951, 
di ed in October, 1952, from lack of advertising 
support. Fish Hoek was without its own news-
paper until September, 1953, when the Fish 
Ho ek Echo was launched. 
Delivered Free 
The baby had four small pages and, apart 
fr om its advertising revenue, had no means of 
subsistence. But, because it was deli vered free 
to every hou e, Hat, hotel and caravan in the 
town , advertisers recognized it as a valuable 
advertising medium. 
From its four pages, the Echo has grown into 
13 mu ch bigger ones. Its space adverti ing has 
increased from 30 to 75 and its "smalls" from 
none to 40. It is posted to many parts of South 
Afri ca and to other places in the world. 
Bes id es his Cap e Tim es duties and his Echo 
work, Mr. Francis is also the False Bay cor-
respondent for the S.A.B.C. 
He and hi s wife have two children and six 
grand children. Their so n, P eter, is Editor of a 
weekly newspaper at Runcorn, Cheshire. Their 
daughter, Mrs. Wendy Cranswick, is coming 
with her husband and the youn ger of two sons 
to Fish Hoek from Durban for the celebration 
of the gold en wedding. 
OUR Accounta nt, Mr. L. H. Freeman , and his wife left Cape Town in the Bloemfontein 
Castle on May 13 to travel round Britain and 
the Continent with th eir so n, wh o has been 
workin g in England as an auditor. They ex-
pect to return to Cape Town early in Septem-
ber. We wish them a pleasa nt holiday. 
WE congratulate Miss Irene Griessel, of the Directori es Department, and Mr. John 
Warner , of the Parow Shereo Department, on 
th eir engagement on April 25. They hope to 
marry at the end of February next year. 
i<;.T.LTD. 
